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New university draws fire 
t~. ffep'resentingzoneseveri at the B.C, Winter Games in Ver- 
I 
Library board unhappy 
with expansion progress 
Centralization 
worries locals 
TERRACE -- The University 
of Northern B.C. is in danger of 
becoming merely a university of 
Prince George. 
That's the message the 
university's governing council 
heard Jan. 18 when a delegation 
of northwesterners attacked the 
centralization of all UNBC 
decision-making in Prince 
George. 
"We didn't get any reaction 
from them," said Terrace and 
District Chamber of Commerce 
vice-president Gerry Martin, 
who delivered a brief to the 
board on behalf of the 27 nor- 
thwestern representatives who 
travelled to Prince George. 
"The message we gave them 
was that the regions are unhap- 
py with the board's commit- 
ment to regionalization." 
"There doesn't appear to he a 
really sincere desire on their 
part to be innovative as far as 
the regionalization of that 
facility goes. There is no com- 
mitment in the administrative 
structure to have it regionaiized. 
Philosophically, they don't 
seem to been track that way." 
Martin, city council represen- 
tative Da~fyli~Laurent, school 
board chairman Edna Cooper 
and school district superinten- 
dent Ff~ri k~ Hami l ton  
represented Terrace in the Jan. 
18 visit to,address governors of 
the northern university. The trip 
was organized by school 
boards, city councils and 
chambers of commerce from 
across the northwest. 
School boa/d eliatr-man Edna 
Cooper said the  university's 
plans released to date remain 
devoid of any decentralized 
concept. 
"They (university officials) 
don't, have a regional plan and 
even am6ngst themselves 
they're having a hard time ar- 
ticulating what they mean by 
the word 'regional'," Cooper 
said. 
"This is not just a few people 
compla in ing , "  she said. 
"That's not the case. This is a 
feeling that is going right across 
the northwest." 
The delegation to Prince 
George demanded specific 
They are supposed to receive 
answers to those questions when 
they meet again with the UNBC 
governing council Feb. 28 in 
Prince Rupert. 
Martin said the original 
university concept was one of 
an innovative and regionalized 
structure. 
"And that doesn't seem to be 
happening," he said. "They 
seem to be structuring a very 
traditional type of university." 
He noted that this region isn't 
seeing any benefit from the 
UNBC money allocated by Vic- 
toria so far. 
"Their initial budget is for 
$136 million and all of that is 
being spent in Prince George," 
Martiasaid, 
Smithers chool board chair- 
man Bob Haslett also expressed 
fears that the university's e- 
cond phase money -- earmark- 
ed for the regions -- will be ax- 
ed from this spring's provincial 
budget by Victoria in an effort 
to control the province's $2 
billion deficit. 
Martin dismissed the univer- 
sity's announcement of regional 
coordinators for Terrace, 
Prince Rupert, Prince George 
and Fort St. John to help gauge 
the needs of each region. He 
said some of the top-level 
decision-making must also take 
place in the regions. 
"You're still at the mercy of 
the central campus," Martin 
said. "You have a coordinator 
in your area who's ma#be t~ 
places d6~n on the d ecision- 
m~aking ladder,' . . . . .  
A regionalized adminiSi~ion 
is needed up front, he said, or 
else the university will have a 
top-down structure ruled from 
Prince George. 
"Our concern isif they don't 
have the structure in place up 
front then it's going to be very 
difficult to change it down the 
road," he said. 
If that happens, he said, there 
will be no difference between 
UNBC and the extension pro- 
grams already offered by B.C.'s 
existing universities. 
"When it comes right down 
to it you don't really have 
anything different from Uric or 
TERRACE - -  Constant scaling 
down of its expansion plans and 
a possible further year's delay in 
construction has the library 
board worrying about the fate 
of the project, says one of its 
members. 
"We are getting quite con- 
cerned about it, it's beginning 
to look like a very expensive 
band-aid," Willy Schneider said 
last week. 
Schneider said architect Alan 
Soutar had now prepared revis- 
ed drawings and cost estimates 
and these were passed to the city 
Jan. 13. 
However, in order to get close 
to the $1.5 million council had 
indicated was the maximum 
cost it would consider, Soutar 
had to reduce the size of the 
proposed expansion. 
The original plan, drawn up 
in 1988, had called for an addi- 
tion which would have doubled 
the floor space to 12,000 sq.ft. 
Now, that figure was down to 
10,400 sq.ft. .,, 
Even With that more than 25 
per cent reduction in the size of 
the expansion, the cost had 
come in $42,000 over the coun- 
cil's limit. 
To make matters worse, 
Schneider said the city was now 
indicating there would likely be 
no referendum on the project 
until November. 
That meant construction 
would not start until the spring 
of 1993 by which time costs 
would probably have increased 
by "at least four per cent" or 
another $60,000, he pointed 
out. 
That, Schneider said, had the 
board worried the expansion 
might end up being scaled own 
yet again. 
Recalling the original plans 
were drawn up on the advice of 
an expert on libraries, he ex- 
plained the idea had been to 
provide a facility capable of ser- 
ving the needs of the Terrace 
area for the next 20 years. 
• 'We are definitely not look- 
ing at that now," he said. 
Noting it was now going on 
four years since the expansion 
was first proposed, he said a. 
Overpass getting 
new walk lights 
TERRACE -- The death of a 
college student on the Sande 
Overpass last month has pro- 
mpted the highways ministry to 
change the traffic lights there. 
Twenty-year-old Inn Patrick 
LeRoss was killed Dec. 4 when 
he was struck down in the 
crosswalk by a car turning left 
onto Greig Ave, 
Starting ~ next week north- 
bound Sande traffic turning left 
there will have a red light while 
pedestrians cross. Highways 
ministry spokesman Jane 
Sparks said pedestrians on the 
west side of the intersection will 
have a 17-second walk signal 
while the traffic is held back. 
During the walk signal, she 
said, westbound Greig Ave. 
traffic will have a left turn ar- 
row allowing them to turn .~outh 
onto the overpass. Northbound 
Sande traffic will still be able to 
turn right onto Grelg Ave. 
" Sparks said the second major 
cont'd A2 
"$1.2 million, full-sized project 
had now turned into a smaller 
yet more expensive proposition. 
And, he emphasized, that 
latest $1.54 million figure only 
covered construction of the 
building shell not the fur- 
nishings and book shelves that 
would have to go in it. 
Librarian Ed Currell pointed 
out the current estimate also in- 
cluded work needed to correct 
"fundamental" structural, elec- 
trical and roofing problems in 
the existing building. 
The urgent need to repair the 
roof was underlined by the 
library's recent experience when 
the area was hit by heavy snow 
and rain. "We had gallons of 
water pouring in here," Currell 
explained. 
City administrator Bob 
Hallsor said a meeting between 
council, and the library board 
would likely take place next 
week. Because the city wanted 
the Kitimat-Stlkine regional 
district to share in the cost of 
the project, directors Les Wat- 
mough and Sandy Sandhals 
Willy Schneider 
would also take part in those 
discussions. 
As for the referendum, 
Hallsor confirmed, "I don't 
think we'll be looking at one un- 
til the fall." 
answers on how the university 
will provide service to the more 
remote regions. 
Plan 
delayed 
TERRACE -- Residents won't 
get a look at a long-awaited 
land use plan for the city until 
early spring, says planner Mar- 
vin Kamenz. 
Kamenz said preparing his 
department's 1992 budget and 
dealing with the steady stream 
of development applications has 
taken up the time set aside for 
long term planning. 
Originally, the plan was set 
for a public viewing last fall. 
The delay does offer a benefit 
because some recent zoning 
changes can be worked into the 
new plan, said Kamenz. 
The plan first has to go 
through council before any 
public meetings. That's ex- 
pected in February. 
Northwest Roundup 
PRINCE RUPERT --  The 
chamber of commerce here 
feels municipal costs for 
businesses are excessive com- 
pared to those in Terrace. 
Chamber president Rick 
Lindseth said the charges 
keep businesses from 
locating in Prince Rupert. 
Prince Rupert mayor Peter 
Lester asked Llndseth to give 
him examples. 
SMITHERS --  The town has 
enlarged the entrance to the 
civic centre for people in 
wheelchairs. 
But it hasn't raised a sec- 
tion of the floor so they can 
see over the boards and onto 
the ice surface. 
A spokesman from the 
local community services 
association wants cOuncil to 
visit the civic ceiitre for  a 
first hand look. 
UBC, and for that reason I 
think everybody's a little bit 
dissappointed." 
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HAZELTON -- The 
Hagwilget band has bought 
Ben's Repairs and renamed it 
Tse-kay Auto Repairs, 
The $265,000 purchase 
was made possible by money 
from the 
G i tksan-Wet ' suwet 'en  
i | , i  , 
BURNS LAKE-  Council 
ihere has called off negotia- 
tions to buy the former lm. 
maculata Catholic scllool. 
It bad wanted to buy the 
school in conjunction with 
the  College of New 
Caleodonla ~ but found the 
$800,000 a~ng price too ex, 
Economic Development :pensive. 
Commission, a native-based Instead, the college has a 
loan • organization called good chance Of  buying a [ 
Trlcorp/and a federal native public elementary school 
J loans program, that'il dose whena replace.i  
l-eading iO ~he a~rest and con- 
viction of vandals, Smith ad- 
ded. 
lie said a committee will 
be set up to determine the 
amount of the rewards and 
to ensure that all information 
is kept confidential. 
"The program is working 
well in other communities. 
It's a matter here of making 
sure the 'i's are dotted and 
the 't's crossed," he said. 
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3|'/,000-hectare Kitlope valley 
south of Kemano. But he said 
he wants to help the company 
find an alternate wood supply 
to replace the Kitlope so local 
jobs aren't lost. 
"Any loss in AAC (annual 
allowable c~t) has to have an 
impact on otxr operations," said 
Skeena Sawmills' divisional 
forester Damian Keating. 
"How much impact depends on 
how much wood is taken out." 
](eating and Amos said no 
major breakthroughs came dur- 
Gerald Amos 
sessions productive. 
Both agreed any solution that 
would preserve both the Kitlope 
and area logging jobs will re- 
quire some kind of special com- 
mitment front Victoria. 
"That's going to test the 
po l i t ica l  wil l  of  the 
government," Amos added. 
Keating said one possible 
avenue is more intensive 
forestry operations to make bet- 
ter use of the company's ex- 
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I will die. 
Feeds me 
a lot of 
nts to rob 
your Dan~:, what WouLd you do? 
You're not going to stand idly 
by and die a slow death of star- 
vation." 
People who say the Haisla are 
no longer connected to the 
Kitlope are wrong, he says, ad- 
ding natives continue to fish 
there for oolichan. 
"The most prized possession 
of my people," he says, "is that 
little species of fish, the 
oolichan. Industry - -  without a 
blink of an eye - -  would destroy 
the river. And if it's my last act 
to try to save that little fish, I Overpass ingthe talks but both called the isting timber holdings. 
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the green light, pedestrians will . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . .  
TERRACE - -  The city will 
soon have an analysis of the 
causes and recommendations  
solving the problems of flooded 
basements on HaUiwell Ave. 
and land slippage on Lanfear 
Hill, says engineering director 
Stew Christensen. 
Chr is tensen said Bob 
Graham, a 'geo-technical  
engineer from Prince George, 
visited both sites lastweek. 
Residents at the west end of 
Halliwell Ave. have been pump- 
ing water out of their basements 
since early December while 
Lanfear Hill had to be closed to 
pedestrians when sections of the 
pathway there washed out. 
Christensen said Graham 
would be looking at the soil 
structure in both areas. In the 
case of Halliwell, he will deter- 
mine "what we can construct 
have a no walk signal. The 
round traffic signal lights will 
become larger, she added, and 
the street lights will be brighter, 
increasing from 150watts to 250 
watts. 
"The changes were made at 
the request offthe city and the 
RCMP,"  she added. 
RCMP Staff Sgt. John 
Veidman said at least half a 
dozen people came forward 
after the accident and told 
police they had nearly been hit 
in the intersection. 
"It's a difficult intersection," 
Veldman said. "It 's very con- 
gested and a lot of traffic turns 
there. It all came to a head as a 
result of this accident here." 
Coroner Jim Lynch credited 
local RCMP and highways of- 
ficials with getting the change 
made quickly. 
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and how we can go about it", 
including whether improved it- 
ching would solve the problem.-  
As well, Re id 'Whi te ,  
engineering section head with 
the Water Management branch 
in Smithers had toured the af- 
fected area of Halliwell in an ef- 
fort to determine whether there 
was anything the Environment 
ministry could do to help. 
On Lanfear Hill, Graham 
had examined the question of 
the stability of the entire 
hillside, both above and below 
the road and gravel shoulder us- 
ed by pedestrians. 
Noting there had been 
longstanding concerns about 
Lanfear Hill, Christensen warn- 
ed the solution, whatever itwas, 
would not be an easy one. 
In the meantime, the hill had 
been reopened to those on foot 
by closing off a four foot strip 
of the south side of the road to 
vehicles and allowing 
pedestrians to use it. 
Christensen said there was no 
indication at this point how 
long it would take Graham to 
complete his report for the city. 
What happened once the city 
has his recommendations would 
depend on the cost of any cor- 
rective measures and where the 
city would be able to find that 
money, he added. 
In 3 Days Your Air 
Ticket May Cost You 
More! 
SEAT SALE ENDS 
JAN. 31 
Terrace To: 
Vancouver . . . . . .  =200 
Okanagan . . . . . .  =287 
Edmonton . . . . . .  =374 
Toronto . . . . . . . .  =519 
Montreal . . . . . . .  =569 
London EnD . . . . .  =778 
Halifax . . . . . . . .  =788 
Amsterdam . . . . .  =948 
Frankfurt . . . . . . .  =988 
Advance Purchase Required, Travel Up to April 4. Other RestrlclFons Apply. Taxes Extra. 
CALL NOW & SAVE! 
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LTD an l l  t 8"U  
461 1 Lakelse Ave. 635-2281 
I I 
 UPE=IiO=I VIDEO 
4721 Lake lse  Ave .  635-4333 
i 
newspapers  & magazines. Glass & tins MUST be 
clean (prefer wi thout  labels). 
BEHIND THE B INGO PALACE 
MONDAY - FRIDAY ................................... NOON - 4 PM 
SATURDAY ......................................... ...... 10 AM- 4 PM 
24 HOUR DROP OFF AVAILABLE IN THE BINS OUTSIDE 
in the 
down to 
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About the Terrace Standard 
HOURS: 
Our office is open 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
8:30 a.m. • 12:00 noon Saturday. 
DEADLINES:  
Deadlines for classified advertising is 12:00 noon Saturday 
before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for space booking of display advertising is 5:00 pro, 
Friday before Wednesday paper, 
Deadline for submission to the editorial department is 12:00 
noon Friday before Wednesday paper. 
SUBSCRIPT IONS:  
• Subscription rates for the Terrace Standard are $30.O0r per 
year. 
HOW TO CONTACT US: 
We are located at 
4647 Lazelle Avenue in Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S8 
phone 638-7283 FAx 638-8432 
lib 
.... BACK 
,; ' EDDY'S 
PUB :! 
Pool! 
!{~i Darts! 
11:00 AM- 
MIDNIGHT 
"BARON DAY"  - Every Tuesday 
Baron of  Beef  4" 
"Come and Relax" and Let Us "Serve You Right" 
BACK EDDY'S PUB 
. . . . . .  635, -5336 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
HOURS OF OPERATION: Mon.. Thurs. 11:00 - 12:00 Fri. & Sat. 11:00 - 1:00 
STOLEN IN QUEBEC. 
LICENSED ILLEGALLY 
IN B.C. 
The private sale of stolen vehicles i big business, 
Don't be a victim! Buy your used car or truck through 
a Member of the Motor Dealers' Association of B.C, 
Licensed under the Motor Dealer Act with a strict code of 
disclosure, and. franchised to give you the highest standards 
for sales, these dealers let you buy with confidence. 
• You can be sure that the vehicle's previous 
ownership and registration have been checked, 
• You can be sure that the vehicle has been checked 
for any outstanding claims. • : - 
• You can depend on the warranty offered. . 
• You can always find your dealer to seek service and 
assistance m the future. 
So the next time you're shopping for a Used vehicle, look for 
this symbol. Or your next deal could be a real Stea[. 
i The symbol of membership n tile Motor Dealers' Association of British Columbia. 
TERRACE MOTORS 
DEALERS ASSOCIATION 
I 
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craft in frigid waters 
Cost of dying to rise? 
A CITY council committee has been asked to look at 
recommendations fees and charges at the local cemetary be 
increased. 
In  a report to council, recreation superintendent S eve 
Scott said the increases averaged five per cent in most cases 
and pointed out this would be the first hike since November, 
:J988 . . . . . . .  
I f  the new rates are adopted, the cost of a grave space for a 
resident adult would rise to $163 (non-residents pay an extra 
$53) while a fibreglass grave liner would cost $150. 
Opening and closing the grave would run a further $200 
unless the burial takes place outside normal working hours. 
For after-hours burials Monday-Friday, the premium would 
be $45 per hour. On weekends or statutory holidays there 
would be a fiat charge of $163. 
The cost of installing a memorial would be either $42 or $59 
depending on the size. 
Travel plans approved 
CITY PLANNER Marvin Kamenz has been given the go- 
ahead to attend an April conference in Victoria at an  
estimated cost of $1,063. 
Noting the topic was Working Together: New Ways of 
Resolving Local Development Disputes, Kamenz added, " I  
believe the material to be covered at this conference would be 
very beneficial." 
Also approved was animal control and by-law enforcement 
off icer Frank Bowsher's attendance ata course on By-law En- 
forcement and Investigation Skills. estimated cost here was 
$1,200. 
Fine for bomb threat 
A BOMB threat phoned in to the airport two months has 
resulted in a $1,000 fine for a local man. 
Gilbert Chapman, 28, was fined $1,000 in court here Jan. 
17 and was put on probation for six months. 
RCMP said Chapman was charged with conveying athreat 
after he phoned police on Nov. 29 and told an officer that 
there was a bomb at the airport. 
Pep office moved 
THE LOCAL Provincial Emergency Program (PEP) office 
has moved. 
Zone coordinator Rod Salem said the office is now at the 
corner of Keith Ave. and Eby St., which will also be the site 
of a new B.C. Buildings Corporation office building. 
The old PEP office - -  on the second floor of the Almarlin 
Building - -  wasn't ideal because when PEP officials worked 
around the clock it left other offices in the building unsecure. 
"Now we're in our own building so we won't be affecting 
anyone lse," Salem said. "We've got our radio room set up, 
we've got our emergency operations centre. It's set up so we 
can deal with anything that comes in." 
He said they moved into a renovated concrete building on 
the site last  week. ,~ . . . . .  
£r  : :  r :  - ' ~ ~ " , v , 
TERRACE - -  Despite the mild 
winter, there's till ice on some 
local lakes and it can be a dead- 
ly trap. 
Those taking part in a recent 
water rescue course here got a 
clear demonstration of the 
danger, says program co- 
ordinator Mike Jones. 
The first of the course's five 
days was devoted to ice surface 
rescue drills with the remainder 
involving rescue exercises for 
divers operating beneath the ice. 
When the ice surface drills 
were held Friday, Jan. 17, those 
taking part were able to walk or 
crawl on the surface of the ice 
without failing through. 
Two days later, all that had 
changed. While the ice could no 
longer support their weight, it 
was still solid enough that those 
under the ice couldn't break 
through it to the surface. 
Describing the conditions as a 
"one-way valve", Jones said it 
showed the danger faced by un- 
wary people venturing out on 
"frozen" lakes in such weather 
conditions. 
Sponsored by the Terrace 
Water Rescue Team, the course 
was conducted by Mike Whylie, 
an American public safety in- 
structor with Dive Rescue Inter- 
national. 
Jones said most of those tak- 
ing part were members of Ter- 
race Search and Rescue. They 
were also joined by two 
members of the local fire 
department and two ambulance 
attendants from Chetwynd. 
There were 26 participants in 
the surface rescue course and 17 
took the ice diving portion. 
Sur face dril ls involved 
retrieving a victim - -  a survival 
suit clad vo lunteer -  from a 
hole in the ice. Jones said 
tethered rescuers practised two 
methods of getting him out: 
hauling the victim out while 
themselves remaining on the ice 
or getting into the water and lif- 
ting him out. 
Different equipment was .used 
in the various drills as well in- 
cluding ladders, pipe poles and 
ropes. 
The ice diving portion involv- 
ed minimum five-man teams 
made up of a primary diver and 
his tender, a secondary diver 
and tender and an incident corn-' 
mander. 
Tenders are the individuals 
who stay on the surface and 
control the tether line to which 
the the diver is attached. 
Their job is guiding the 
diver's movements under the ice 
through a standard sweep 
search pattern. 
Another exercise involved 
responding to a simulation of a 
diver's tether line being cut. 
That's the moment the secon- 
dary team swings ;nto action to 
rescue the would-be rescuer. 
Pointing out the teams' 
fastest retrieval time on this ex- 
ercise had been l min. 20 sees., 
Jones said instructor Whylie 
was "very impressed" by that 
performance . . . .  
Underlining the importance 
of that last drill, Jones pointed 
out such situations were by no 
means uncommon in under-ice 
rescue operations. 
Those successfully com- 
pleting the course received cer- 
tification as an ice rescue or ice 
diving (diver or tender )  
specialist, he added. 
"We proved what we can 
do," said Jones of the course. 
Those taking part had also been 
"extremely happy" with the 
guidance offered by Whylie. 
. . . . .  ,~ := .?~,.'.,,,':. 
Ches traditionally takes place by 
workers who have to extend 
themselves over the edge of the 
roof. 
Chisholm realized one day it 
would be safer and faster to do 
the construction on the ground 
and pass up completed sections 
to workers who don't have to 
extend themselves outward. 
Ladders were nailed to the 
trusses on the ground as part of 
that process. It not only.work- 
ed, but cut an hour off thetotal 
installation time. 
The innovators program 
recognizes new ways of doing 
construction which are safer, 
faster and cost-effective. These 
methods are then passed 
through the industry. 
Chisholm, 25, finished his 
carpenter's apprentice program 
in 1989 and formed Chisholm 
Contracting. He's spent several 
years:,,~orking on constru"'ct/b, 
15rojeetfi,TJn the Iskut and 
Telegraph Creek area. 
TERRACE - -A  local man was 
presented with a $1,000 cheque 
and a plaque yesterday for 
developing a safer way to work 
on house roofs. 
The money, plaque - -  and 
luncheon - -  for Joe Chisholm 
came from the Canada Mortage 
and Housing Corporation's 
job-site innovators awards pro- 
gram for the B.C. and Yukon. 
The installation of gable end 
roof trusses and ladder framing 
on' houses with steep roof pit- 
WESTAR TIMBER LTD. (NORTHWEST OPERATIONS) COMMISSION 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS 
AND INTERVIEWS 
Mr Garth ,angford of West Wncouver, and Mr  eorge Watts of Port ibem=' have 
~i:n n. appointed as Commissioners of the Westar Timber Ltd. (Northwest Operations ) Commis. 
The Te,ms of Reference for the Commission are as follows: 
1. To examine the forest tenures, conversion facilities (including the Carnaby and Kitwanga 
Sawmills and the whole log chipping plant at New Hazelton) and other associated assets of 
Westar Timber Ltd. in the Hazelton Kitwanga area and to make recommendations to the 
Minister of Forests concerning possible options for the sale of the northwest operations of 
Westar Timber Ltd. and the transfer of the associated forest tenures, 
2. To consider the following factors in making its recommendations on possible options for the 
transfer of forest tenures: 
a) timber supply and profile; 
b) timber conversion capacity; 
c) aboriginal interests; 
d) wood requirements for conversion facilities of other companies and the interests of 
communities associated with those requirements, 
3. To consider the following objectives of the Provincial government in making its recommenda- 
tions on possible options for the sale of operations or the transfer of forest tenures: 
a) to establish and maintain viable operations and a competitive forest industry 
consistent with available timber resources; 
b) to promote long term community stability in the Kitwanga Hazelton area and the 
Northwest of the Province generally; 
c) to increase involvement of aboriginal people in the forest sector of the economy; 
d) to maintain a sustainable forest management regime. 
The Commissioners will be conducting public hearings and individual interviews (scheduled by 
appointment) in Hazelton and Kitwanga as follows: 
1) Fri. Feb. 7, 1992: Interviews by appointment. 
Hazelton 
2) Sat. Feb. 8, 1992: Public Hearing (open) 
Starting at 9:30 a.m. • 
Gitanmaax Hall, Hwy. 62, Hazelton 
3 Sun. Feb. 9, 1992: Interviews by appointment. 
Hazelton 
4) Mon. Feb. 10, 1992: a) Interviews by appointment. 
Kltwanga 
b) Public hearing (open) 
starting at 1:00 p.m. 
Gltwangak Hall, Kltwanga. 
The Commissioners Invite any and all Interested indlvidt, als, organizations, companies 
and businesses to present submissions either verbally or in writing at the public meetings 
or in an individual interview. Advance notice of submission is requested if possible, but is 
not required. 
For further Information or to apply for an appointment for an interview time, please con- 
tact Angela Wesley in Terrace, B.C, (Phone: 639-1727 or Fax: 638-0700) 
FURNITURE 
Warehouse 
SALE I 
4 DAYS ONLY 
Friday, Saturday, Sunday & Monday 
" 31, February 1, 2 & 3 
10:00 a.m. 
- 6 :00  p .m.  
4526 Greig Ave., Terrace 
Located next to Minute Muff ler  & Brake 
~i J  .- . ~  ' 
Builder receives award 
• • i  ¸¸ • • 
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ABOUT TO GO UNDER the ice is Tony Toriglia, one of the local 
Water RescueTeam members who took part in the ice diving 
course the group recently sponsored here. The rescue drills, both 
on and under the ice, took place at a small lake 12 km north of Ter' 
race on the Kalum Lake Rd, 
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EDITORIAl, 
It's a secret 
The NDP has failed in its promise for 
a more "open" government. Highly 
critical of the former Scored administra- 
tion when it came to handing out infor- 
mation, the new guys said things would 
be much different. Well, things sure are 
different - -  they're worse. 
Consider the proposal by Orenda 
Forest Products to build a $365 million 
pulp and paper mill south of Lakelse 
Lake. The proposal has had its fair share 
of being bounced around through the 
provincial government's approval pro- 
cess. Last fall, for the second time, 
Orenda submitted its plan to a commit- 
tee of civil servants. This committee 
studies the proposal and then makes 
recommendations to accept, reject or to 
ask for more studies to a committee of 
cabinet ministers. 
Once the proposal is submitted to the 
committee of civil servants, it takes a 
small nuclear weapon to shake loose 
some information. It takes an even 
larger weapon to figure out what hap- 
pens after the proposal makes it to the 
committee of cabinet ministers. The 
overall reasoning for this comes from the 
age-old position that what cabinet 
ministers do in private, stays in private 
until a decision is r~ached. 
' Cohs'ider no,w:c:tJae, Gil}:san _and 
Wet'suwet'en appeal'o£a~B.~. Supreme 
Court decision which rejedted their claim 
to a large chunk of thenorthwest. That 
appeal is scheduled to be heard in April. 
It's being treated as the lead court case 
of all those pertaining to aboriginal 
rights and title. 
In December the provincial govern- 
ment announced it would rather 
negotiate claims then fight them out in 
the courts. To follow that through, 
aboriginal affairs minister Andrew Pet- 
ter two weeks ago asked the court to 
delay the appeal until this September so 
the government could better prepare its 
policy on negotiation. 
Mr. Petter's request for a delay was 
never officially announced by his office. 
The reason given was that not everything 
a cabinet minister does can be released. 
The charming phrase that what Mr. Pet- 
ter did was not considered "press 
releaseable" was used. 
To be fair, governments are large 
organizations and it's difficult to 
develop and maintain coherent policies 
and practices. And this is a new govern- 
ment which will take time to get things 
organized. 
But the unfortunate impression com- 
ing out of Victoria is that these two 
issues are a mere spit into the tidal wave 
of what the government does. Nothing 
could be further from the truth up. here. 
The Orenda project, if it goes 
through, will add 140 jobs just from the 
mill. It'll represent a new way of using 
wood that is now considered waste and 
will use a technology markedly different 
from that of traditional pulp mills. A 
casual look around the province suggests 
it is also one of the few large 
developments now under consideration. 
The Gitksan and Wet'su~,et'en claim 
has been a source of uncertainty and 
worry for people in the Hazeltons and 
Smithers areas going, bac~k:~.t~.~the last 
.... decade, peOple there d e, serv~'~h~'~no'~'['~i~ 
to date information on what the provin- 
cial government is doing. 
Taken together, these two issues not 
only have a significant regional impact 
but they will also form precedents for ac- 
tions in the rest of the province and 
perhaps the rest of the country. 
Governments --  just like people --  
like to have secrets. But unlike your 
average person, everything a govern- 
ments does has a large impact. Reducing 
government secrecy and improving the 
flow of information should be first on 
this government's li t. Heck --  it's even 
democratic. 
Courts on trial 
"Whatever their other con- 
tributions to our society, 
lawyers could be an important 
source of protein." 
- Cartoon caption. 
Honest-to-goodness criminal 
trials are a cross between 
"Paper Chase" and "Welcome 
Back, Kotter". 
The stickler is the robed 
judge, an eagle in his aerie, 
keeping notes as witnesses are 
cross-examined. He looks up 
occasionally, to make sure the 
voices addressing him are live, 
not pre-recorded. 
Before him, the action is 
reminiscent of Kotter and his 
classroom clowns. Incomplete 
homework .  Court  dates 
overlooked. Crucial evidence 
lost, 
Inadequate preparation and 
forgotten court dates cause 
recesses and postponements. 
Loss of crucial evidence may 
result in dismissal. After a long, 
costly trial. 
Physical behaviour, especial- 
ly, resembles Kot ter ' s  
c lassroom,  except lapel 
microphones are needed to 
follow the dialogue. The accus- 
ed smirk, whisper, and dig 
elbows. Having to sit up 
straight, forbidden to horse 
around, smoke, chew, drink or 
snack is, for them, cruel and 
unusual punishment. 
Lawyers and court clerks 
genuflect coming and going; 
everyone stands whenever the 
judge enters or leaves the room, 
Which he does frequently. 
Through 
Bifocals 
by  C laudet te  Sandeck i  
Court recesses oftener than 
Caledonia during a rash of false 
fire alarms. 
Lawyers watch for recesses as 
closely as mules listen for 
'Whoa'. The weaker their cases, 
the closer they watch. No excuse 
is too flimsy for a postpone- 
ment. With good reason, a 
court's agenda is called a calen- 
dar. 
Selecting a trial date is 
tougher than booking the 
Queen for a Commonwealth 
tour. Instead o f  scheduling 
trials by appointment, everyone 
expected to appear before lunch 
is corraled by 9:30 a.m. 
Witnesses, RCMP, and court 
staff may be kept on standby all 
day for nothing, 
Despite the hours spent 
camped in the corridor, it has 
11o public telephones or vending 
machines, only holes in the 
walls punched by society's role 
models while leaving court. 
Those with a "What? Me 
worry?" attitude nap like 
travellers stranded in an airport, 
Some snack on take-out 
chicken, 
When a lawyer explained his 
,/ 
witnesses were absent because 
they were having lunch in the 
corridor, the judge snapped his 
head up and asked in disbelief, 
"Having lunch?" 
If more public witnessed 
trials, Kim Campbell would be 
pressured to unplug our courts, 
putting an end to the wholesale 
loss of time and money, and the 
denial o f  justice. 
Too bad Legal Aid is dished 
out like stale bread at a soup 
kitchen, or lawyers would quit 
stalling. 
Fewer Kotter clowns would 
break the law. 
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Pulp mill rules 
a gory situation 
VICTORIA-- Whether or not 
people get mad at government, 
"all depends on whose ox is 
being gored," Dave Barrett, 
the first NDP premier of 
British Columbia used to say. 
Now environment minister 
John Cashore managed to gore 
a beauty of an ox that got 
,,quLte a few people mad at him. 
~.Cashore alanounced what he 
~"calfed "tough but fair" pulp 
pollution regulations that are 
to eliminate the dumping of 
chlorinated organic ompounds 
into rivers and the ocean. 
That's good, if, indeed, we 
need to reduce the deposit of 
these compounds below the 
current level. 
Unfortunately, the new 
regulations also have the 
potential to kill the pulp mill 
industry. And that's not good. 
The proposed law calls for a 
reduction of so-called AOX 
compounds to 1.5 kilograms 
per tonne of effluent released 
into waterways by 1995. The 
current level is 2.5 kilograms 
per tonne. 
By 2002, the discharge is to 
be free of any AOX com- 
pounds, but any pulp mill that 
can produce a viable plan to 
achieve zero-discharge levels by 
2000 may skip the 1995 
deadline calling for the 1.5 
kilogram limit. 
You would think that the 
minister arrived at his decision 
to get tough with pulp mills 
after lengthy consultation with 
the industry. How does 20 
minutes ound? That's all the 
time he allotted to attending a
meeting with industry officials. 
I'm not surprised. Cashore 
is not what one might call an 
impartial arbiter in en- 
vironmental matters. He is a 
committed environmental c- 
tivist who assesses any situa- 
tion from a purely en- 
vironmental point of view. 
Cashore is so green they 
have to water him twice a day. 
When he announced the new 
regulations, he admitted that 
the pulp mill industry made 
"significant improvements in 
the levels of pollution in their 
effluent" over the past few 
From the 
Capital 
by  Huber t  Beyer  
. q  
years, but added thatthe . 
presence of any AOX in the 
long term is unacceptable. 
The industry has, indeed, 
made significant progress. Flet- 
cher Challenge alone spent 
about $500 million in the past 
few years on environmental 
improvements o its installa- 
tions. The industry as a whole 
spent more than $1 billion on 
cleaning up its act. 
These improvements have 
made pulp mills in British Col- 
umbia among the cleanest in 
the world, certainly the 
cleanest in Canada. In Quebec, 
for instance, pulp mills haven't 
even reached the 2.5 kilogram 
level of AOX per tonne yet, 
and they're applying to the 
federal government for exemp- 
tions from that requirement. 
Chances are very good the 
government will approve those 
applications for exemption. 
The biggest problem with 
Cashore's unrelenting zeal is 
that the technology to make 
mill effluent otally free of 
AOX compounds hasn t been 
invented yet, but that doesn't 
seem to phase the minister. 
The other joker in Cashore's 
environmental cleanup deck is 
the reprieve he is offering the 
industry at the mid-way point 
of his strategy. 
Allowing mills to skip the 
1.5 kilogram level by 1995, 
provided they can produce a 
plan that shows complete 
elimination of AOX com- 
pounds by the year 2000, may 
easily backfire on him. 
There are quite a number of 
older mills in British Colum- 
bia, and there's nothing stopp- 
ing them from coming up with 
a wonderful scheme by 1995, 
pointing the way towards zero- 
AOX effluent in 2000, without 
ever having any intentions of 
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,plan. 
They could simply operate at 
the 2.5 kilogram level until the 
year 2000 and then shut the 
mills down. 
But even if between ow and 
1995, science provides the 
technology to make plulp mill 
effluent otally free of AOX 
compounds, the cost would be 
staggering, and forcing the in- 
dustry in British Columbia to 
implement that technology 
would probably make them 
non-competitive. 
The result would be that we 
might have the cleanest pulp 
mills in the world, but they 
couldn't compete and would 
have to shut down. 
The environmentalists are 
correct when they say we can 
do anything we set our minds 
to but I'd like to add that 
there is a price, and that price 
is jobs. 
We could stop making pulp 
and paper altogether. We 
could stop falling trees, we 
could shut down the steel mills 
in Ontario and improve the air 
quality immeasurably. We 
could have the cleanest en- 
vironment in the world almost 
overnight, but at what price? 
If we shut down the 
economic engine, we can kiss 
everything else goodbye, There 
would be no health-care system 
left, no money to look after 
the unemployed, the ill, the 
disadvantaged. 
It's one thing for Cashore to 
want to make B.C. an en- 
vironmental model, iPs quite 
another to do so at the risk of 
thousands of jobs, Perhaps the 
minister might consider allow- 
ing input into his agenda from 
people other than the en- 
vironmental brigade. 
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Terrace has been touted by 
council as a potential retire- 
ment centre for nor. 
thwesterners. The choice is a 
natural on the face of it. 
:Many  government services 
seniors need are based here. 
Accommodation which 
specifically targets that group 
already exists and efforts are 
underway to broaden the 
choice• 
And the climate is 
significantly kinder than that 
experienced further inland. 
However, there are other, 
less obvious things to be con- 
sidered as well. 
i Onthis page, members of 
the Seniors Advisory Commis- 
sion explain what some o f  
those are. 
I[)riving 
upgrade 
needed 
TERRACE - -  They may 
theoretically be the most ex- 
perienced rivers on the road, 
but that doesn't mean seniors 
couldn't do with a b~usti-'Up 
course, a member ofaq:ie Seniors 
Advisory Commission says. 
Unfortunately, Arleen Frank 
points out, that's not possible 
here at the moment. 
That ' s  because driving in- 
structors must themselves have 
successfully completed a special 
driving skills upgrading course 
:for seniors before they can take 
seniors through one. 
Frank says there isn't a local 
inst ructor  who has that  
qualification yet. The main 
reason for that is it would cost 
an instructor approximately 
$1,800 to take the course. 
And there are good reasons 
for anv upgrade even after all 
those years behind the wheel. 
"You  get kind of blase about 
driving," she explains and sug- 
gests the instruction might help 
seniors get rid of some of the 
bad driving habits they've pick- 
ed up,  
.... The course would concentrate 
on such skills as night driving, 
parking!and winter driv.ing~ishe 
said, Another topic of value was 
updating the changes to traffic 
signs. 
Noting a local instructor had 
indicated their readiness to take 
the course, Frank said the com- 
mission was now investigating 
ways of paying for it. The B.C. 
Seniors Lottery was one possi- 
ble source. 
Cherie Kamenz 
Seniors are not always aware 
of all the services that are 
available to them. 
However, that is about to 
change in Terrace with the 
publication of a comprehensive 
directory by the Seniors lnfor.  
mation Access centre, says co- 
ordinator Cherie ]Kamenz. 
At right are examples of some 
of the services included in the 
directory's 50-plus pages which 
also includes, where necessary, 
an explanation of  the service or 
organization. 
To reserve a copy of the 
directory, phone Kamenz at 
638-1330. 
The 
start 
The Start is for people 
learning how to read. 
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Seniors seek improvements 
TERRACE - -  Seniors, like 
anyone else living here, benefit 
f rom the wide range of  
bus inesses  and serv ices 
available. 
However, Seniors Advisory 
Commission chairman Bey 
Greening points out, being 
available and accessible are two 
different hings. 
Therefore, the commission 
had asked the city to carry outa 
mobility problems for whom 
stairs could represent a serious 
- -  and potentially dangerous 
obstacle. 
The report had revealed just 
over two-thirds of the 208 
businesses urveyed were fully 
accessible to wheelchairs and a 
further 21 buildings were 
classified as partially accessible. 
However; close to  one 
quarter  of  the 
.............................................. 
downtown core to  determine 
how many were wheelchair ac- 
cessible. 
The findings were important 
not only to seniors confined to 
wheelchairs, but also those with 
........................................... 
accessible - -  and those included 
dental and medical facilities. 
Greening said the intention 
was to make this list available to 
residents through the Seniors 
• Information Access Centre. 
She pointed out businesses 
should remember there can be 
other access difficulties for 
seniors that are not apparent to 
others. For example, heavy or 
stiff doors present problems 
that wouldn't occur to a 
younger, stronger person. 
Among the issues the city had 
been asked to tackle, it had 
agreed to allow seniors to park 
for double the sign-posted time 
limit on downtown steets and 
was preparing to introduce n- 
forcement on handicapped-only 
stalls in shopping mall parking 
lots. 
However, the  commission 
was also looking for assistance 
directed at making life easier for 
pedestrians and had called for 
two new crosswalks be put in. 
one suggested location is at 
the new mini-mall on Lazelle 
Ave., the other on Greig Ave., 
directly across from the en- 
trance to the Co-op. 
Greening said improvements 
were also needed to some ex- 
isting crosswalks including bet- 
ter lighting and ways of making 
it clearer to motorists they were 
approaching a cross'walk. 
That was true in particular of 
the crosswalks on Kalum Ave. 
at Lazelle which were used by 
seniors on their way to the Hap- 
py Gang Centre. The city had 
agreed to look into the matter. 
~ ~- ~. 
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COMPARED ro MANY B.C. communities, Terrace has a 
small seniors population. However, it's also an active one. 
Whether, like Maxine Smallwood and Bob Goodvin (top left), 
it's a role in the local B.C. Seniors Games society, or helping 
out at the annual Heritage Day celebrations like Aileen Frank 
(top right) or being involved with the Happy Gang Centre like 
Mildred Wood (bottom left, at left) and Alida Vanden Hende, 
they are visible contributors to community life. 
Need to know? Here's where to go 
GOVERNMENT SERVICES 
Entries here include addresses and phone number for 
municipal, regional district, provincial and federal govern- 
ments. Specific services listed include: 
Provincial: 
Ambulance, emergency calls - -  638-1102. 
Bus passes for Seniors and Handicapped - - 0 Zenith 2656. 
Medical Services Plan -- 1-800-663-7100. 
Shelter Aid for Elderly Renters--  1-800-663-1441. 
Social Services and Housing, district office - -  638-3379. _ 
Federal: 
Health and Welfare Canada - -  5614194 
(includes Income Security Program, Canada pension Plan 
Benefits, Old Age Security Pension, Guaranteed Income Sup- 
plement amd Spouses Allowance). 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 
Terrace and District Community Services Society - 
635-3178. 
Terrace Home Support Services - -  63 5-5135 
(includes Homemaker Service, Personal Care, Respite Care, 
Meals on Wheels and Alert Line Program). 
COUNSELLING 
Senior Citizens' Counsellor - -  Arleen Frank, 635-9090. 
Northwest Alcohol and Drug Counselling - -  638-8117. 
Northwest Counselling Centre - -  638-8311. 
Medical Health Centre - -  638-3325. 
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL 
Terrace Community Volunteer Bureau and Seniors' Infor- 
mation Access - -  638-1330. 
CONSUMER SERVICES 
Public Health Inspection - -  638-3474. 
Ministry of Labour and Consumer Services - -  1-387-1271. 
DEATH AND BEREAVEMENT 
Last Post Fund - -  1-685-8833. 
Cemetary and Crematorium Association of B.C. - -  
Food 
The Kermode Frien- 
ship Centre is helping 
the soup kitchen. 
It is giving money to 
pay people and to buy 
food. 
The friendship centre 
wants to help school 
children who need a 
lunch, 
The soup kitchen is in 
the Lutheran church, It 
is on Sparks Avenue, 
1-531-2141. 
GRIEF RESOURCES 
Terrace Mental Health Centre - -  638-3325. 
ORGAN DONOR PROGRAMS 
Details half a dozen organizations including the B.C. 
Transplant Society and Eye Bank. 
EMPLOYMENT RESOURCES 
Canadian Executive Service Organization - -  1-986-4566. 
FUNDING RESOURCES 
Happy Day Foundation - -  1-733-1584. 
New Horizons Program - -  1-666-2729. 
Seniors' Lottery Association of B.C. - -  1-685-4403 or 
1-685-4533. 
Vancouver Foundation - -  1-688-2204. 
B.C. Housing Management Commission. 
HEALTH RESOURCES 
Medical Services Plan - -  638-3220 (Government Agent's 
Office). 
Pharmacare - -  638-3220 or Zenith 2179. 
Hospital Care - -  635-2211 (Mills Memorial). 
Home Nursing/Long Term Care - -  638-3346. 
Veterans Independence Program - -  1-666-7942. 
HEALTH RELATED SUPPORT GROUPS 
Alzheimer Support Group - -  635-3381. 
Canadian Cancer Society - -  635-7857. 
Diabetes Association -- 635-3966 
Ostomy Support Group - -  635-5905. 
White Cane Club - -  635-6422 or 638-0106. 
LEGAL RESOURCES 
Canadian Grandparents Rights Association - -  1.273-4726. 
D ia l -A -Law-  1-800-972-0956. 
Ombudsman of B.C. - -  1-800-742-6157. 
Lax Ghels Community Law Centre -- 635-2133. 
" - - - -  . "7"  
...and the list goes on. 
Comment 
Prayer 
closet 
opens 
By RON ORR 
Newsweek magaz ine 's  
Jan. 6 issue addressed one of 
society's last taboos and 
brought it out of the closet 
with a cover article, "Talk- 
ing To God." 
The editors and a collec- 
tion of contributing reporters 
casually report an astoun- 
ding number of people are 
into praying in a big way. 
They claim "more of us will 
pray than go to work, or ex- 
ercise, or have sex" this 
week. 
They say 78 per cent pray 
once a week and that 57 per 
cent report praying at least 
once a day. 
Even of the 13 per cent of 
respondents who are' atheist 
or agnostic, nearly one out of 
five of these hedge their bets 
and claim to pray daily. The 
magazine garnered these 
figures from a Poloma and 
Gallup poll "Varieties of 
Prayer." 
If  all these'people are pray- 
ing, who are they? Would the 
figures be much different if 
the respondents were Cana- 
dian instead of American? I
doubt it. The problem is not 
one of nationality but accep- 
tability. 
When is the last time you 
heard the coffee-room banter 
consider someone's prayer 
life? You won't even hear 
church people, in church, 
talk about it very often. 
(O.K. sometimes, they do.) 
People secretly tell 
pollsters they are pray- 
ing a river of words to 
God. 
People secretly tell the 
pollsters they aT~r~.yi~v~ha 
riv~f, of words t • y 
don ' f . theY,  talk about it .  
Because - -  it's taboo. Not 
bad, just off limits. It makes 
others nervous, their throats 
go dry, the buzz of conversa- 
tion stops at the sound of the 
word. 
Is it OK to reply or not? 
No, it's not. So the great 
secret goes on, for to publicly 
admit to praying will likely 
get you the same kind of 
looks and shunning that you 
would get if you confessed to 
testing AIDS positive. 
In an age of spiritual 
awareness and sophistication 
this is ridiculous. 
So talk about it. Prayer is 
important o a lot of people 
Its the new intimacy. Books 
in Print"lists nearly 2,000 
titles on prayer .... more than 
three times the number 
devoted to sexual intimacy." 
Break the ice. You are not 
the only seeker. Your closest 
associates may be praying 
behind your back. You may 
discover something new and 
exciting about a friend - -  
they pray. 
And where once you were 
two alone there can be two, 
or even three, together. 
Religion was all but dead 
20 years ago on the university 
campuses. Today at Stanford 
University, for example, 
"prayer meetings...are at- 
tended by 300 to 500 students 
regularly." 
It'd high time all you pray- 
ing people come out of the 
closet. It seems almost 
everyone is "Talking To 
God". 
Ron Orr is the pastor of  Zion 
Baptist Church in Terrace. 
Watch out! 
Vandals, watch out. 
The chamber of com- 
merce is starting a pro- 
gram. 
There will be a special 
phone number. 
People can phone that 
number.  They can 
report a vandal. 
If a person is found 
guilty, a reward will be 
paid. 
The name of the per- 
son who phones will be 
kept a secret. 
The program will 
start in March. 
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Focus on the Kitlope 
Rational decisions needed 
Dear Sir: 
We have been noting, with 
interest, the many articles in 
your paper and others about 
land use in the Kitlope 
Valley. Whatever decisions 
are made on the use of this 
large land area they will im- 
pact the residents of nor- 
thwestern B.C. 
Eco-Trust (an interna- 
tional environmental group 
based in Oregon) will be 
meeting with the Haisla 
natives to discuss land use in 
this area. Greenpeace has 
also taken interest in this 
area and has travelled to 
Scandinavia and Germany 
for input on managing the 
area. 
Are these organizations 
the ones that should be mak- 
ing the land use decisions? 
Should foreign-based en- 
vironmental groups dictate 
land management in B.C.? 
Our group is not saying 
that alternative plans be dis- 
counted, but we are very con- 
cerned that other local in- 
terest groups have so far had 
no say in the land manage- 
ment of this area. 
Forestry decisions in this 
area have a direct financial 
impact on all northwest 
residents. Many local interest 
groups have begun taking an 
active role in the planning of 
our resource areas and we 
believe that this is the route 
to go. 
Local residents should 
have a major say in land use 
decisions, as they may have 
the clearest understanding of
the impact o f these decisions. 
We believe that British Col- 
umbians must work together 
to decide land management 
in B.C. 
Making these types of 
decisions will never be easy, 
but British Columbians wilt 
be making a lot of them dur- 
ing the 1990s. 
It is extremely important 
that these decisions are ra- 
tional ones made by people 
who have truly considered all 
sides of the issue. 
Dianne Smith, 
Canadian Women , 
In Timber, 
Terrace Branch, 
Terrace, B.C., 
Drug show misses the real target 
Dear Sir: 
RE: Report on drugs in the 
northwest that aired last 
wee k (North west 
Crackdown. Jan. 22, CFTK- 
TV). 
I viewed it with great in- 
terest and ~vas amazed at 
how little we've progressed 
on the substance abuse-use 
issue. Little more than a 
modern day Reefer Madness, 
it addressed few of the press- 
ing concerns and issues we 
have today. 
If anything it should show 
us how not to approach an 
issue with such misunder- 
s tanding and closed 
mindedness. The real danger 
from this program is that the 
embracing of American pro- 
blems and issues and 
superimposing them on our  
society is counter productive 
and destructive to our own 
sensibi l i t ies and value 
system. 
What I want to say is don't 
let other people, or organiza- 
tions, make value judge- 
ments for you. Far too many 
are ideals and values handed 
down to us by agencies that 
think they know best how 
society should think and 
behave. 
If we want to avoid the 
social upheaval going on in 
the United States we must 
approach these issues in a far 
different manner, with a 
clear understanding of the 
causes and effects of the 
things we do today. 
As history clearly shows, 
there are never any real win- 
ners in any war. And this so- 
called war on drugs is no ex- 
ception. 
Shawn Papps 
Terrace, B.C. 
Good word spreads far 
Tourists talk about us 
TERRACE -- Word of mouth 
arid friends and relatives play a 
large role in drawing tourists to 
Terrace and the northwest, in- 
dicates a survey conducted this 
past summer. 
Nearly 600 interviews were 
made of tourists through the 
survey done by the chamber of 
commerce's Show Your Pride 
campaign is having an effect," 
he said. 
"There 's  an increasing 
awareness that tourism brings 
money into this town and that if 
you treat them right, they'll be 
back and tell their friends," 
Monteith added. 
• customer service as good 71 per 
cent of the time, cleanliness of 
facilities good 65 per cent of the 
time and friendliness good 59 
per cent of the time. 
For those strictly from out- 
side the region, customer service 
drew a good rating 70 per cent 
of the time, cleanliness 62 per 
cent of the time and friendliness 
54 per cent of the time. 
The Furlong Bay provincial 
campground rew rave reviews 
as did Ferry Island but tourists 
want showers at the latter, said 
Ralston. 
Survey results reinforced the 
q~mmerce through the regional Overall, visitors from inside 
tourism association .. . .  ,.1~9] ~r~,r~an'd~:outside~ t h ;)~egion ~'ated 
The survey also indicates 
tourists come here to enjoy the 
scenery and get away from the 
city. 
"Camping is the big thing. 
People kept saying the area is 
beautiful - -  they want to see the 
world outdoors," said David 
Rolfson who did the interviews, 
But word of mouth can also 
work the other, way, noted city 
economic development officer 
Peter Monteith who assisted 
with the survey. 
" I t 's  a matter of educating 
the locals more than anything 
else. I'd say the chamber of 
TRAVEL TAL " I 
THAILAeND 0,den tempZe i 
PpfthEe~ea~. ~ ip;n::dr ;od;::nPtPo;nt:l;?nt.~oPO:Ul::inO~O: i i~, ~
heartfelt hospitality is an historical tradition. I~/ /' 
Temples and holy places rich in culture and astoun- r~l q~ 
ding in their architectural magnificence, a pounding t~ j~ 
garish nightlife some of the finest and most distinctive "- i tS 
culinary experiences to be found in Asia and probably . .~ "#.,' 
the most photogenic countryside anywhere in the ~'~" k~... 
world. 
Whether you are aboard one of the hair-raising long 
tall outboards zipping along the maze of klongs, ~- .a~.~ 
heading for a rendezvous wilh your tailor, or taking a 
leisurely stroll through the pulsating streets of Bangkok, 
you will be charmed and enchanted by the essential ~ 
kindness and courtesy of a people who bring new ~. . j  
I meaning to the word welcome. ~1~ / ~l-~" I 
I For those In search of something more physical there . """3% / ~ I 
I Is the lively beach resort of Pattaya where the more '~ t.~_,~k.x~. ~;~ I 
I adventurous can swim, snorkel, water.ski, sail and,,,~, i ( k~./'),/I~rL~ I 
I windsurf or take to the skies suspended from a parasail ?/-"~'~ ~;~-Y I~ ,  I 
I and towed by a roaring speedboat. Only a short flight { ,:~(7~ (~1 I 
I ,w ,~ i,  the lovely tropical island of Phuket, the ~"/ILl \/~' h i  
I ~la~o,oun~ o m,,o°,lre, ~t a pr*o,, vlrtoa,~ averybo~ \ ' .~  MI,/" I 
I can afford. ~i~'N.~., /~/(1, f .  I 
I w . , , ,o  w.,,:.ot.., year--so travel ightweight i '~x~'~i (+- ) /~ I 
! un'°'' °° °°°°u°'ry °'°"'a I January to March, less humid. ' ' ~ "* 
popularity of the area for 
campers and RVers, he said. 
Nearly 33 per cent of those 
surveyed came by private or 
rented campers  and 
motorhomes. Just over 40 per 
cent used private automobiles. 
And there appears to be a 
growing number bus tours mak- 
ing their way to the northwest. 
All that adds up to inforrna- 
~ tion Monteith hopes to develop 
in planning tourism promotion 
advertising. 
"Rubber  tire traff ic is 
definitely the market we're in- 
terested in," he said. 
Advertising campaigns are 
already in place for next year 
because of lead times necessary 
for publications so the new 
campaigns will take hold for 
1993. 
But Monteith has secured an 
article on Heritage Park next 
year in Touring America, a ma- 
jor publication aimed at RVers 
and campers. 
"The big effort is Rendez- 
vous 92, the 50th anniversary of 
the Alaska Highway. We've 
joined with the Northwest by 
Northwest Tourism Association 
on the idea of the circle route, 
and that'll bring those people 
travelling the highway down 
through here," he said. 
Monteith expects these ef- 
fo r ts to  concentrate on convinc- 
i~g:tho~.e tray.oiling:to,Alas k a I~ 
s'tfi~ I'i~re'i'b~'16ng~'l~eriods o~ 
times. 
"Often it seems that once 
they reach Alaska, they realize 
the best scenery was what they 
saw on their way," he said. ':' 
Yet Montei th says the 
tourism industry here does face 
stiff and slick competition from 
its Alaskan counterparts. 
He noted that a recent 
Alaskan lure promot ional  
package was financed in part 
from monies paid by Exxon as 
part the compensation arising 
from the Exxon Valdez oil spill 
of several years ago. 
Pre° Pet/igh~ihgr c a a n~ aY ; ; imp°rt :n to;° ly~ ~n 
home. If you have been putting off replacing 
that old, out of style light fixture, Your 
Decor now offers you 35 reasons why you 
shouldn't put it off any longer... 
OFF 
All In Stock 
Light Fixtures 
Progressive Lighting Systems. SALE ENDS FEBRUARY 1 
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIGN 
i 
YOUR DECOR 
Tar ace Ca pelCe e 
3202 Munroe Slreet at Hwy. 16W. 
TERRACE 
• " 636-2976 
At tent ion ,  Ath letes I  
Suffering from pain? 
Don't know why? 
Suzanne Bray 
(B-App.Sc, Sports & Manipulative Physiotherapist ; 
Registered Physiotherapist with the APMP of B.C.) 
Will be available only in February for 
Video Analysis utilizing high speed 
video camera and treadmill. 
A comprehensive initial assessment, 
diagnosis and treatment solutions will 
be offered. 
Cost $60 
Smithers Physiotherapy 
Centre 847-9808 
n 
it 's Our 
,.. 11JW"/o 
1 4 0 ~  F F ! I t "  dr/Lil'l OFFI .-'/o 
:  e'lera r0 
ing. Judge Ed de Walle sentenc- 
ed Quock to one year in prison. 
Allan Tom Wale was con- 
victed of driving with a blood- 
alcohol level over the legal limit 
of .08 and disqualified riving. 
Wale was sentenced to three 
months in prison and one year 
on probation. 
Gilbert Recardo Chapman 
pleaded guilty to impaired riv- 
ing. He was fined $500 and is 
prohibited from driving for one 
year. 
Nov, 28 
Dennis Olynyk pleaded guilty 
to mischief, He was given a 
suspended sentence, two years 
on probation and an order to 
serve 100 hours of community 
work service. 
John Edward MeGrath  
pleaded guilty to charges of 
dangerous driving and dis- 
qualified driving. He was 
sentenced to four and a half 
months in prison. McGrath was 
• sentenced to an additional seven 
days in jail after pleading uilty 
to a charge of assault. 
Kyle Marvin Chapelle plead- 
ed guilty to theft under $1,000. 
He was fined $100. 
Nov. 29 
James Frederick Smith plead- 
ed guilty to impaired driving. 
Smith was fined $500, was 
ordered to pay a $75 victim sur- 
charge and is prohibited from 
driving for one year. 
Jamie Douglas Watt pleaded 
guilty to impaired driving. He 
was fined $500 and is prohibited 
from driving for one year. 
George Bryant was fined $350 
for a violation of the Federal 
Fisheries Act. 
Pierre Leo Canuel pleaded 
guilty to possession of a nar- 
cotic, and was fined $25. 
Dee. 2 
Gary Wayne Soles pleaded 
guilty to impaired driving. He 
° o . - ~  ranDy _ 
. g,~,.t,:.:)y0llRttl~5 
Local court report I Support Your Lung Association 
TERRACE - -  Here are convic- Ramona Wilson, Geraldine ed guilty to assault. He was 
tions resulting from recent cases Tremblay, Roberta Duncan and sentenced to 14 days in jail and 
heard in Terrace provincial Carol Clayton pleaded guilty to one year on probation. 
court: charges of obstructing a peace Dec. 12 
Nov. 26 officer. They each received Dietmar Hahne pleaded guil- 
Boyd William Quock pleaded suspended sentences and six ty to impaired driving. Hahne 
guilty to charges of sexual months on probation, was fined $500, was ordered to 
assault and breaking and enter- Ken Duncan was convicted pay a $75 victim surcharge and 
lost his driver's licence for one on a charge of causing a distur- 
bance, and was fined $100. 
Dec. 6 
Michael John M. Olkanych 
was convicted of dangerous 
driving. He was fined $1,000, 
was ordered to pay a $150 vic- 
tim surcharge and is prohibited 
from driving for one year. 
Austin James Sorken was 
convicted of refusing to provide 
a breathalyzer sample. Sorken 
was fined $400 and is prohibited 
from driving for one year. 
Wesley Neil Defresne pleaded 
guilty to impaired driving and 
disqualified driving. He was 
sentenced to three weeks in jail. 
Joseph Andrew Shannon 
pleaded guilty to asault. He was 
sentenced to one day in jail and 
six months on probation. 
Jerry Joseph Johns pleaded 
guilty to two counts of theft 
under $1,000. Johns was 
sentenced to nine months in 
prison. 
Dec,. 9 
Barry Anthony Shanoss 
p leaded guilty to being 
unlawfully at large. Shanoss 
was sentenced to seven days in 
jail in addition to time already 
being served• 
Louisa Ann Cooper pleaded 
guilty to theft under $1,000 and 
was fined $75. 
Dee. 10 
Fred Lawrence Newman was 
convicted of dangerous driving. 
He was fined $800, was ordered 
to pay a $100 victim surcharge 
and is banned from driving for 
one year• Newman was also 
sentenced to one day in prison 
for failing to appear in court. 
Robert Edward Wesley plead- 
Correction 
In the Jan. 22 edition of the 
Terrace Standard, it was 
reported that Harjinder Singh 
Gill was convicted on Nov. 8 of 
was fined $400 and is prohibited threatening and was ordered to 
from driving for one year. ost a $200 peace bond. 
~,, John,McGrath pleadedguilty-¢ p In fact, Mr. Gill was n'ot con- 
to mischief• He was senteilced victed of any offence. He was 
ordered to be of good behaviour 
during the three-month dura- 
tion of the peace bond and 
would have been subject to a 
$200 fine if he breached that 
condition. 
Peace bonds are a preven- 
tative measure -- there is no 
such thing as a conviction for 
threatening. 
to three days in jail. 
Dee. 3 
Nick Federenko was con- 
victed on a charge of driving 
with a blood-alcohol level over 
the legal limit of .08. He was 
sentenced to 14 days in jail, 
three months on probation, and 
is prohibited from driving for 
one year. 
SEAT SALE 
Terrace to: 
l VANCOUVER ........................ 200.00 
CALGARY ............................. 339.00 
$ EDMONTON .... , ..................... 374.00 
• $ 
TORONTO ............................. 519.00 
$ MONTREAL  ........................... 569.00 
This is a limited time offer. Must be purchased by Jan, 31192. Must travel 
between Jan. 22/92 - April 4/92. Other restrictions apply. 
• j ' ] ~  4736 LAKELSE AVENUE 
t,~--~ ~1 TERRACE, B.C. v8a 1R6 
(~ I..~ ~ '~d l~ "FOR PEOPLE 
~yI I,,.J=~JL-. " GOING PLACES" 
,TRAVEL 
s20 % 
i Off On All Our 
PRE-PAKS! 
,h- Redken ~ Paul Mitchell 
~r Matrix ~- Focus-21 
W Rusk ~ Hayashi 
Sale Ends Feb. 1 
HAIR GALLE 
4711 DKe i th  Ave . .~  
635-3729 
year. 
Gordon Bruce Hayward 
pleaded guilty to mischief and 
was fined $500. 
Dee. 13 
Carlos Manuel Barbosa 
pleaded guilty to theft under 
$1,000 and was fined $25. 
Samuel Jonah Gray was con- 
victed of driving with a blood- 
alcohol level over the legal limit 
of .08. Gray was sentenced to 
three months in prison and is 
prohibited from driving for one 
year. 
Edward John Derrick plead- 
ed guilty to theft under $1,000 
and was fined $25. 
James Clarence McColl 
pleaded guilty to impaired riv- 
ing. He was fined $500, was 
ordered to pay a $75 victim sur- 
charge and is banned from driv- 
ing for one year. 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS.../F 
:YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE.. 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the right person to 
help you find a place in your new 
Community. 
' I(aren 638.0707 
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Ul l i ,  I I I I !~  UU!  g t l l lbV i ,  511n,~ 
two entrees (up to a 
I value of =15.95 each 
and enjoy dinner for two 
! for only =19.95 
L~valiNOt valid with dining d untit Feb. 29/1992cards" . . ~  
,,. ~ Lunch Men. - Frl. 11:30- 2:00 pm 
, "~¢~ Dinner 4:30- 11:00 pm 
• FOR RESERVATIONS CALL ~'~  ~11 638-0644 or 638-1503 
(~4~r/~ tc 4402 Lakelse Avenue Terrace, B.C. 
Pontiac LeMans 
- Fuel injected 1.6 litre engine w/OHC 
- 52 mpg 
- Incredible cargo capacity 
- Sport tuned suspension 
- Power brake (VL & SE models) 
- Power steering (SE only) 
.... :-.Intermittentwipers ~ ~ :"+"~ " 
P lus  many more  s tandard  features  
=9140.00 Prices starting at 0°o~. freight & PDI} 
2 dr. Aero Coupe 
Gee Metro 
- Fuel injected 1 litre 
- Fuel injected 1.3 on Notchback 
- 64 mpg 
Fully independent suspension frontS, rear 
- Intermittent wipers 
,..,,,.Plus many more,standard features 
- : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  , :~£; : ) [L~.  , , ,  
*8590.00 Prices starting at 
2 dr. Hatchback 
• -,. .~¢rrf 1 
( inc l .  f re ight  & PDI) 
[dcEwan 
Ter race  
r • 
THREE MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM 
OUT OF TOWN 
CUSTOMERS 
PLEASE CALL COLLECT 
635-4941 
The Bright Spot On Highway 16 West 
THREE MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM 
q 
, ° r  . . , chbao ,  
bl~ ~ 
!~.%~ .~'4 dr. Notchback Sedan 
4q 
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BUSINESS REVIE ].  
Tank farm plants crop 
TERRACE--Esso Petroleum is A further environmental 
spending $3 million to shift its benefit is an est!mated reduc- 
northwest storage and distribu- tion by 1,000 in the number of 
tion centre from Prince Rupert truck trips between Prince 
to here. : Rupert and the interior, Gard- 
The move means the com- ner added.  
puny will bring the majority of " I t  decreases our an- 
its products here by rail from an vir0nrnental exposure On that  
Edmonton refinery a s opposed highway :which, as  you  know, 
to shipping them upthe Coast isn't:the best in the world," he 
from a refinery in Port Co, sa id .  
quitlam. Reduc ing  the  number of 
Construction is expected to trucking trips could affect tw0 
start in the spring on tanks to of:the five truckers Coles now 
increase the storage capacity of 
Esso agent Cole Petroleums 
from just under one mi l l i on  
litres to 10 million litres, com- 
pany officials said last week. 
Esso spokesman Kevin Gard- 
ner predicted a 80 per cent drop 
in the number of ships the com- 
pany will send up from Port Co- 
quitlam. 
The remaining shipments will 
be of marine fuel because the 
company's Edmonton refinery 
doesn't make that product. 
"We've been looking at this 
for a year now. It's a matter of 
where our customer base is out 
there today," said Gardner who 
estimated that Esso does 80 per 
cent of its business in the Ter- 
race Kitimat area. 
There's room at the Coles 
Petroleum site for some of the 
extra tanks and the company 
will lease land from CN to han- 
dle the others. 
"When we looked at the 
number of  environmental 
upgrades we would have to do 
in Prince Rupert, the move 
made sense," said Gardner. 
employs but Colas spokesman 
Gerald Mitchell; who is also the 
company's carrier in th i s  
region, sa id  he expects to  
counter that by increasing the 
company's business. 
And two jobs will be created 
to take care of the increased 
storage capacity. 
Another Esso spokesman, 
Keith Grant, said as many as 20 
rail cars averaging 70,000 to 
80,000 litres of capacity a week 
will be coming here from the 
company's Strathcona refinery 
in Edmonton. 
That's equivalent o about 
one per cent of that refinery's 
output, he said,. 
"The bottom line is the 
econonic advantage to us. Now 
we're shipping crude pil to Van- 
couver and refining it and then 
shipping it to Prince Rupert for 
the Terrace market. But putting 
it in a rail car and bringing it 
over from Edmonton, there'll 
be less handling," Grant said. 
He estimated the investment 
pay back period will be two and 
THAT COLLECTION of petroleum storage tunics 13emno t~oles 
Petroleum agents Laina Bittner and Gerald Mitchell will grow 
by the end of the year. Esso is switching its northwest storage 
point from Prince Rupert to here. 
a half years although en- here, Esso will spend $I million 
vironmental upgrades would this year on environmental 
take place regardless, upgrades at its Prince Rupert 
Along with the expansion facility. 
_ ,  ,o , ,   oo, 0u  T ABOU T store chain is sponsoring a A N D  
music show here Feb. 1. 
Northwest Live! sponsored 
here by Copperside Foods 
wants to present four concerts a
year in the region using local talent. Don Diego's restaurant has third simply read "Fax".  
Included in the Terrace show taken over a small cafe in Prince * * * * * * 
Still with B.C. Hydro, it has 
applied to  the B.C. Utilities 
Commission for an average 1.64 
per cent rate hike effective this 
month. 
The increase, it's already 
been passed to consumers, 
comes from a hike in the water 
tax levied by the provincial 
STEPHEN PELLiZZARI, CAIB 
I Barton Insurance Brokers are pleased to 
I announce their new arrival - Stephen Pellizzari, 
I CAIB. He is knowledgeable in all classes of 
General Insurance and welcomes all inquiries. 
575 Victoria St. ~ rZd.LL'7.aFZ (Z~ 
/ 
Christin~'Inkster, th6 Winner Rupert. B.C.'s first sale of oil and gas government. ~. 
ioSf the 1991 Bud Country.Talent,, o.~ ~owoBay Cafe, part of a new drilling rights for 1992 brought If ultitntitely approved, the : ,  
~,..~:-., .,~-.'-';¢" " . ";",'~~tt~i~:~h't~'~Vhieh:qncludcg~a~:~:in:~$9, 5:~illibn.!' . . . . . . . . . .  ! ! :l~t6viheial B~rOwn:~dorpdration 
th°n~e~ uCn~onn~ ''' brae:: ?ndp ibr~ea~fyaaSt ;~ ~blp~aSh; g~P :::nSalseaWc~r:o~n:sP:rBm~s ~ ptah ~ Eeerxaf:a h;rnce:nT:ear { 
t r lu ei 
Tickets for the show at the but that could expandto dinner were accepted on 36 of the month while the average small 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre are servings, says Don Diego's parcels, business can expect a monthly 
Mobil Oil Canada and $1.90 increase. 
Phillips Petroleum Canada This application is in addition 
bought the one permit --  a to general rate increases wanted 
9,814ha parcel south of Chet- by B.C. Hydro to cover its own 
wynd. costs. 
Northern chartered accoun- 
tants and others involved in the 
business gathered here last 
month for a three-day tax 
course. 
It was a regularly scheduled 
course that is part of a com- 
pulsory skills update program 
on the part of the accounting 
profession. 
In all, 31 people from 
Vanderhoof to Prince Rupert 
attended. 
o )O¥ 
B.C. Hydro is replacing 50 
poles and fixing up 26 spans of 
wire here and in Kitimat, 
The work, scheduled to be 
completed the middle of March, 
takes place .on Walsh Ave., 
Kalum Lake Drive, Loan Ave. 
and Hwy 16 in Terrace. 
The provincial utility will 
t r im trees and remove 
dangerous ones this summer in 
the city and outlying areas north 
of the Skeena River. 
Baby's Name: Samuel David 
Date & Time ef Bldh: December 16, 1991 at 4:05 
p.m.Welght: 7 Ibs. 10 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Hugh & Barbara Johnson 
Baby'a Name: Gall Florence Arlene Smytbe 
Date & Time of Birth: December 16, 1991 at 5:45 p.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 111/z oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Terina Smythe 
Baby'e Name: Holly Paulett 
Date & Time of Birth: December 17, 1991 at 11:36 am 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Wanda & Perry McClusky 
~by ' l  Name: Vanessa Brittany Pelletler 
Date & Time of Birlh: December 18, 1991 at 4:40 pm 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 3 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Richard & Lisa Pelletier 
available at Copperside Stores 
outlets. 
***** i *  
In other Copperside news, 
owner Bob Lavoie says there are 
expansion plans in Prince 
Rupert and in Smithers. 
Nothing is firm yet, but those 
two communities are a natural 
extension for the company 
which has five outlets here and 
one in New Hazelton, he said. 
In Prince Rupert, Lavoie en- 
visions at least one store offer- 
ing gas, fast food and perhaps a
laundromat and car wash. 
"It all depends upon the loca- 
tion," he said. 
i- i- .k ~r ~r -k 
spokesman Dick Davis. 
It has six tables inside and 
space outside overlooking the 
water for six more during good 
weather, he said. 
~ .k -k..k i- ~r 
Make that three official 
languages -- a t  least if you 
follow information in a recent 
letter sent out by the federal 
government's Canadian Inter- 
national Development Agency. 
Under a sentence inviting a 
reader to ask questions or to 
make comments are listed three 
phone numbers, 
One was for people who 
speak English, the second for 
those who speak French and the 
"1 don't follow trends. 
I set them" 
The professional team at Hairwaves are instrumental 
in helping me express my unique style. 
SAVE 
$2oo 
OFF .__ 
ANY HAIRCU_~ 
Expires March 1/92) 
Baby's Name: Arlello EIIsabeth Irena 
Bate & Time of Birth: December 19, 1991 at 11:17 am 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 13 oz, Sex: Female 
Parenta: Mike and Valerle Bernler 
Skeena Mall 635-5230 
Offering a 
complete line 
of Matrix 
Hair 
Essentials 
Prince George Phone 564-2211 
S 
c i o: 
On large selection of 
Ladles Casual and Formal Wear 
20% - 30% OFF 
Selected Ladies Casual and Formal Wear 
WEDDING GOWNS 
20% OFF Feb. 1 Only 
All instoek wedding gowns. 
"NO LAYAWAYS PLEASE 
GLASS SLIPPER 
4605 Lazelle ' 
An Outstanding Honour 
for Our Outstanding Citizens 
Do you know a British Columbian 
who has demonstrated outstanding achievement, 
excellence or distinction in any field of endeavour 
benefiting the people of the Province or elsewhere? 
Here's your opportunity to do something about it. 
You can nominate that person to the 
Order of British Columbia, 
an honour established by the Provincial Government 
to recognize such individuals. 
Nominations will be considered by an 
Advisory Council. 
Honorary Chairperson is the Lieutenant-Governor 
of British Columbia. 
How to nominate someone. 
Simply write for a brochure and nomination form to: 
ORDER 
OF 
BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 
Honours and Awards Secretariat 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, British Columbia V8V 1X4 
or contact you nearest Government Agent's Office. 
NOMINATION DEADLINE: MARCH 18, 1992 
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One narcotics tip received -- Having problems with your WCB claim? 
~fftan~iP!C~il i~ i~ i°~i  ~~i~i ! i~ ' t~ iP° l i i  ~ ! f e  roacs  m i t ! ! !  ~eZdffifvielhanii!!ts~t!o~TirW : ta t  s -- You can get free, confidentialadvice, when Workers 'Ad- .~m .,rm..,. 
f rom d[ug  show broadcast viser visits Terrace on February 5. • - -  To make an appointment for a personal interview, call the 
Government Agent's Office at 638-3200. 
The interviews will be held at the B.C. Access Centre, 
_ • - ' my' " ' ' ' 101-3220 EbyStreet, Terrace. 
g -- For advice without an interview, contact Workers' Adviser 
Praticante added that herself office in Richmond toll-free at 1-800-663-4261. 
and two RCMP drug squad of- ~__~,a f  
Northwest Crackdown, cumulated 162 tips. was bolstered by interviews with ricers from Prince Rupert were 
broadcast on TV stations in None of those are from this Prince Rupert and Terrace at the detachment during the 
RCMP officers, program in case phone calls - MIn'lslry ot Labour and Consumer Services. B.C., Washington, Oregon and area but but that doesn't mean 
Idaho, featured phone numbers nobody from here called, said 
: . . . . .  forpeople to report suspicious Sgt. Dave Baker of the Van- 
activity, couver police department. 
Of 20 phone calls made to a "We received well over 200 
Crimest6ppers number in calls. The list we have is from 
calls we received enough infor- 
mation to act upon immediately 
or to continue to investigate," 
he said. 
Northwest Crackdown con- 
tained segments on narcotics 
and alcohol abuse and on subse- 
"The reaction was very came in. 
positive,,' said Baker of com- 
ments received by his depart- 
ment following the program. 
Constable Jamie Praticante, 
the local RCMP detachment's 
community relations officer, 
said one phone call was received 
at detachment's regular number 
during the program. 
That phone call was from a 
Prince George, one pertained to 
Terrace, RCMP Sgt; Ken Craig 
from that, city'said last week. It 
Came in the morning after the 
program aired, he said. 
That information is being 
sent to the local RCMP detach- 
Head horseman here notes 
30 years in the saddle 
TERRACE --Hats off - -  
regulation and otherwise - -  to 
local RCMP detachment com- 
manding officer Inspector 
Lawrence Yeske who notes 30 
years in the force this Friday. 
"I joined to be of service to 
my country and to see the coun- 
try and I've certainly done 
that," said Yeske last week. 
He took the service oath Jan. 
31, 1962 in his hometown of 
Kamloops before training in 
Regina and a first posting in 
North Battleford, Saskat- 
chewan. 
Over the years Yeske has 
served in Saskatchewan, On- 
tario and B.C. 
The inspector already has a 
long service medal for his 20th 
anniversary, a bronze clasp for 
25 years and will now receive a 
silver clasp for 30 years. 
That'll probably be presented 
at a formal occasion later this 
year, said Yeske. 
The RCMP officer in charge 
of  nor thwestern  B.C. ,  
Superintendent Bob Fenske bas- 
ed ill Prince Rupert, also notes 
30 years this year. 
He was a troop mate with 
Yeske during training. 
for his maps which he totes out 
MP called 'most likeable' 
TERRACE --Skeena NDP MP " " i~i4i;ihe ~wt  rs!t~ng: tr a a It 72~:  
Jim Fulton is not only one of iisy~t~i ~ i? : ! f ?~ t @; baati! ~ 
the more vocal politicians in Ot- 
tawa, he's also the most 
likeable, reports a publication ... for the cameras," read the 
from the capital city. citation. 
The.Hi(l Times, a publidatibh~ ". . . .  ' " Other~politicians,'-i.nc!uding 
....~.<abo~t a~-liament..Hj!&lhaPl~ . . . . . . .  .'- ~ . . . .  , . . . . .  
.: 'ings,"made the pronouncement those from Fulton s party 
, weren't so lucky. 
in" its best of and worst of list in 
i{'s-Ja:n: 3. publication. Fellow BC NDP MP Lyle 
"For his environmental ex -  MacWilliam made it to number 
Local interest 
• ;for house group 
TERRACE --People involved 
in all facets of the housing in- 
dustry should benefit from join- 
ing a national organization, 
says a city official responsible 
for building •permits. 
Bob Lafleur is one of those 
involved in the formation of a 
local chapter of the Canadian 
Home Builder's Association. 
It acts as a lobby group with 
governments and as a means for 
those connected with the in- 
dustry to better communicate, 
said Laflcur. 
"Builders talking to realtors, 
for instance, could determine 
what people are asking for when 
" T ruck  I , :_I / I I  
.oun, ~1 
CARPET ~LEANING |
they're looking for new 
houses," he said. 
Another benefit is learning 
about the latest in construction 
material and about the jobs and 
responsibilities of others, 
Lafleur added. 
The association also has 
voluntary new home warranty 
program which acts in much the 
same way as warranties do for 
new cars and appliances, he 
said. 
The inaugural meeting takes 
place 7:30 p.m., Feb. 6 at the 
Inn of the West. More informa- 
tion is available from Lafleur or 
Laurie Ramsey at 635.6311. 
She was "too aggressive and 
too female," said the publica- 
tion by way of explanation. 
Jan. 1 came and went without 
a pay increase for MPs because 
of cutbacks announced by the 
government last year. 
A Member of Parliament 
makes a base salary of $91,700 a
year; including a tax-free ex- 
pense allowance of $21,300 and 
a housing allowance of $6,000. 
January also marked a birth- 
day for Fulton. He was born 
Jan. 22, 1950. 
i 
HIGH 
ARCTIC 
FISH & SEAFOODS 
TERRACE 
TUES., FEB. 4/92 
SHELL & CAR WASH 
ON KALUM STREET 
Vietnamese 
NEW YEAR! 
DINNER SPECIAL  
SOUP 
APPETIZER 
MAIN COURSE 
Sl 0 °° 
4:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
O 
February 4, 5 & 6 
We Pay The G.S.T.I 
Welcome in the Vietnamese 
New Year by sampling the 
delicious new Items on our 
menu PLUS we offer daily lun- 
cheon specials. 
Ta~'a 
V/etuamese Cue  e 
4660 Lakelse Ave. 635-7855 
RECEIVERSHIP SALE 
TRAC AND TRAIL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD. 
3438 HIGHWAY 16, SMITHERS, B.C. 
TELEPHONE 847-4359 
5fi,  G-75% off most items: 
~o t:xvear 
gogg'a g S replies 
~" " irlsaws k_,,,111 
Trimmers 
~_ .y!c,:,:,] =yc e ~ce  ~orics 
~_ .~.'-''.. insaw Parts 
I 
~_ assortea] 'arts 
Open Monday thru Saturday 
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p:m. to 6:00 p.m. 
.k,J~ !4~' 'ea m Vial;, ..,."m" Thorn e ,  
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~$~.$~:" >.~.~ 
~i : ; !~ i~! i ! ! !  . , 
OCEAN'S TUNA 
Chunk Light.. 
In woter. ~ 
B.B.Q. CHICKEN 
Average weight 2.25 - 
2.75 Ibs before cooking. 
Hot or Cold from our 
In.Store De//. ea 
I POTATO cHIPS 
Varieties. 200. g box, ~ 
Limit 2. Over limit ~ ~h, ,~ 
price l.T8 ea. 4 ~ '  ~'ea  
I B I~~OM TtSSUE 
FRESH CHICKEN LEGS 
B~k Attached. ~ ~ 
~uVk. ~ '~ 
1.94/kg ~ '~  Ib 
ROUND ROAST ,m98 Cut from Canada Grade A Beef. 
Outside. Limit in effect. 
4.37/kg Ib 
FRESH BROCCOLI 
Ib $1.08/kg  
WE REDEEM ALL MAJOR 
FOOD COMPETITOR 
COUPONS. 
'On items we carry instock. 
• 2" ~ 
BIGGER BRAHDS 
SALE 
Hundreds of Famous Brand Items° 
Sale priced for you this weelc. 
At Safeway, you don-Tf-~ 
haveto sacrifice service or 
quality to.get great ~rices 
at our m-store delis. 
Whether it's specialty 
cheeses, meats, salads or 
custom-made party trays, 
we're always ready to 
lend a hand. 
Advertised prices in effect 
until ctosing Sat., Feb. 1, 
1992 at your friendly, 
courteous Terrace Safeway 
Store, Quantity dghts 
reserved. Some items may 
not be exactly' as shown, 
• i~ • ~ ;  i~  ~ ~ i~i!i!!,i!!i!i i i ii ii:i! ii:iii:ii ii!~il i iii ~I ii i ~IIIII iii!i I i i i! i  ii!i ~ii!il; i i ~ i
• • • ~ ! ~ ~ • : • i ,i ¸ . . . .  
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- - -  i I i I to  \Around town/. Award a lows Birdse 
Art galleryshowsset achieve ongtime amb tio 
h O~1 Pff n~ itn:sl ~e nd l/m itmeFdedi t~?t ~;i nt~wl ldb~: ;d  i/PIthY: t 
~termann's one-woman show. 
Residents can take in Hermann's works 12 noon to 3 p.m., 
l'uesdays-Saturdays, 7:30-9:30 p.m. Tuesday-Thursday even- 
ngs and 2-3 p.m. on Sundays. The show runs until March 6. 
Also finalized is the gallery's chedule through to the end of 
:he summer. B.C. children's art will be on show in March, 
ocal artists Joanne Thompson and Vicki McKay exhibit in 
~,pril and May sees local quilters take over the gallery. 
The works of Dawn Germyn, Marjorie Spisak and Carolyn 
Hayduck can be seen in July and August will feature the an- 
aual members how. 
Raffle winners announced 
Coming away with the prizes in the Usk Community 
Association's recent draw were Sandra Shippit, Rhoda 
"qeyrnour and Karen Groth, first to third respectively. 
The association said the raffle was a great success and ex- 
Iended its thanks to all the local businesses who helped out 
Ihrough their donations. 
Today Ottawa, tomorrow 
Nicaragua. 
That's Frances Birdsell's 
itinerary following her selection 
as one of only ten people in 
Canada to receive a 1992 
Deve lopment  Educat ion  
Award. 
BirdseU is in Ottawa this 
evening to receive the Canadian 
International Development 
Agency award which recognizes 
"outstanding devotion to inter- 
national development educa- 
tion". 
Along with the recognition, 
winners receive $5,000 towards 
the cost of carrying out the pro- 
ject outlined in their submission 
to the awards selection commit- 
tee. 
And that's where Nicaragua 
comes in. 
Birdsell's proposal was to 
visit that country and study at 
first hand the situation and op- 
portunities facing both women 
and indigenous groups there. 
"I feel very pleased and 
Frances Birdsell 
honoured," she said of the 
award, adding, "I 've wanted to 
go and work overseas for a long 
time. For me this is like an 
opening of the door." 
Birdsell's desire to work 
abroad had been the reason she 
got involved in development 
education more than 12 years 
ago, helping to form the Nor- 
thwest Development Education 
Association. 
She had wanted to learn more 
about the issues in developing 
countries o that, when she got 
the chance to go, she had some 
understanding of the situation. 
"It  helps to be able to put 
things in perspective," she ex- 
plained. 
And having got tile oppor- 
tunity to fulfill her ambition, 
she has also decided it will begin 
a new life for her family and 
herself, one that will see them 
settling in Central America. 
Noting her time in Nicaragua 
would "introduce me to the 
people and groups that I would 
dearly love to work with," Bird- 
sell hoped it would also 
translate into future employ- 
ment contracts in either that or 
other Central American coun- 
tries. 
So when she and daughters 
Brie, 10, and Kara, 8, head out 
n
of Terrace in early July, it will 
be a permanent move. "We're 
going regardless and we'll worry 
about long term work later," 
she said. 
That journey will itself be 
something of an adventure - -  
they'll be driving all the way. 
Birdsell said they would take 
their time getting there, "camp 
and have fun and take the sum- 
mer doing it". 
Once there, she expected to 
spend her time either in the 
capital Managua or on the 
Atlantic coast among the 
Miskito people. 
One possibility she will be ex- 
ploring while on the coast is 
establishing an exchange pro- 
gram between the Miskito and 
the nor thwest ' s  
Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en natives. 
For special events planned by I 
1 
the fVorthwest Development [ 
Euducation Association for [ 
next week, turn to the story | 
on page B14. I 
NON-SMOKING WEEK was again marked bynurses at 
Mi s Memorial hospita by g ving special bibs to new ar- • " ' . . . .  ,W ~'  
rivals Inscribed '.'I'm a bbrn non-smoker-,;the~bibs-- 
~ke  the point everyohe is bol'hffee of the habit andit- 
pays to stay that way. One of last week's recipients was 
Jeremiah Rinaldi, born Jan, 20. He's seen with mother 
: Joani and maternity-nursery head nurse Lita Flynn. 
Enviro-defenders sought 
Know a person or organization that has made a noteworthy 
contribution on the environmental front? The federal En- 
vironment ministry is now accepting nominations for the 1992 
Environmental Achievement Awards. 
Awards are given out in six categories including non-profit 
organization, corporation, municipality and individual 
(lifetime achievement). 
Past winners from western Canada have included the 
Western Canada Wilderness Committee, Ducks Unlimited 
Canada, David Suzuki and the Mohawk Oil Co. from Bur- 
naby. 
There is also an award for the best Environmental Science 
Fair project but nominations are not required here - -  the 
Youth Science Council and Environment Canada select his 
winner. 
Deadline for nominations i  Feb. 15 and they can be sent to 
Enquiry Centre, Environment Canada, Main Floor, Place 
Vincent Massey, 351 St. Joseph Boulevard, Hull, Que., K1A 
0H3. More information can be obtained by phoning (819) 
997-2800. 
Quick off the mark 
Getting the New Year off to a good start with $50 wins in 
the Dr. R,E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation cash calendar draw 
have been Calvin Hill, Richard Hayden, Clifford Gravelle, 
Evan Fortner, James Morhart, Dianne Bell, Ken and Bey 
Morris and Ron Gowe of Terrace, Christen Clausen from 
Smithers, Lawrence Adams of Gitwinksihlkw, Michael and 
margo Young of Victoria, Houston's Ronald Dinelle, Willis 
Ludlow from Dease Lake and Brenda Stephens of Prince 
Rupert. 
With all names elected going back into the draw, they all 
have lots more chances to win again before the year is out. 
Pygrnies set count record 
The local 1991 Boxing Day 
bird count set a new provincial 
record, says count co-ordinator 
Diane Weismiller. 
Among the thousands of 
birds detected that day by 
volunteer spotters were eight 
northern pygmy owls, she ex- 
plained. While eight may not 
sound like a lot, Weismiller said 
that figure is double the number 
reported by any other count in 
B.C. 
Also notable were the pair of 
peregrine falcons seen making a 
kill over New Remo. Although 
peregrines have been seen in the 
area before, she said this is the 
first time any have shown up in 
the Boxing Day count. 
There were other oddities in 
the  1991 count  which 
Weismiller attributed to the 
unusual weather this winter. 
Open water meant quite a few 
ducks were spotted including 
some shovelers --  it's been a 
number of years since they 
showed up in the count. 
Canada geese numbers were 
high with a flock of about 200 
seen on Braun's Island and 91 
trumpeter swans were recorded 
at Lakelse Lake, almost triple 
last year's total. 
Down sharply, however, was 
the number of small birds 
recorded. The tally of Oregon 
juncos was just 135, compared 
to 711. in 1990, while kinglets 
were not seen at all. She sug- 
gested the mild weather meant 
more food was available in the 
~ild and therefore few of these 
smaller birds showed up at bird 
Volunteers know efforts important 
feeders. 
Weismiller said the count had 
been conducted by l 1 observers 
who roamed an area from New 
Remo to Gossan Creek and 
Lakelse Lake to Deep Creek. 
Three more volunteers kept an 
eye on their home bird feeders. 
A total of 3,682 birds were 
spotted (2,079 in 1990) and 45 
species (that's lightly above the 
10 year average). 
Weismiller said the results of 
the Terrace count will now be 
forwarded to the American 
Birds magazine, produced by 
the National Audubon Society. 
They will appear in its annual 
publication detailing the results 
from more than 1,500 counts 
conducted  across Nor th  
America Dec, 26. 
This Saturday is the first day of February and 
that means it's also the beginning of Heart 
Month. 
All ready to launch their annual door-to:door 
canvas for donations, members of the local Heart 
and Stroke Foundation branch know their efforts 
are important and necessary. 
Although the Foundation has made much pro- 
gress over the years in battling the nation's 
number one killer, those volunteers are aware 680 
British Columbians will have died of heart disease 
or a stroke by the time the campaign ends Feb. 
29. 
Apart from the door-to-door canvas, president 
Doug Patterson said branch members will also be 
welcoiniiig d0h~fi~ia~' i~ "t'he dati~t'ioiiid ~ isplay 
table to be set up in the Skeena Mall Feb. 13-15. 
The display will offer a wide selection of 
literature on the subject including information on 
heart healthy diets, important considering there is 
a proven link between what people eat and their 
chances of suffering heart disease or a stroke. 
He pointed out there will also be an opportuni- 
ty for passersby to have their blood pressure 
checked, free of charge. 
Although Heart Month is a highly visible and 
important part of the branch's effort to raise 
money for the Foundation, Patterson said it's not 
the only one during the year. 
There's also Jump Rope for Heart in May, a 
school-based event which not only raises money 
through pledges but also'encourages the younger 
generation to be concious of the need for a heart 
healthy lifestyle. 
The annual golf tournament in September and 
November's Dance for Heart - -  another pledge 
event - -  also helped contribute to the $30,000 
raised localiy from July '90 to June '91, the Foun- 
dation's last financial year. 
With the '91 golf tournament and Dance for 
Heart having got the branch off to a good start, 
Patterson expected the final total for the year en- 
ding June '92 to top the $30,000 mark. 
Provincially, he said the Foundation hoped to 
raise $7.7 million this year with that money being 
split about equally between education and 
research. 
Although there may no obvious return of that 
money, back to Terrace, Patterson emphasized, 
"There is a benefit o the community." 
That benefit, he explained, came in the form of 
new drugs and o ther  treatments developed 
through research financed by the Foundation. It 
might not be visible, but the difference it made to 
the lives of  people here showed the value of sup- 
porting the organization and its work. 
Weather Watch 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA 
Information line: 635.4192 
Consultations: 635-3224 
P 
LAST Max. Min. Snow Rain Sun 
WEEK Temp. Temp. (cm) (ram) (hrs) 
Jan. 18 3.8 .2.4 0 4.2 0 
Jan. 19 4.6 1.0 0 21.6 0 
Jan. 20 3.3 0 Trace 14.0 0 
Jan. 21 2.0 -0.2 3.6 Trace 0 
Jan. 22 0.8 .1.7 3.0 0 0.2 
Jan. 23 1.2 -1.6 1.2 0 0 
Jan. 24 1.8 0 Trace 0 0 
LAST Max. Min. Snow Rain Sun 
YEAR Temp. Temp. (cm) (ram) (hrs) 
Jan. 18 2.4 -3.2 2.2 0 4.7 
Jan. 19 -1.7 -7.1 0 0 1.0 
Jan. 20 -2.6 -7.6 0 0 0.6 
Jan. 21 1.3 .8.3 8.0 Trace 0 
Jan. 22 0 -3.9 Trace Trace 0 
Jan. 23 0.8 .4.4 Trace 0 4.5 
Jan. 24 -1.7 -9.9 0 0 6.3 
II I I I I  
• The 12 mins, of sunshine 
recorded on Jan. 22 did 
boost our month total to date 
to 42 mins., but that's still 
way short of  the previous 
record for the dimmest 
January 14.5 hrs. set in 76. 
oRemember the great flood 
of 19787 How good's your 
memory of the years since? 
For example, what was the 
snowiest year since then? It 
was 1990 with J67.6 cms. 
The cloudiest was 1984 with 
only 1,317 hrs. of  bright sun- 
shine, while 1989"s 1,727.3 
hrs. made it the sunniest in 
the past 14 years. And, sur- 
prise, surprise, the wettest 
was last year with 1,502.9 
mm. of rain. 
I 
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Scholarship awarded 
By CHARLIE MEEK 
The Royal Canadian Legion 
branch 13 is very pleased to an- Leg ion  
nounee that Deborah Jackman 
of Terrace has been awarded a Notes 
certificate of scholarship by 
Pacific Command of the RCL. Bronch '13, l 'erroce 
Deborah, who is attending 
Okanagan College, will receive 
the certificate of scholarship at 
a ceremony to be held at 
Kelowna branch 26 .  
The executive and members 
of branch 13 offer their hear- 
tiest congratu la t ions  to 
Deborah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
* ****  
Periodically Pacific Com- 
mand releases information on 
the work the Legion does in the 
province: 
• In 1990 it gave out more 
than $200,000 in bursaries and a 
further $14,000 in special 
education grants. 
• In that same year $300,000 
went towards physical fitness 
through support of soccer, 
hockey, Little League, lacrosse, 
track and field, etc. 
• The Legion currently spon- Charlie Meek 
sors more than 5,000 cubs, 
scouts, guides and cadets, from which more than 200 dec- 
• In 1990 it distributed close tors have graduated since its 
to $1 million from Poppy funds opening in 1978. A further 
to benefit ex-service personnel $50,000 a year goes to the 
and their dependents, un ivers i ty 's  Communi ty  
• There are continuous dona- Geriatric division. 
tions of special equipment, fur- • Annual sponsorship of 
nishings and extras from televi- $12,000 send students to the En- 
sions to buses to local hospitals, counters with Canada youth 
Legion and Ladies Auxiliary centre in Ottawa while a 
members also regularly visit $10,000 annual grant sends 
veterans in hospital, young B.C. athletes and 
• Since 1956, it has spon- coaches to a Legion-sponsored 
sored low cost rental units for national athletics camp. 
seniors with a construction • The province's 158 Ladies 
value of more than $68 million Auxiliaries and their 9,800 
(the current value of those pro- members raised more than $3 
jeets is many times more than million in 1990 to support many 
that), deserving charities. 
• The Legion provides • It owns and pays local 
$50,000 a year to the Family taxes on Legion properties 
Practice department at UBC which are valued at more than 
disease outbreaks in the 
$90 million. 
~r ~r ~r ~r ~r 
The Terrace Legion has been 
responsible for, and proud of, 
donations to many local pro- 
jects over the years ..................... 
This year, however, a major 
project lies ahead at our own 
branch headquarters. Our roof 
needs replacing because we are 
facing leaks every time it rains 
- -  and this year we have had 
our fair share of rain. The 
branch will be looking at 
methods of raising the money 
needed and I'm sure it will be a 
costly project. 
The branch recently held its 
annual general meeting and 
election of the '92 executive. 
The new executive wants to ex- 
press its thanks to everyone who 
worked very hard for the 
branch last year. Your hard ef- 
forts did not go unnoticed. 
I.look forward to my term as 
on this year's executive and the 
many challenges that will face 
us. The position of service of- 
fleer will give me an opportuni- 
ty to meet and talk with our 
veterans and members and, 
hopefully, I will be able to help 
arid advise accordingly. 
A second position I hold - -  
public relations --  also gives me 
a chance to inform you, the 
readers, what is happening in 
and around the branch. 
So, until I next get an oppor- 
tunity to write, please take care. 
And, drop into the branch 
sometime and say 'hello'. 
United States and Canada? 
..... Most waterborned diseases 
..... can.. be'~prevented thmugh 
simple measures. This infor- 
mation is for those in- 
dividuals who are not con- 
nected to a community water 
system and who have the 
responsibility o provide safe 
dr ink ing water for  
themselves and their  
families. For most, this will 
mean using groundwater in 
some form, usually as a well. 
The safest form of water sup- 
ply is a drilled well. A dug 
well can be safe but a well 
with a wooden casing is not 
recommended. 
To ensure that well water 
is safe, the first thing to do is 
to locate the well in an area 
that is at least 100 feet from 
any source of contamination 
such as a septic tank disposal 
field or farm yard piles of 
manure. 
The well should be located 
so that surface runoff is 
directed away from the well 
and is not allowed to pond in 
the area of the well. 
A water-proof  casing 
should protect he well in the 
ground down to an imper- 
vious layer. Above ground 
the well easing should be pro- 
tected with a water-proof 
KeoeP drran king wate r safe ' I 
Did y t at . . . . . . . .  . 
recent data show an increas- Did  you  
ed number of waterborne 
know that  . . . . .  
, • . . . . .  o . . . . .  r 
'~4  ~ '~"  . r ,  "q  
has a program for people to 
have their water analyzed to 
ensure that the water meets 
the Canadian Drinking 
Water Standards. This pro- 
gram is available through the 
B.C. government agent and 
is called the Water Quality 
Check program. The pro- 
gram provides for subsidized 
water testing and costs 
$25.00 plus G.S.T. 
For assistance in inter- 
preting the results of the 
testing, please contact your 
local environmental health 
officer in the Skeena Health 
Unit. The E.H.O. can also 
provide advice on the clean- 
ing and disinfection of wells 
and clean-up procedures 
following flooding. For per- 
sons sharing wells or other 
types of water systems, 
please contact your local 
E.H.O. for information 
about the approval process. 
What are your questions 
and concerns? Write us at: 
"Did You Know That" c/o 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 
Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 4T2. 
' :" COurtes~ skeen.=i:Health;Uni.t .' 
i 
seal so that contaminate; 
water cannot enter the well 
from the surface. 
Sealed connections from 
the well pump to  the 
household pipes complete the 
system for a safe water supp- 
ly. 
Another form of ground 
water than can be safely used 
is a properly developed spr- 
ing. This means capturing 
the water before the water 
emerges from the ground. 
The water can then be stored 
in a small, reservoir con- 
structed~ol'  water-proof 
materials until use. 
An insect and animal 
proof overflow from the 
reservoir should be used to 
return water to the stream 
when there is low demand. A
diversion ditch should be dug 
uphill of the spring to divert 
surface runoff away from the 
spring. 
Once a well or a spring has 
been developed for a single 
household, the water should 
be checked to see if it is safe 
for human consumption. 
The provincial government 
Npw Yeaz.'s 
Used Outboard Motors 
1990 MERCURY 2ehp WAS $2800 j~e , J / ' t / ' t  
Low Hours With Jet NOW ......................... " / -  t,,,3 U U 
1991 YAMA.A 40,p WAS $,20O 
o..,.10oted W,th Jet Now . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $31 O0 
1,el,O,,So, aBhp WAS$1900 $4 
E,ec, Start W,h*t,OW ........................ • 650  
1978 MERCURY 20hp WAS $1100 gO~t~ 
NOW .......................................................... "OUU 
Used Boats 
1990 14' 6" SPRINGBOK WAS $2588 e . I  
Aluminum Boat NOW ................................. ~ m 850 
1891 8' 6" INFLATABLE WAS $1300 $'ql 
c/w Oars, Pump, Floorboards NOW .................. I 000 
1981 LUND 18' WAS $5900' 
Fiberglass Ski Boat With $ 
90hp Mercury And Trailer NOW ..................... 51  0 6 
Used Snowmobiles 
1986 POLARIS INDY 400 WAS $360~;ej e j / I i / ,  i 
Long Track NOW ..................................... ~ql ~ U U 
1989 SRV 840 WAS $4800 
N $ ow ..................................................... 4500  
1991 PHAZER 
,0w ..................... : ............................ =6000 
Used Motorcycles 
1991 DT200 WAS $3300 
Dual Purpose 179km NOW ............................. =2850 
19. V,RAOO 11,o WAS $~,00 
~ow ""oa,"O* ........................................ *31  O0 
New Inboard Engine 
1990 INDMAR 350 CHEV, 290 hp t~ n~, te t  
WAS SSS0O NOW ...................................... "¢#OUU 
KEN'S MARINE 
Ken Gibson - -  4946 Groin Ave. -- (135-2909 --'Trevor Gibson 
Facts 
to 
ponder 
February 2-8 is White 
Cane Week in Terrace, a 
joint promotion of the Cana- 
dian National Institute for 
the Blind and the Canadian 
Council of the Blind, 
In keeping with the week's 
general aim of promoting 
community awareness of 
issues effeeting the blind and 
visually impaired, the local 
White Cane club offers the 
following food for thought. 
• Did you know that only 
3-4 per cent of blind people 
have guide dogs? 
• Did you know that the 
CNIB Library for the Blind 
circulates 16,000 braille or 
talking books and magazines 
every week? 
• Did you know that 
music can be put into braille? 
• Did you know that there 
are now more than 200 
languages and dialects in 
braille. 
• Did you know that 
braille is composed of six 
dots with each dot or com- 
bination of dots representing 
a letter of the alphabet? 
• Did you know that there 
are computers that can read 
books to a visually impaired 
person? 
• Did you know that blind 
°md visually impaired people 
work in such varying fields as 
medicine, biology, engineer- 
ing and law? 
• Did you know you can 
get more information on the 
:Terrace White Cane Club by 
phoning Sylvie (635-6422) or 
Elizabeth (638-1397)? 
CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio in 
Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
I MULTIPLE GAME FORMAT- TICKETS ONLY $1.00 I 
2 games for 4 games for $1,000 I 
$1,000 each week every other week I 
Tickets Available At: 
House of Simoighets, 8eqson Optical, Northern Drugs, Sheffield & Son, Northern Health 
Care, West End Chevron, East End Chevron, Agar Red & White, B & G Grocery, Wayside 
Grocery, Terrace Shell & C/W, Hilltop Grocery, Arthur Wilson, Copperslde III, Rhoda 
Seymour, Kitselas; Gloria Morven, NNO; Riverside Grocery, Tbornhill; Gitlakdamlx Youth 
Group, New Aiyansh; Roberta Clayton, New Aiyansh: non Sampare, Greenville; Wayne 
Talt, Greenville and Merci Moore, Canyon City, 
Ca l l  638-8137 fo r  more  in fo .  
Join our r 
J VAL 
CHICKEN CHOICES 
Tender chicken breast b " 
to per@ction 
You can choose fro~, 
MN .. ITg O.. 
with our 
5  galioious 
all of ~his for only.... 
FOOD BAR 
8. 
l.lndtc,.d l'iate Offm 
• " '  " 
,AVAILABLE,. AT KmUAT ERRACE SMIKRS 
,~ 4736 Lakelse, Terrace 638.0065 342 City Centre, Kltlmat 632-6691 
/ 
...in the 
I • I =ml' 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
FEBRUARY 1992pALACEFEBRUARY 1992 
2 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Association 
9 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Association 
Terrace 
i11~.111~" r,[ejd.llT~  I I l l l~kl l /~ m~, ' i ; l l j t ] |~ , ' l l hYm~ j |  l |  l.'llbyt',' | l ( l l /~  ~ '?~l i l | t t l / i  ~ 
LIttle 
Theatre 
Parents For 
French 
Shames 
Ski Club 
3 ~"  5 6 Terrace 7 8,o 8 .,nor 
747 Brothers Softball Terrace Kermode Terrace i Air Cadet 
Klnettes I Minor Friendship Peaks Terrace N.T.C. Figure 
Hockey Society Gymnastics Anti Poverty Terrace Local Skating 
10 11 1_.2 13 Orderof 14 Canadla~ 15 Little 
Royal ~ Paraplegic Theatre 
Terrace Kermode Terrace Purple Association ' 
Kinsmen 
Minor Friendship Blueback Terrace N,T.C. Search & 
Hockey Society Swim Club ,__Ant!Poverty Terrace Local Rescue 
17 1_8  19  i20 Terrace 21  Canadla----n- 2~-  Rlngette 
747 Paraplegic 
Terrace Kermode Terrace Air Cadet Assoclatlol Terrace 
_ Soccer 
Minor Friendship Peaks Terrace N.T,C. Figure 
Hockey Society Gymnastics Anti Poverty Terrace Local Skating 
24  25  26  2 7 Order of ~_~ Canadian 29  L,,o 
Royal - -v  Paraplegic Theatre 
Terrace Kermode Terrace ~ Purple Associat#onl Parents For 
Minor Friendship Blueback I French Terrace - N.T.C.. . / Shames 
Baseball .... _So_cle__~__ Swim Club ' Anti.Poverty =erraee Local Ski Club 
Doors 11',30 a,m. Games 12:45 
Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p,m, 
SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
J 
Athletic 
Association 
23 
Terrace 
Athletic 
Association 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Fri.- SAt. Late night Games 
T.V. MONITORS 
!• 
APPARENTLY UNMOVED by the attentions of sister-in-law Annie (Alison Thomson), Norman's 
(Allan Weston) expression is one of boredom. But boredom is certainly something audiences 
taking in the Terrace Little Theatre production of Living Together will not have to contend with. 
Cast well up to the task 
• Contributed By 
i ~-: Terrace Little Theatre 
• When director Ken Morton first looked at the 
Norman Conquests as a staging possibility for the 
Terrace Little Theatre, he faced quite a task. The 
Nw:man Conquests i not one play, but a trilogy. 
And in this case they are all the same play. Con- 
fused? 
'. British playwright Alan Ayckbourn conceived 
the idea of three plays in one in the mid-1970s. All 
• three were written at once, jumping from one 
scene to another. What Ayckbourn had created 
was a weekend in the country - -  which he split in- 
to three rooms. That means each play has the 
same characters, the same plot, set in the same 
house. 
Morton chose Living Together for a variety of 
reasons. "It's the middle piece, set in a living 
room, and it has some extremely funny moments. 
The first piece, Table Manners, deals with a din- 
ner Scene and food, which is complicated to stage 
to audience advantage. The last one, Round and 
Round the Garden had other limitations. 
• However, each piece stands on its own as a com- 
plete play," 
Living Together centers around Norman who 
has come away to the country to have a weekend 
tryst with his sister-in-law. All manner of com- 
plications arise when he arrives at the same time 
as his brother-in-law and wife who have come 
down to take care of mother. "Mother is an im- 
The actors prepared for their parts by reading 
all three pieces and viewing a BBC production on 
videotape. But they are all quick to emphasize 
that they have created their own characters. 
Actress Karla Hennig has brought the 
background information from the two other 
pieces to an art form, filling in details about the 
happenings in the dining room and garden. And 
the cast is thrilled to have Diane Froelich aboard. 
Diane worked with the Prince George Players on 
Table Manners last year and is a wealth of infor- 
mation and support. 
The Norman Conquests originally starred Tom 
Courtenay (The Dresser) as Norman and 
Penelope Keith (Good Neighbours, To The 
Manor Born) as Sarah, the formidable and in- 
terfering sister-in-law. The BBC TV production 
featured Tom Conti as Norman and Richard 
Briers (Good Neighbours) as affable Reg, Sarah's 
husband. Norman's wife Ruth was pllayed by 
Fiona Walker (I, Claudius) and Annie, Reg's and 
Ruth's little sister, by Felicity Kendall (To The 
Manor Born). 
the TLT cast may not be such 'big' names, but 
they assure us they are up to the task. "The script 
is well-written and the action expertly con- 
structed. The actors are working with first-class 
material and it shows," says Morton. 
"Oh! By the way, you don't know ayone with a 
large, furry hearth rug, do you?" 
All kidding aside, a large, fuzzy, pliable rug is 
portant part of this play," stresses Morton, "You + .~ ,required! You can.callKen Morton at.635-7507 if 
: nev¢l:~actually meet her, but. +'.hcr,~Jnfluence !:is,~;pne~ai~.~. ~i (~yo~;h~us~!ahd is~ d~f~age 
eVerywhere." ' ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . .  fcver.':.Living Together'opens Feb;-6th  ~'":"'." 
• + , + . ,  
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A grand lady passes 
Sadly, Gladys Mae Olson, a 
great lady from Rosswood, has 
passed away. 
Born May 8, 1930 in 
Dinsmore, Sask., Gladys was 
the only child of John and 
Lourena Hodgson. 
She married Norm Olson 
Oct. 17, 1949 in Saskatoon. The 
couple and son Lloyd later mov- 
ed here to the northwest, settl- 
ing in Kitimat in 1956 where 
they ran Olson'.s Print Shop. 
While there, Gladys was involv- 
ed with the figure skating club 
and an active member of the 
Royal Purple. 
In 1966 the family moved to 
Rosswood where they ran the 
general store situated at the 
north end of the community. 
Gladys was well known for her 
many kind ways of helping peo- 
ple. She also hosted events like 
the July 1 celebrations and 
many bonfire gatherings. 
Gladys was given the 
nickname of the "Old Grey 
Mayor of Rosswood". 
Having moved to Kelowna in 
1988 to be near her mother and 
stepfather, she was hospitalized 
at the end of last November 
with bone cancer. Gladys was 
called to her Lord in the early 
hours of Dec. 20 with Lori and 
Cheryl keeping vigil. 
A memorial service was held 
at the Pentecostal Assembly in 
Terrace Jan. 11 with pastor 
John Caplin and Paul Paquette 
officiating and family friend 
Rob Brimson singing his own 
composition. 
Gladys is survived by her 
mother Dolly and stepfather lr- 
vine Collins, husband Norm, 
sons Lloyd (married to Bey), 
Keith (Brenda-Lee) and Ken 
(Dori),  daughters Cheryl 
(Henry) and Lori as well as 12 
grandchildren. 
She will be missed by all her 
loving family and many friends. 
.k .k -k -k .k 
The other day I was talking to 
Shlela (Friei) Holioway who's in 
Terrace awaiting the birth of 
her grandchild. 
The Friel fami ly  were 
neighbours of Gladys Olson's in 
"Here  'n  
There" 
by Yvonne Moen 
/ 
AFFECTIONATELY known as the mayor of Rosswood during her 
years there, Gladys Olson was also famed for the help she gave 
others and her ever-open door. A memorial service was held here 
earlier this month. 
everyone. 
-k ~- .k .k .k 
Laura Miller, sister of Cliff 
Bolton, had to be rushed to 
Vancouver where she is now 
recovering in St, Paul 's  
Hospital. Speedy recovery, 
Laura. 
-k ,k -k .k .k 
With the open winter we're 
having, people are already 
thinking of spring. 
Rosswood. Describing Gladys , : Driving by Williams Creek on 
hs a great lad~+'Shiela~-~e~t]led.--. Sund ay, I spotted a family 
h+e'~"dSb"f"~'~is always opento fishing t~ei-e~ iTin:tfi6r al0ng~the 
highway, near Scully Creek, the 
beavers had already been busy 
starting several new homes by 
the side of the highway. 
And, of course, Onion Lake 
has only a very thin layer of ice 
on it. I wonder why they call if 
Onion Lake and is it true there 
is no inflow or outflow? 
Remember the big forest fire 
in 1978 when they had a couple 
of., helicopters:,, filling, thei~i 
.buckets .at, Onion -,,Lake~', and 
almost drained it?,: ~!~,'~',;,: ! 
' t  
ATTENTION WELDERS 
It's Our 
/NV E N 
I 
ORY L 
And we would rather sell it 
than count it! So we're offering, you... 
-A- WELDING RODS 
- -  Canadian 
Liquid Air 
- -  Avesta  
- -  Arc tec  
- -  Esab 
OFF 
E 
-A- MILLER WELDING 
MACHINES 
APPARATUS 
Thursday, Jan. 30 & Fri., Jan. 31 ONLY! 
,+  • 
Valley Oxygen & Metals 
Canadian Liquid Air Distributor 
4751 Greig, Ter race  635-6581 
• • ! i i ¸  ¸ii ¸•¸ 
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New I:)roject review process needed 
The Orenda circus has left 
town temporarily, and what an 
absurd extravaganza it proved 
to be. Handbills tacked to 
telephone posts and billboards 
well in advance usually herald 
the approach of the bigtop. Not 
so in this case as the performers 
from Orenda stole into town 
with almost no fanfare, then, 
with military precision, set up a 
Things were unfolding too 
quickly. Many of us were con- 
fused. Was this going to be a 
kraft mill?Is it possible to build 
a non-polluting pulp mill? Do 
these Orenda people know 
anything about the pulp mill 
business? Is it logical to erect a 
large industrial facility between 
two salmon-rich watersheds 
upon land the ministry of 
press conference for a select forests claims is one of their 
group of media men Who Were = bes£:gr0wing sites? . . . .  
then sent away with handfulls 
of slick documentation extolling 
the wonders of pulp made the 
new way. 
Before  we say 
Organochlorine the airwaves 
were full of pro-pulp propagan- 
da. Zero effluent became the 
buzzword of the day, and our 
city fathers scrambled over 
themselves in a mad rush to 
drive in the stakes and erect he 
tents so that the show might 
proceed expeditiously. 
Packing these and other 
misgivings, I went to Terrace ci- 
ty council on behalf of the 
Steelhead Society expecting to 
hear, at some point in the pro- 
ceedings, how the mayor and 
council had so quickly ascer- 
tained that the majority of peo- 
ple in the Terrace-Thornhill 
area were willing to embrace an 
experimental project likely to 
significantly alte r the local land- 
scape. 
"Hurry up," I was ordered. 
' i 
The Skeena 
Angler 
by Rob Brown 
"We have lots of other business 
to conduct." Then, despite their 
professed urgency to deal with 
other items on the agenda, a 
couple of aldermen fled the 
meeting, breaking quorum, and 
bringing the questions to a halt. 
Following the fiasco at town 
hall, others rushed to the 
defence of the Orenda pulp pro- 
posal. 
"We can't live on roots and 
berries," chirped the president 
of the local Chamber of Com- 
merce, implying apparently, 
that we would all have to revert 
back to hunting and gathering if
>,  
/ 
we decided we didn't want 
heavy industry built in our 
backyards. 
Despite the impression the 
Was this going to be a kraft mill? Is it possible to 
build a non-polluting pulp mill? Do these Orenda 
people know anything about the pulp mill business? 
Is it logical to erect a large industrial facility between 
two salmon-rich watersheds upon/and the ministry 
of forests claims is one of their best growing sites? 
local news media tried to con- 
vey, many of us still entertained 
serious doubts about the Oren- 
da pulp mill proposal and about 
the process under which it was 
to be reviewed. 
Finally after a series of dog- 
and-pony shows we were treated 
to the grand spectacle in the big 
ring --  a public meeting led by 
ringmaster Parsons of B.C. En- 
vironment. 
What an event: slide shows, 
videos, travellogues as well as a 
parade of speakers, the majori- 
ty of whom were opposed to the 
Orenda proposal, 
And then, to wrap things up, 
we had a cryptic speech by our 
mayor who blathered on about 
the wonders of growth, grovell- 
ed atthe feet of the panel, and 
managed to throw in an oblique 
shot at the education: system 
along the way. .... : 
So where is the Orenda circus 
now? At some stage of an 
industry-biased review process 
that was put together by a short. 
sighted Snored government dur. 
ing the dark and dying days of 
its troubled reign.: 
From his seat in the opposi-: 
tion, our present minister of ihe 
env i ronment ,  M'ri: John 
Cashore ,  expressed .... h~s 
dissatisfaction with timMajor 
Project Review Process. He 
even went so far as to table a bill 
which would make a fair, im- 
partial review possible. 
The MPRP/Orenda show 
should fold its tents and get out 
of town until new legislation is. 
passed - -  legislation modelled i 
on the proposal made to the last i 
cabinet by ombudsman Stephen 
Owen. Then the Orenda pro- 
posal should be reviewed again 
- -  properly this time. I 
:GameS:;; ,:7:: 
:: athletes:: :; 
: L;> (i:i:/:71: il ! ii:!.: i :  I JEFF NAGEL 638-7183 
-SPORTSCOPE- 
SPORTSNEWS 
i Wrestlers ! ..... 
pin down / ....., ! 
medals 
EIGHT TERRACE wrestlers 
tied clown medals at a 
regional wrestling tourney in 
Kitwanga that has been 
dominated for years by 
Smithers. 
The Terrace team won the 
aggregate points trophy, edg- 
ing out the Kitwanga team by 
just a single point. 
"It was very close," said 
assistant coach Joe Murphy. 
~5~. li~/ii~h'a d: t0 wi n foUr'mat- 
'ch~ t0'~v/in a gold." 
Skeena Jr. Secondary's 
Lakhbir Jaswal won the gold 
in the 60-kilogram division at 
the Jan.  18 tourney .  
Ter race 's  other  gold 
medalists were Caledonia's 
Shane Illingworth, in the 
63-kilo classification, and 
Skeena's Shane Wilson in the 
41-kilogram division. 
Second to Illingworth, in 
the 63-kilo class, was silver 
medalist Jim Thurow, from 
Cal. 
Skeena's 66-kilogram Greg 
Buck and 70-kilogram Matt 
Kerby both took silvers. 
Clarence Michiel wrestler 
Ajit Jaswal brought back 
another silver and Lance 
May, also of Clarence 
Michiel, earned a bronze 
medal. 
Wrestlers from five com- 
munities - -  Terrace, Kit- 
wanga, Prince Rupert,  
Hazelton and Smithers - -  
competed at the annual in- 
vitational tourney. 
The wrestlers were in ac- 
tion again last weekend in 
Smithers, and are gearing up 
for the zone finals -- in Ter- 
race on Feb. 8 -- which 
determine which northwest 
" ' ! L : " :  ! 
y 
, )q:, !%~ 
~ : ~  
L; ; :? i  ¸ / i  ! • 
• ; < 
.if~71'::: II,L~ i (~; 
Sweep! Sweep! 
CORNBROOMS were just a blur in action Saturday afternoon at the Terrace Curling Club where 
dozens of rinks were battling it out for the honours in the annual Legion Bonspiel, Results next 
week, 
TERRACE STANDARD 
Kermodes 
improving 
TERRACE - -  Caledonia's Ker- 
mode boys took second place at 
a Langley basketball tourna- 
ment, losing to the host team, 
Mountain Secondary. 
Cal opened the tourney two 
weekends ago with an 83-70 win 
over Stafford, of Langley. 
Geoff McKay led scoring with 
0. poiMs;~.w~ile ~Fr~er ~cKay  
ded 12. 
Game two saw the Kermodes 
edge out Seaquam, of Delta, by 
a 61-58 score. Mike Newhouse 
hooped 20, Stan~,ick scored 13 
and Fraser McKay scored 10. 
The final pitted the Caledonia 
squad against he host school - -  
Mountain. The Kermodes got 
an early 10-point lead and were 
still leading 40-35 at half time, 
but lost it in the second half, 
falling 88-74. Geoff McKay 
scored 29 points inthe final. 
Coach Cam MacKay said the 
team got into foul trouble early 
in the game, losing three starters 
in the first quarter. That meant 
floor time for the second string, 
and MacKay said the experience 
was crucial. 
"That game was their biggest 
learning experience of the 
season," he said. "It was one of 
the first signs that they're star- 
ting to gel a bit. They really im- 
proved a lot just over the course 
of that weekend." 
He said Geoff McKay was 
strong in all three games, collec- 
ting assists and rebounds even 
in the game in which he didn't 
score well. 
Playing the Lower Mainland 
teams also helped show the 
team they can't rely on their 
almost one-on-one-style fast- 
break oriented offence. "They 
can't play the way .they have 
been for the last three years," 
he added. 
The previous weekend Cal 
beat Smithers 104-40 and 
dispatched Nisga'a 116-70. 
before losing in the final to host 
Kitima~k 7~7~73. 4 ~:,,'~, ~ 
He said :the joss: to rKititnat 
came as a jolt to the Kermodes, 
and was a good boost for 
Kitimat. 
Last weekend the team was in 
Rupert to take on their zone 
rivals, the 14th-ranked Prince 
i 
"That game was their 
biggest /earning ex- 
perience of the season. 
It was one of the first 
signs that they're star- 
ting to gel a bit. They 
really improved a lot just 
over the course of that 
weekend." 
Rupert Rainmakers. Results 
next week. 
It'll be a prelude to the tradi- 
tional zone duel between the 
two teams. 
"Rupert definitely has the 
upper hand right now - -  by 
quite a bit," MacKay says. 
"But come zones we'll have a 
dogfight in the end again. It'll 
be interesting." 
Their next major tournament 
is Feb. 6-9 in Abbottsford, 
hosted by the Mennonite 
Educational Institute. Major 
Lower Mainland teams suchas 
Steveston and Agassiz will be 
battling it out there. 
wrestlers will go on to the 
provincial championships. 
Milk Run 
date set 
THE 1992 MILK RUN has 
been set for Wednesday, 
April 22. 
More than 80,000 secon- 
dary school students a year 
participate in the one-day 
province-wide run, walk or 
wheel three-kilometre event. 
Entering its 14th year, the 
Milk Run is organized by 
B.C. School Sports, with the 
goal of promoting participa- 
tion in physical recreation i  
school and raising money for 
a worthwhile charity. 
Money this year will be 
donated to the B,C. Blind 
Sports and Recreat ion 
Association, which is plann- 
ing an expansion of its 
tandem cycling programs for 
the province's 500 to 600 
recreational and elite-level 
blind athletes, 
Boxers strike gold in Tacoma 
TERRACE - -  Boxers Darren 
Bell and Joey Losier are 
Tacoma Jr. Golden Gloves 
champions after winning split 
decisions at the American 
amateur boxing tournament. 
Bell and Losier fought in 
Tacoma, Wash. Jan. 18-19 in 
the tourney, one of the biggest 
boxing championships in the 
northwestern U.S. 
The contests were so close 
even Terrace Boxing Club coach 
Jeff Dilley wasn't sure who 
would win. He credits the 
judges with good, impartial of- 
ficiating in going against the 
common practice of awarding 
close bouts to the hometown 
boxer. 
Darren Bell stepped into the 
ring with 16-year-old James 
Bloomfield,  o f  Belleview, 
Wash. in the 156.1b division. 
Dilley said Bloomfield had a 
reputation as a ,banger" and 
Bell was able to watch him in 
earlier action score a first-round 
k;;ock out against a 165.1b ox, 
Victories for Bell, Losier 
er.  
"Darren wasn't scared. But 
he got a surprise," Dilley said. 
"This guy gave him everything 
he could handle." 
Bloomfield would corner 
Bell, who would slide off the 
ropes and escape with short 
flurries. When in the centre of 
the ring, Bell had control, scor- 
ing with short combinations. 
"It  went back and forth like a 
Portland, Ore., also in a 3-2 
split decision. 
"In the first round Joey 
fought better than I've ever seen 
him fight," Dilley said. 
Forbes had the faster hand 
speed, but Losier was hitting 
harder and staggered his oppo- 
nent late in the first round. 
The Terrace boxer dominated 
the first round, but the second 
round was nearly even, and 
I 
"Both bouts were very, very close. They fought 
above their abilities to pull this one off. The ex- 
perience was very ~ood," 
seesaw," Dilley said, who had 
expected the judges to award 
the close bout to the American 
boxer. He was pleasantly sur- 
prised when Bell won by a 3-2 
split decision, 
Losier, 15, fought in the 
139-1b division, defeating 
16-year-old Steve Forbes, of 
Forbes was gaining the upper 
hand by the third round. 
" i  was surprised they gave 
the fight to Joey - -  because it 
was a hometown crowd," 
The fight was also important 
for Loster, Dtlley said) because 
i t  was his first win against a 
' black boxer. 
"It's a psychological factor 
that  the boys have to 
overcome," Dilley explained. 
"The best boxers in the world 
are black boxers. This showed 
the boys that they can be beaten 
too." 
The victory gives Losier a 
17-1 amateur boxing record, 
with his only loss coming by 
split decision in the gold medal 
fight of last year's Canadian Jr. 
National Championships in Sar- 
nia, Ont. 
Dilley said the Tacoma 
tourney doesn't help the boys in 
their quest to return to the Jr. 
Nationals this year, but said the 
experience was important. 
"They  fought above their 
abilities to pull this one off ,"  he 
said. "The experience was very 
good." 
Last weekend several club 
members were in action at 
Prince Rupert's Can-Am box- 
Joe), Losier 
ing tournament. And this 
weekend they travel to Van- 
couver for the Emerald Gloves 
- -  which will serve as the box- 
offs for the 1992 Jr. Nationals. 
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-----PEAK EXPERIENCE 
CARVING TURNS in the alpine, cross-country skier Kelly Kline gets up above treeline ona ridge 
overlooking the Shames Mountain ski area. The alpine ridge, accessible from the top of the 
Shames lift system, is a favourite destination for several local backcountry skiers equipped with 
climbing skins. 
Games 
teams 
depart 
TERRACE -- A contingent of 
45 northwest athletes and 
coaches leaves next week for the 
Northern B.C. Winter Games in 
Fort Nelson Feb. 6-9. 
Terrace participants make up 
the zone 7 boys curling team, 
the cribbage team and the ban- 
tam minor hockey team. 
The teams are: 
• Curling (boys) - -  Kevin 
Oates, Chris Oldham, Brian 
Cox, Tyler Robinson, coach 
Gordon Oates. (Terrace) 
• Curling (girls) --  Lynne 
Wilson, Kerry Kilden, Melissa 
Webster, Tara O'Coffey, coach 
Lea Lemky. (Hazelton) 
• Cribbage - -  Judy Clarke 
and Judy Lambright. (Terrace) 
• Cross.country Ski ing - -  
Erica Eisenberg, Adele Thorne, 
Katie Mills, Ruth Mills, coach 
Anita Haubi. (Kitimat) 
• Darts-- Willie Calema and 
David Simard. (Kitimat) 
• Minor  Hockey  (bantam) - -  
Terry Smith, Devin Van Hulle, 
Scott Long, Matthew Nicholls, 
Jason Warner, Tyler Gibson, 
Jeff Matthews, Braden Robert- 
son, R.yan Fonwick, Ron 
Cullio, Wade Kennedy, Jeff 
Marceau, Dimitri Filtziakis, Ed- 
die Dollemore, Tommy Mun- 
son, Ryan Gilgan, Kurt Nester, 
coach Steve Turner, coach Tom 
Turner. (Terrace) 
• Wrest l ing - -  Tyler  
Johnson, James Morgan, 
Rockie Doane, Dean Holland, 
Nathan Nikkel, Morgan Fisher, 
coach Bruce Johnson .  
(Hazelton/Kitwanga) 
CURLING 
NOTICE 
B.C. CURL ING CHAMPIONSHIP  
Terrace Curling Club is hosting lhe Senior Ladies Provincial Championship Fob. 
10.15. ]he draws are as loll0ws: 
Tuesday Feb.11: 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. 
Wednesday Feb. 12:10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. 
Thursday Feb. 13: 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. 
Friday Feb. 14: 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. 
Saturday Feb. 15:9:30 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. (tie breaker) 
The winning learn advances Io the CANADIAN SENIOR LADIES CHAMPION- 
SHIP in Nipawin Sask. in March. Spectators are welcomed and encouraged to view 
some great curling. 
Need Help With Your 
New Years Resolution 
To Stop Smoking? 
Try the BREATHE FREE 
Plan To Stop Smoking 
This scientifically based program has a thirty year 
success record and over fifteen million graduates. 
You can be a part of the smokeless majority! • 
Discover 
• Sixteen Weapons to Kill an Urge ..i 
• Help For Managing Stress . . . . .  (., 
• Your Personal Plan For Success  .. ' 
• Support ive Fr iends ::i 
. . .  And Much More! • :~. 
FEBRUARY 4,8, 10-14 " " " :':: 
7:00-8 :45p .m.  . . ., :- . 
I NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE : I • 
I ROOM NO. 208 (BOARD ROOM):  | 
I Phone Nowl i I !::i l. 
I For Information or Registration ' l 
II 635-731 3 I 
= A community :eC£cS: offlh?Taetr?f~eal~e~en,$h-2C0a'y0A0~ventist Church : B 
Hope 
is the 
• ~, ' %;A reason 
Contributed 
What is Snowarama? The 
answer is hope. 
This event has been close to 
the hearts of snowmobilers 
across Canada since its concep- 
tion in Ontario in 1974 as a 
winter recreational event to 
benefit disabled children. And it 
will be that same spirit driving 
local snowmobilers when they 
par t i c ipate  in Ter race 's  
Snowarama, tentatively set for 
10 a.m. February 9. 
The Snowarama concept - -  
founded by Wipper Billy Wat- 
son - -  is a fundraising program 
that was so successful in On- 
tario that it expanded into other 
prov inces .  The B,C.  
Snowmobile Federation and 
member clubs took up the 
challenge in 1978. That year, 
working in conjunction with the 
B.C. Lions Society, they held 
B.C.'s first Snowarama. 
Snowarama events held in 
participating provinces have 
raised millions of dollars to aid 
programs and research to serve 
physically disabled children in 
all communities. 
Local riders hope to raise 
more money than last year to 
help the B.C. Lions Society pro- 
vide aid for disabled children. 
Prior to the event, the par- 
ticipants gather pledges then 
complete as much as possible of 
a trail r ide  on a snowmobile. 
This is not a race, but just 
snowmobilers out for a ride to 
benefit he disabled. The only 
competition here is to see who 
collects the most pledges. 
Anyone who would like to par- 
ticipate in this event is welcome 
to come out. Pick up a pledge 
sheet from a Snowarama com- 
mittee member and start collec- 
ting pledges, If you are unable 
to ride in the event please show 
your support when asked to 
pledge,;  
The combined efforts of the 
SnOwmobile Association, the 
Lions Society, non.member 
riders and the support from the 
community help make this an- 
nual event a big success. 
Help make this ride for 
disabled children the biggest 
ever, Pledge sheets available at 
Ken's Marine, Terrace Equip- 
ment Sales, and Neid Enter- 
prises. For more information 
contact Snowarama !92 chair- 
man Adolf Lubke at 638-8792. 
JANUARY 29 - FEBRUARY 15 
HOT HOT HOT SPECIALS 
Bauer 2000 Men's Skates. =24995 
Bauer 2000 Boy's Skates... $11  9 95. 
ASSORTED 
RUNNERS...  *29os 
ALL FISCHER DOWNHILL & XC SKIS 
112 PRICE 
WHITE HOCKEY 
TAPE 
ROLL . . . . . . . . . .  99 ¢ 
SPIN-N-GLOS 
B,Y 2 GET 1 FREE 
ALL SNOWBOARDS IN STOCK 
112 PRICE 
SKI WEAR 
Kids Jackets & Suits . . . . . . . .  1/2 PRICE 
Men's Jackets . . . . . . . .  30%-  50% OFF 
Ladies Jackets . . . . . . .  30% - 50% OFF 
Toques & Headwear . . . . . . . . .  1/2 PRICE 
Ski Gloves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20% OFF 
Ski Pants . . . . . . . . . . .  30%-  70% OFF 
* sale prices apply to 
instock items 
only 
FOOT WEAR 
Rockport Walking Shoes . . . . . .  25 % OFF 
Asics Gel Lytee III 
Ladies Jogger Reg, $1SO.00. Special $105.00 
All Reebok Pumps . . . . . . . . . . .  30 % OFF 
Reebok Aerobic Steps . . . . . . . .  $139.95 
Selected Aerobic Wear . . . . . . .  30% OFF 
Softball Gloves . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20% OFF 
Tennis Rackets . . . . . . . . . . . . .  30% OFF 
ALL SEASONS SPORTING GOODS 
SOURCE FOR SPORTS 
4662 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
635-2982 
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U _DIRECTOR 
PERTS- -  iN A 
Make the most of your advertising 
dollar, call one of our consultants 
today! 
 T ERRACE STANDAR D 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-7283 
SKEENA Belting & Rubber Services 
.~,e~--~ .->-~_-, . ~ Inflatable Boat 
~~_j , ,~  Repairs 
Durable • High Quality • Vulcanizing Repairs 
We s peclallze In conveyor belt Installations, splicing and 
repairs, vulcanizing and pulley logging 
124 HOUR SERVICE I 638-0663 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry- Renovations 
"No Job too Small" 
Seniors Rates 
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4Z3 
Malcolm Simons 
Journeyman Carpenter 
Ph. 635-7724 
r 
. * : .  . 
BR IQUE 
~ ~ r e s s e s  = Invitations 
~ d o  Rentals =Lingerie 
~/  • Grad & Party Dresses • Wedding Cakes 
Complete wedding service to make 
that day 'Uniquely Yours' 
4617 B Lakelse Ave., 638-1773 
" ' " • i . . . .  i i 
When you gotta' have it,'We'll ~ i t !  
~ S,,.r..~ ~ ' ,~: :~ .... ' 
: 11~11~11|111|1|~ 
I ' : ~' ......... 
"Our expediting service will save your company money"" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
| 
I 
WE FEATURE ANEXCITING NEW SPECIAL 
EVERY WEEK, CALL US FOR DETAILS! 
Perm Special $49 .00  long hair extra 
6-4717 Lakelse Ave., Terrace B.C. 635-3637 
I IM lE~ca~ no~ td 
. . . . . . . .  Need to present a professional image? Turn to Thrifty: .. ~ 
Need a special car to sp~ce up the wee~n~l? Turn to " "  
Thrifty, In fact, you can count on Thrifty for the perfect 
car for almost any occassion. Call today! 635-7669 
Because It's Your Money. 
  KEENA 
L -L] I HIE] 
P.O. Box 271, Terroce, B.C. VBG 4A2 
. . . . . . :  __ . . . . .  " '((:£)4) 635-6988/ : . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  Class A' Electrical Contractors 
For All Your Service & Contracting Needs 
PHILIP HUSTAD Reg. No. 17522 
, ; t  , i , .  ~Hh ' :  
KITIMAT - TERRACE LIMOUSINE SERVICE 
632-4499 ~ :~,~ 
or '1"1~ , ~ ~  
632-5585 
,'FOR THA'F SPECIAl:. OCCASION" 
' , i  i : :Ride' in elegant lUXL~ry '~  ~; ..... :;;:;~='"~"'. 
. . . . .  Celebrate in extravagance; 
Create an unforgettable memory. 
Featuring: bar, TVIVCR, stereo system 
RESERVE EARLY Non-Smoking Vehicle 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY 
CLEANING 
WINTER SPECIP, L 
SPECIAL SALE 
CHECK OUT RATES FOR 
OTHER FURNITURE AND CARPET 
635-3944 
Thornhill Electric 
• Residential & Commercial Wiring 
• 24  hr. Answering Service 
• Service Calls our Specialty 
635-9787 
3532 01d Lakelse Lake Rd. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5A7 Registration No. 16984 
Rick McCarron 
Proprietor 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE -- 1-800-661-2676 
CANADA LTD. 
Mobiles Starting As Low As $699 
Portables Starting As Low As $519 
Rugged & Reliable 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS 
No .~oo~ ~o,le 638"0261 
D . ANE 
FUN'E:R L HOME 
Box 247, S~n-ithers'~B.C. • 847-2441 
Director AlJa~a~hr. adO; fA  
Profess iona l  counselllr)g'" .,; ~,, :" .~ "' 
Memor ia l  markers [ . . . . . .  ! ~'~ " ' 
Grave covers [...~ x, ~ Funeral 
Cremation , - ~,,,,~ Association 
TRANSPORTA TION 
- -SYSTEMS L TD--  
Dally freight service ex Vancouver 
TEL • (604) 635.2728 
I FAX:(604)635-7197 MEMBEROF~~ 
3111BLAKEBURNST., TERRACE B.C. VSG3J1 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
Specializing in Custom Concrete Form & Finishing 
• Renovations • Mill Work 
638-8478 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Direcfors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEIsTER 
BronzS Csquee 24 HOUR ./ 
& monuments Answering and Pager Service Z 
Ter race ,  Kitimat, Smi thers  6 3 5 " 2 4 4 4  F . . . . .  IS  . . . . .  
& Prince Rupert Assoc*ation 
~ Skeena Valley 
VIDEO 
202 - 471 6 Lazelle Avenue 
CLINIC 
635-7762 
Specializing in repairs to: 
• VCRs • Camcorders * CD Players • 
] make it work for you/ 
S IMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpent ry '  - Renovat ions  
"No Job too Small" 
Seniors Rates 
3514 K ing Ave: 
Terrace, B,C, 
V8G 4Z3 
i 
Malcolm Slmons 
Journeyman carpenter Ph, 635.7724 
Hairwavcs 
SALON BARBER SHOP ESTHETICSby Jan 
4646 Lakelee Ave., Terrace, BC. 635"5727 or 8354555 
~ Windshield Repair/Replacements 
. A ,o 
~'~ ~ 1 ~  • ' ICBC Replacements 
I I  IF__4J~b ~:i :L~:',~! • Mirrors 
~ '  ~ ~ ' Windows 
~'~.~', (~ ~,/~" - . .  :  " Sealed Units 
'~~ )) a,2o ..re, O.ve Terreoo 
........ ~.~"~ 638-8001, in Kitimal 632-4800 
Scour BOAR 
Recreat iona l  Hockey  League Scores: Riverside Auto Wranglers 26 12 10 4 85 94 28 
Terrace Timbermen 21 12 6 3 100 61 27 
January 16 NMI Okies 27 10 14 3 80 105 23 
All Seasons 6, Back Eddy Pub 3 Convoy Supply 27 3 20 4 75 154 10 
January 18 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 5. Convoy Supply 1 Recreat ional  Divis ion Standings: 
• Norm's Auto Refinishing 10, Northern Motor Inn Okies 3 
TERRACE - -  The Kitimat 
Open Cross-country ski tourna- 
ment will go ahead on Satur- 
day - -  snow or not. 
Club spokesman Terry 
Brown said the packed trails at 
Onion Lake are getting bare in 
spots, but off the trail there's 
plenty of snow. And if 
necessary, volunteers will be 
shovelling that snow onto bare 
patches the day before the 
race. 
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"it 's hard to gel enthusiastic 
about skiing when there isn't 
any snow," said Brown, "But 
hopefully we'll get some more 
in time for the race." 
He said tile club's new 
track-setter is working on the 
Oniou Lake ski trails full time. 
Brown said Conrad Matwick is 
busy making trail im- 
provements when there isn't 
any fresh suow on the trails to 
groom. 
Back Eddy Pub 4, Precision Builders 3 Precision Builders 27 18 7 2 146 102 38 
Skeena Hotel 8, Inn of the West 6 All Seasons 26 18 8 0 138 109 36 
January 21 N0rm-'-s Auto Refinishing 25 12 I0 3 131 106 27 
All Seasons D, Innofthe West5 SkeenaHotel 25 12 11 2 135 125 26 
Precision Builders 8, Back Eddy Pub 1 Inn of the Wes 27 12 14 1 121 143 25 
T ~ . January 22 Back Eddy Pub 27 8 17 2 112 124 18 
efface Hmnermen 3, Riverside Auto Wranglers 2
Convoy Supply 4, Northern Mo or Inn Ok es I Get "ourteam orlea ueon "; Sc t ~ y g lne ureuuuru.. . . . . . . .  
Oldt imers '  Division Standings:  Drop o f f  scores or standings to the Terrace 
Standard office at 4647 Lazelle A re ,  or phone 
Team GPW L T GF GA PTS " 
them in to 638-7283. Deadline is 5p.m. Friday. 
TH E M E TR  O VA LL  EY  p~~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 9, West Vancouver (10) 
P i l t L iP I  :~tU;HUt l~L l l  1". Ma 'e "id e . . . .  SFU C lan 
BASKETBALLN u p! . g ~,lj 
r~ lBP '~"q l~ J l l l l  11. North Delta (9) Sanuary 22 
L~.~71' m 1[ Jmml lA  12, Prince ofWales IVan,11121 Simon Fraser University Clan 74 
. . . . . . . .  ~. ~ ~ t Saint Martin's College Saints 55 
r "qF '  ~ J l~  14, Princ ^ %- - - '~  (michdleHendry:16points, sevenre- 
. . . . . . . . . . .  u : f ,  lnomas  More It~urno~y) {ZUl The Simon Fraser University Clan 
~. Belmont  (Victorta)(3) 2 . . . .  '^^'  " "  " women's basketball team extended 
d V . . . . . . . .  r,,,ll..,..,to, h r~onalmotzo I their league record to 6-0 in action last Prom 4 1550! • "url wvnl~,~vvGu ~',dllQ &, o , f a ed . u ~ I 2Z Chdltwockt18 ~ week. The Clan is tied with unde  t 
5 Alberto (7) t i Seattle University for first place in 
. . . . . . .  23, Mouat  (Abbotsford)Inr} district one, and the Clan is currently 
O, =teveston ~)  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ Hn,',,,' . . . . .  ranked No. 1 in the NA1A national 
, z~, =it winston~.nurcn l l l  van .  Z2 , s .r ~ t n . . .  [ ) [ ) women s basketball poll. The team i/. mcnmona t~J 25, Ter~ Fox tP,.,¢%I .,.I 19-1 on the season. Terrace s Michelle 
'1 t . . . .  I ~"'1 Hendry now has 2,835 career points 8, Abbotsford 6 
( ) (LAST RANKING IN BRACKETS) " 
The Terrace Standard offers . . . . . .  --,--t# 
What's  Up as a public service to W H A I  ~ Sponsored by N.W. Dev. Ed. 
its readers and community • • u m• t tm v *****  
organizations, i l l  l i~  Auxiliary, Legion Branch , ,  Executive Producer 
This column is intended for . II r / 
non-profit organizations and 
those events for which there is 
no admission charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any item 
for What's Up be submitted by 
noon on the FRIDAY preceding 
the issue in which it is to appear. 
For contributed articles, the 
deadline is 5 pan. on the 
preceding THURSDAY . . . . . .  
We also ask that all submis- 
sions be typed or printed neatly. 
JANUARY 28, 1992 - -  And 
February 4, 1992. 2 day clinic for 
Type I and Type II Diabetics. 
February 18, 1992 I day 
refresher. March 3 and 10, 1992 
--  2 day clinic for Type I and 
Type II diabetics. A doctors 
referral is required for Clinics. 
Contact Mills Memorial Hospital 
Dietician, Joan Marr 638-4050, 
JANUARY 29, 1992 -- Tales 
For Twos at the Terrace Public 
Library will be held Wed. at 
10:30 a.m. Stories, fingerplays, 
puppets and lots of fun. Children 
must be accompanied by a parent 
or guardian. Please register in 
advance. There is no charge. Call 
the library at 638-8177 
,k ,k ,k "lit * 
JANUARY 29 - -  Hombased 
business meeting. 7:00 p,m., 
4709 Park Ave. To discuss town 
~ylaws. 535-9415. 
, , k ,  ,lit * 
JANUARY 29-31, I~r~dRUARY 
2-91992 - -  A hearty welcome 
awaits you at the Terrace Gospel 
Hall. In fo rmat ive  Christ  
centered meetings on Biblical 
truth will be held at 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday meetings at 6:30 p.m. 
Special speaker - Tommy 
Thompson from Alaska. 
,k * ,k **  
JANUARY 30, 1992 - -  Meeting 
of the Skeena Valley Kennel 
Club at 7:00 p.m. at the Terrace 
Public Library. For more infor- 
mation call: Shannon 635-6869 
or Tammy 798-2226. 
JANUARY 30-31, 1992 - -  
Preschool story time at the Ter- 
race Public Library, will be held 
Thurs. at 1:30 p.m. and Fri. at 
10:30 a.m. Sessions last about 45 
rain. and include picture books, 
fingerplays and puppets. There ss 
no charge but please register in 
advance. Tel. 638-8177 
,k ,k ,k. * ~ 
FEBRUARY 1, 1992-  Kitimat 
Open Cross Country Ski race at 
Onion Lake Ski trails Sat. Open 
to all ages and abilities. Register 
by calling 632-7632. Late 
registration can take place 9 a.m. 
prior to race. Start time at 10 
a .m,  
FEBRUARY 2, 1992 - -  2 at 2:00 
p.m, at Skeena School Library 
-- 2 films on Economic issues in 
developing countr ies .  
Refreshments to be served. 
FEBRUARY 4, 1992 - -  Ladies 
monthly meeting to be held at 
8:00 p.m. All members please at- 
tend. 
FEBRUARY 5, 1992 - -  12:00 
Noon am. 2002 at NWCC, 
Slides and conversation abour 
Equador presented by Kim 
Saulnier. Sponsored by N.W. 
Dev. Ed. 
FEBRUARY 4, 1992 - -  Terrace 
Breastfeeding Support group 
meets Tues. at 8 p.m. in the 
education room of  Mills 
Memorial. The focus of our 
discussion will be "The arrival of 
a sibling." For further into. call 
Terry at 635-3287. 
FEBRUARY 13-15, 1992 - -  The 
Heart & Stroke Foundation of 
B.C., Yukon, Terrace Unit, 
presents its annual Heart and 
Stroke Education Days at the 
Skeena Mall running from I0 
a.m. to 8 p.m. daily. Into. will be 
available on many topics related 
to heart and blood vessel disease. 
Blood pressure testing will also 
be offered. 
, -lit ,k 'k * 
FEBRUARY 14, 1992 -- Sup- 
port group meeting for persons 
suffering from M.E. (Myalgic 
Encephalomyelitis), also knows 
as CFIDS (Cht:onic Fatigue and 
Immune Dysfunct ion  
Syndrome), at 7:30 p.m. in the 
downstairs meeting room of the 
Terrace Public Library. For 
more information, please contact 
Kathleen Talstra at 635-2718. 
Broadcast Operations 
Northern Native Broadcasting 
Northern Native Broadcasting is one of the 
youngest Native Communications groups in 
Canada. During the coming years this society 
will become one of the leaders in Native com- 
munications. 
broadcaster, with excellent interpersonal skills 
and a strong management sense as a pro- 
gram and news director. 
Northern Native Broadcasting is located in 
Terrace, B,C., a community of 20,000 that is 
We are looking for candidates for the posi- very attractive in its mountainous environs, 
tion of Executive Producer with the B.C, ';mild' Weather' and the:'reci'eatlonaf, 'edu'cational 
Native Communications Society --  Northern 
Broadcasting based in Terrace, British Colum- 
bia. 
The position will be both challenging and 
rewarding for an individual dedicated to a 
broadcasting career. The executive producer 
will play a key role in the development of this 
young and dynamic organization. One of the 
key tasks of the position will be to help in the 
development of satellite radio programming 
for a culturally diverse audience. 
The successful candidate must have ex- 
perience in all aspects of radio broadcasting 
and a strong employment performance 
record. Experience in television production is 
an asset. The Executive Producer will be 
faro iliar with the culture and political issues of 
Native people in B.C, and Canada. 
The successful candidate for Executive 
Producers position will be an experienced 
and lifestyle opportunities it presents to its 
residents. 
If you are Interested in this position please 
send a complete resume, covering letter and 
audio resume to: 
Mr. Ray Jones 
General Manager 
Northern Native 
Broadcasting 
Box 1090 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 $6 
Closing Date: February 4, 1992 
Start Date: March 2, 1992 
Salary: Negotiable 
6 Month Probationary Period 
[Scream With IIs 
.° And Win/ 
J ~ -  G rolu'pOsOo; 64:NOyAg e U m it) 
J ~ .... ' " - -  Prizes For The Most Excited 
/I Fr,day, Jan. 31 
/ I  at 7:00 p.m. I 
/ I In The Centre I lli  / 
[ Mall Area I 
/ SKEENA MALL 
461-7 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
..~ .3 ~ 
i ~  /  ~ ,-~ " ~ ,-_~..~ 
DIP and DINE 
S 5 0 w 
Come and join us i 
Splashdown Lounge 
Poolside Cafeter 
Tuesday & Thu 
11,30  a .m.  - 
J l~~l  MOUNT LAYTON 
[~mlp~ HOT SPRINGS 
~,~~ RESORT LTD. 
798-2214 
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EAL STA 
Feature 
Home By: 
• ,•••  i4~11~ ~ , ~  ~'A I  ~ J l~  ~ Of Terrace 
tt  e,.l 638-1400 
i , 
/ 
4: t  k ~ ~ 
!i~ , : : :2>'  :!:" 
i::'{ ! 
3 
level 
Next to new and it's 
waiting for you in a 
popular newer sub- 
division. We are of- 
fering this 2 year old, 
4 bedroom split level 
home on a lands6~.ped 
lot. Energy efficient, 
with 2 x 6 construc- 
tion, natural gas heat 
and easy maintenance 
vinyl siding. 
The living room 
features a vaulted 
ceiling, large bowed 
window and an at- 
tractive natural gas 
fireplace. 
The k i tchen  is 
modern with plenty of 
light oak cabinets and 
a built-in dishwasher. 
There are three 
bedrooms on the up- 
per level as well as a 
2-piece ensuite of the 
% 5: :  , i  ;1L~! 
master bedroom and 
a full four piece bath. 
The half basement 
o f fe rs  a four th  
bedroom, rec room 
with another natural 
gas f ireplace and 
funct iona l  c rawl  
space storage. Also 
included with this 
home is a large at- 
tached garage with 
automatic door and 
an entrance from 
garage to a mud 
room, 3 piece bath 
and laundry area. 
A good fami ly 
home in a good fami- 
ly ne ighbourhood.  
Ask ing  $123,000 .  
Owners transferred 
and anxious to sell. 
Call Dick Evans at 
Re/Max for an ap' 
pointment. 
Cheryl Malmgren 
CARRIER 
OF THE 
WEEK 
-- Quarter Cheese or Big Mac 
- Large Fries 
- Regular Soft Drink 
- Sundae 
Compliments of MacDonalds 
In a clear record of delivery 
and a job well done you've 
earned a FREE McHappy 
Meal, 
Of Terrace 
638-1400 
v 
EVERVTH=HG.AS ITS J 
PLACE 
in this compact, yet spacious home 
with many special features: 
- Walk.in closet -- large kitchen 
- skylight -- view 
- roomy master -- southern 
bedroom exposure 
- 2 x 0 -- vinyl windows 
construction 
Call ERIKA N0Wl $115,000 EXCL. 
GREAT INVESTMENT 
Asking price $65,000. 
With only 25% down, your monthly 
payments would only be $412. Be your 
own landlord or become a landlord. Call 
ERIKA for details. 
HOME' FOR THE BEGINNING 
FAMILY 
2 bedroom home with a totally updated 
kitchen. This compact home boasts a 
large livingroom with wood stove as well 
as a family room 0If the dining room. Call 
ERIKA for your personal viewing. Asking 
$75,500. EXCL. 
. . . . . .  ~'1!': .~q  
BETTER THAN NEW 
Owner transferred and must sell their 
2-year old 4 bedroom splil level in ex- 
cellent condition. Natural gas heat. 2 
baths plus ensuite, 2 natural gas 
fireplaces, attached garage and land- 
scaped. Asking $123,000. Call DICK 
EVANS now. 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY 
,96 acres, Keith & Molitor. ........ S89,900 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL CORNER 
on Highway 16 East, town side of new 
bridge. Over V= acre. $99,9D0. Call DICK 
EVANS. 
H-ffRSESHOE 
5 bedroom home in th~lorseshoe in very 
good condition. :N~,gt~l~gas heat, living 
room f irepla~,~,effpet in living room, 
dining roo~lway .  Rec room, paved 
drive, triple,'Earport. Owner translerred. 
Asking $93,900. Call DICK EVANS, 
• ~'~ • ~ ,~x,.,~ ,~:?, , 
WON'T LAST LONG! 
4 bedroom home with closed in car- 
port, paved drive, large 70 x 132 lot, J 
sundeck plus it'sin ~R~t condition on 
the inside W~l~l~at ,  fireplace, I
finished f~ l~f f i ,  This great family I 
home is IOL~ed on a no-thru street in J 
the Horseshoe. Priced to se]l at J 
$93,500. C ~  
HORSESHOE 
This 4 bedroom fu~ t~ jpent  Horseshoe 
home is a hol i~ '~,~ current market. 
Features a~;~Jl~l', large yard, sundeck, 
natural gas ~ very well maintained. Call 
JOHN at 638.1400. $87,500. MLS 
QUALITY PLU,.St., ~ 
Three bedroom, full ha ,~r~e close 
to sc h eels, ,[~e,~n~a~ff~ "d,~wntown. 
This o~;~ ~ uld ~e features 4 
n.g. II~P,. l~%~ta~-, ~PJTge deck, and a 
carport ','..,~'~ I ;~. ~le paved driveway. Call 
JOHN ~, iu~ther details at 638.1400. 
$109,9OOEXCL. 
J 635"7068 ' F 
d ick  evans  | john evans 
'~,~ ,~ : . ,  ,4~: :S ,  '~. ~#! " 
t '• '°]=": I  ...... 
HOME FOR THE TRUCKER 
1,456 sq. ft. 4 brms, finished base. 
ment, rec room, games room, 2 baths 
and onsuite. 1.47 acres. Road ac- 
cess. Ideal location for shop. Contact 
GORGE SHERIDAN for appointments. 
Asking $127,500 MLS. 
NEW, NEW, N~tV% 
l acres 
subdivision ,~ l~Td ~ewe~ avaMble. 
Will I~i(L~j~,,lldl~e~l~i~zearly sum- 
mer. I~ ' f fg id~j~,~Cf fn tact  4]OR- 
DIE SHERII]I~aff' Re/Max. Asking 
Sl119.0o~ ' ~.~,T 
COMMERCIAL RED HOT 
LOCATION 
Corner of Old Lakelse Lake Drive and 
Highway 16. Vacant 4.16 acres. High 
traffic and super visibility. Cleared and 
level. Owner will consider trades. Give 
GOROIE SHERIDAN a call, $199,000• EX- 
CLUSIVE with Re/Max. 
gordie sherida~ 
SIGNED. SEALED. DELIVERED. 
4501 CEDAR CRES. 4731 OLSON AVE. 
$79,900 MLS $69,900 MLS 
" ..... 'r ~L-  
3712 PINE ST. 133 - 4524 SCOTT AVE. 
$54,500 MLS 
~i"  ~i.~: !!
4639 STRAUME AVE. 
$65,000 MLS 
$41,500 MLS 
LOTS & ACREAGE 
4106 N. SPARKS 
$13,000 MLS 
HALLIWELL ACREAGE 
$95,000 MLS 
SPRING CREEK DAM RD, 
$33,000 EXC 
3941 KERBY ST. 
$92,050 MLS 
3578 COTTONWOOD CRES. 
$84,900 MLS 
No. A19.1885 QUEENSWAY 
$19,900 MLS 
LOT 21 LODGEPOLE RD. 
$110,000 MLS 
4908 DAVIS AVE. 
$75,000 MLS 
SOCKEYE CREEK 
$89,900 MLS 
ii: :i 
Stan Parker Jim Dufly 
635.4031 635-6688 
Gordon OIsor 
638.1945 
Laurie Forbes Hans Stach Shaunce Kruisselbrink 
635.5382 635-5739 635.5382 
Ted Garner 
636-5619 
The sales team at Century 21 would like to thank the customers who have 
given us the opportunity to sell their Homes. 
Our approach to selling Real Estate is Everyone's home is unique, .... special. 
If you're looking for the sales team who has the knowledge and the ex- 
perience to sell your home, then you're looking for a Century 21 Sales 
Representative, 
NO QUESTION ABOUT IT?' 
• 
®/IV- 'rrademark~ of Century 21 Real Estate Cortx)ratlml. 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
3227 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6361 Eaclt o(fice is Independently owned and operated. 
EA ES A 
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HOME PLAN 
Beautiful 
Victorian-Style 
Two-Storey 
Tiffs beautiful and pract ical  
Victorian-style design has many 
fine features to recommend 
it as your next home. The •cool 
serenity of a wide porc~ invites 
guests and • family alike to the 
large ,and convenient ly placed 
foyer. The attract ive spindled 
staircase and open ceil ing com- 
plete w i th  skyl i te:  over .  sets 
the mood for ~ this home. The 
formal  areas are to  the 
front...while the busier family 
rooms are across the back. 
The fact that these rooms are 
0pen to each other, visually 
making double use of space, 
makes this :home seem huge. 
Notice the stepsaving location 
of the laundry and mud room 
area right next to the kitchen. 
On the second floor...the com- 
bination of the open staircase 
and skylite removes that cram- 
ped feeling so common to many 
t~vo-storey designs. 
~)wesglan~ 
I 
" "- ":--- ~-i 
Plans include full 
unfinished base- 
Second Floor rnen[...not shown. 
~~'~i :  
House Plans Available Through 
'l  rrace Builders 
center. 
MEMBER OF TIM.BR-MARTS LTD 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
Queen Elizabeth Theatre 
DESIGN NO. WP-914 
Width: 55'-0" 
Depth: 32'-0" 
Main Floor: 1104 sq. ft.  
Second Floor: 845 sq. ft.  
GREAT HOUSE! GREAT PRICE! 
4 bedrooms - 2 baths. New carpets & line, 
natural gas heat, 2 fireplaces (one gas) 
garage, fenced yard, private location. A 
steal at $109,000. Call Joyce today! MLS 
(910018) 635-2697 
FAMILY HOME IN THORNHILL 
Four bedrooms and two baths make this the 
ideal home for a growing family. Nicely land- 
scaped with 2 cherry trees and cedars, the 
lot is fully fenced. Cement patio and tool sh- 
ed. two driveways with interlocking brick 
and g~'age, Bu0t in dishwasher; stove and 
like-new lridge are included. Washer and 
dryer are negotiable. $96,951., Call Ric 
White 635.6508 MLS 
JACKPINE FLATS ACREAGE 
Build your country cream home on this 2.0 
acres lot in Jackplne Flats. Level ground, 
nicely treed, corner lot with excellent ac. 
cess from two sides. Priced at only 
$14,500 MLS (920004) Call Evan Young 
638-1273 
Verne Ferguson 
635-3389 
.94 ACRE + SHOP 
Thornhill residence extremely gooo condi. 
tio~ 3 bedrooms, one bath, ~atural gas 
heat, 1.284 sq. ft, Plus almost finished ad. 
dition. 12.6 x 24,3 (Family Room), office, 
SHOP, main floor insulate~, wired and 
heated. $104,000. Exc. (920010) Call 
Joyce 635-2697 
SUB LEASE WAREHOUSE 
Available Feb. 1/92- Aug. 31/92. 0.400 sq. 
It., plus 1,200 sq. ft. cooler, etc. Call Olga 
Power 635-3833. 
DRASTICALLY REDUCED! 
Country VIP showplace. Bungalow beautiful- 
ly sited on 40 acres. Warm fireplace, bay 
windows, large view deck, 3 BRI2 4 pce. 
baths. PLUS *kitchen appflances ]ncluded. 
Close to ski hill, some timber, approx. 15 
acres cleared. $145,000 (910090) Gordon 
Hamilton 635.9537 
Joyce Findlay Gordon Hamilton Olga Power 
635.2697 635-9537 635.3833 
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO RENT 
$2,500 down, - less than $400 ~er month. 
3 bedrooms located in the Horseshoe, 
(910151) MLS $49,900. Please call Joyce 
635-2697 
COUNTRY LIVING IN TOWN 
Beautiful one of a kind log home situated by 
the Skeena River. Very private and pictures- 
que setting. Two large river rock fireplaces 
proved welcoming warmth in this 5 
bedroom two bath family home,,~:fent!al~fo~(.1 
lurther development on grounds. Work shed 
(approx. 20 x 30), gas line to property. 
$169,000. Exclusive (910168) Call Olga 
Power. 635-3833 
DON'T MISS THIS ONE[ 
12 x 68 mobile home in very good condi- 
tion, bathroom and kitchen recently upgrad. 
ed. Large fenced lot. Oualifies for CMHC 
mortgage. Only $38,500. Call Gordo~ Exc, 
635-9537 (920017) 
II/ 
Ric White 
635-6508 
EXTRA 
-- Large lot with paved drive, enclosed carport 
& lruit trees. Newly renovated bungalow 
with 3 bedrooms, Large living room 
redecorated kitchen with new flooring, 
lighting fixtures, bllnds & other updates 
make this an easy care home for couples 
slarting out. Priced at $79,900. Call Brenda 
638-1721 (920020) 
PLEASANT 5 BEDROOM 
home on Southside of Terrace with fenced 
garden area for young children. Rear deck 
for BBQ and a convenient drive-thru carport 
for easy access to lane and street. Family 
room. ;dowhstairs. Exclusive. Call Olga 
P~We~.635.3833:$89,900 (920019) 
LET YOUR HOME PAY FOR ITSELF 
Invest in this new side-by-side duplex. Live 
in one, rent the other. 3 bedrooms l th 
baths eacl~ side. Vinyl siding, modern kit- 
chens, carpeted throughout. Stove, lridge, 
washer and d~/er included. Double glazed 
aluminum windows. Priced to sell at 
$145,251 MLS. Call Ric White at 635.6500 
for appointment o view. 
Brenda Erickson Evan Young 
638-1724 638-1273 
LOOK WHAT WE FOUND: 
Drive by 4741 Tuck Avenue and I'm 
sure you'll agree this is one of the 
nicest 3 bedroom bungalows being 
offered at $81,900. Natural gas 
heating and hot water and a cozy 
wood stove cut utility costs. 
Siluated on an 80 x 131 11, land- 
scaped fenced lot with greenhouse, 
numerous lruit trees and a large 
deck to enjoy the private back yard, 
Don't delay, call Joy. 
PRICE REDUCED 
SIMPLY PERFECT 
Custom designed and built this 
dynamic 3 bedroom 2 bathroom 
level entry home Is without doubt 
meticulous both inside and out. 
From the Grand Entrance Ioyer with 
its gleaming ceramic tiles and 
skylights to the modern kitchen 
with a working island and custom 
built cabinets; Vaulted ceilings 
create and atmosphere of openess 
and a southern exposure with lots of 
windows let the natural ight in. Pro. 
udly olfered for $139,000. Call 
Suzanne or Joy for more details on 
on this beautifully kept 4 bedroom : this exclusive home. 
home has lots of extras like built in N0 VACANCY 
Jenn.are dishwasher, oven and lThe possibilities are grand when 
vacuum system. Separate wired l you invest in this large centrally 
and heated workshop. Landscaped I located lot perfect for a duplex. City 
yard features underground J services are available to this 100 x 
sprink ors, greenhouse and !ruit I 132 parcel. Call Suzanne today for 
trees. Asking $129,500. Call Joy, more details, Offered at only 
MLS. J $30,000 MLS. 
John Currie Joy Dover 
IN.LAW SUITE DOWN 
is light and bright in this near new 
1,200 sq. ft. hi.level. It is situated 
in a new subdivision. All three 
bedrooms up have patio doors 
leading onto a large deck with hot 
tub, Easy care vinyl siding and 
economical natural gas heat, A nice 
extra is the 600 sq. It. insulated 
garage/workshop. All this for only 
$116,000. Call Joy. 
CALL ME 
If you're thinking of selling. Now 
may be the right time for you. In- 
terest rates are at an all time low, 
and I need homes tor buyers. Or It= 
you're just curious as to what your 
home Is worth in todays market 
plane, call and ask for Dave for a 
free no obligation market evalua- 
tion. 
LEVEL ACREAGE 
This 2,20 acres is level and partial- 
ly cleared, Located near the 
Pentecostal camp, It's Ideal for a 
mobile home sot up or to build your 
dream homo. An added bonus el 
low taxes make this acreage a good 
investment. Olfered for $21,9000. 
MLS. Call Suzanne today, 
Oave Reynolds 
NEAT & CLEAN 
CONDOMINIUM 
recently repainted interior, 3 
bedrooms, a full basement and a 
bath and a half for only $33,500. 
CaO Joy. 
14 x 70 MEADOWBROOK 
MANCO MOBILE 
home has been totally renovated in. 
cluding all new drywall on the in. 
terior. Decorated in th bright modern 
styling and priced at only $29,900. 
Act fast call Joy to view. 
GOOD RESIDENTIAL LOT 
70 x 197 has excellent soil lor 
gardening or landscaping. Has 
potential for side by side 2 
bedrooms unit duplex. Asking 
$13,900, Call Joy, MLS 
| 
HEW LISTING - N F,~,t~HOME 
Located on a quiet,~t~,st~'eot. 
'his b°m° ';i°o' 
I living a r e a~ ~=,~lu r o o n~ u ~ Y - 
I m~,~th~' t ' zP tub  plus an on- 
I sui.e, car~, fenced and land. 
sclped yard. For more details on 
this ~xclus=ve listing call and ask fer 
Dave. Asking $96,000. 
ON THE BENCH 
This 77.86 acre parcel of land has 
access from Nortll Thomas and 
Dairy Avenues, as well as 
Huckleberry and Elderberry. May 
have sub.division possibilities. For 
more information, call Dave Now. 
Asking $99,500, MLS. 
Suzanne Gleason Derick Kennedy 
635.9.§98 63B.7070 636-3126 635-6952 635.3042 
i 
PRUDEN"& CURRIE (19761 LTD, 4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635'6!42 1 
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All 
of the 
comforts 
of home 
By M. Tynan 
This fashionable two 
storey home boasts a 
spacious and comfortable 
layout. 
Enter through double 
doors into a foyer brightened 
by an overhead skylight. To 
the left, a good sized living 
backyard via a sliding glass 
door. The dent separate from 
the main traffic areas, would 
make an ideal study room or 
home office. 
Upstairs, all bedrooms are 
a good size. The  master 
features a four piece ensuite 
and stylish corner windows. 
An unfinished basement 
awaits your own creative 
touch. 
room features a fireplace and . 
a stylish bay window, French ~. , ,~ , .  ~ ,o~ 1 
doors lead into the ,dining •:~ 
room, which receives plenty ~ KITCHEN 
of" nature( l ight  from sur- om~.c RO0~ [~ ~t'-2".r~'--o" . . . .  ~f e ' -e" , ts ' -o"~ FmILY  ncav[  
rounding windows. A shdlng ~ [ ~  12'-o"~ie'-a" 
pocket floor leads into a ,  
gourmet kitchen, complete . .=  I "  - ~  2 . - .1  " '~"~ 
with a work island, pantry,. [ .  ' . J  I ~,, 
and a 'carousel breakfast 
nook. The family room, ~ ... . .  = 
open to the kitchen and o i 0,. 
, ~ I e'-°'''e'- nook, is comfortably large, LIVING ROOM :~:O~'t~ < 
and provides access to the 
o 
i NO 
GARAGE • go.eL. . ,,
~' / :  [ ]  
I 
. PLAN NO, U-743 
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 1;=BS SO.FT .  
UPPER,  FLOOR PLAN 851 SO. FT .  
TQTAL  FLOOR AREA ;:=136 SO.FT .  
A 
FEBRUARY 15 & 16, 1992 
THANK YOU 
. 
REALTY  WORLD,~, 
7he right agent 
makes all the difference 
in the u~orld. ® 
J oyce  Findlay 
To all the wonderful people who helped to make my 
1991 year in real estate sales such a successful 
one! I couldn't have done it without you! 
B.C, Provincial Office ~k~._~_~,~..~.. .  
#201 - 4381 Fraser St, 
. c  
Canada Ontario Provintlal Office ~r~/ . . : ,~ . ,~  
P.O. Box 2303, Station B ~ ~ . ~  - 
Kilchener, Onlario 
N2H 6M2 
My contribution $ is enclosed 
(Postdated cheques are welcomed) 
Name: 
Address: 
(Please prinl and indJcole'Apt. No. and Postal Code) 
Registration number 006 475B 09 l0 
African 
Farmers 
Harvesting 
A Bet ter  
Tomorro,w. 
Ifl/lll~ .'L~!,ib,{i!', 'I 'I; ?.' OU]~l~ 
thmmgh supportiug 
community gardens. 
irrigation aud 
agricultural traitli,g 
' Lv helping ~lfi'icau 
.#lrmers build 
se!/:reliant 
cotmmotities. 
U 
Canadal 
Founded by 
Or. Lotta Hilschmanova. C.C. 
in 1945 
__~,,f"" ,1~/"¢ ~" %.. 
"Use a Terrace 
Realtor when buying.. 
or selling your home"  
Sponsored by the 
TERBACE STANDARD 
. H 
~,l(,',,l~ ; '  .~,~,h, ,~ 1 ,~ ~ (,, b4~l,'u,L',!u :n 
Licensed Premises 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
WI~DNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
Senior Citizens receive 
10% off menu prices 
(Specials exempt) 
MDnday tD Friday 
7 a.m.- 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Sunday 8 a.m.. 3 p.m. 
located in 
the 
S UMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
47 02 Lakelse 
PHONE 
6-35-6302 
I 
• ~ " ~ ..... . . . . . . .  ~,,L 
4614 WESTVIEW DR. COMMERCIAL BUILDING SPLIT-LEVEL 
Attractive family home in good Ioea.  Commercial tmilding on 4600 Block Move up to this spacious plit level 
tion. 3 bedrooms, natural gas heat, Lakelse. Lower levelcurrentlyleased, home featuring nat. gas heat, 
1,225 sq. ft.. family room and full 2,600 sq. ft. main level and 1.800 sq. tireplace, lamily room off kitchen, 4 
basement. Lot is nicely landscaped ft. on the upper level. Natural gas fired bedrms., 3 bathrooms, patiodoors to 
with bushes and trees. Asking hot water heat. Excellent holding pro- rear deck, bay window and main floor 
$103,500 ~ILS perty! MLS $149,500 laundry-utility room MLS 
THORNHILL DUPLEX LOT ~_ ~ CONDO POTENTIAL 
Located on the corner of Thornhill St. .. - Situated in the heart of downtown Ter- 
and Old Lakelse Lake Road, frontage ~.~.  ~. -~. ~!~ ~ I race, this very.desirable property is 
on both roads, lot lightly treed and ~'~!~"'~" ~J W id~lty suited for erecting con- 
ready lor building, water available ~m~==r:.~~['~'~:r 11!,~ ~ ' dominiums. 33' x 100' (x4) C1 zon- 
from the Zeigler system. $22 ,500  ~ ~  !~ t ing. 
2408 KALUM ST. DEVELOPMENT SITE UNIQUE FL0OR PLAN 
Large 94' x 297' level building lot' Well constructed elder home, present- 14 x 66 It. mobile features a master 
with several arge cedars and other ly rented, situated on an acre olland, bedroom with 2 pce. ensuite, 
established trees. Ideal lot for multi- fronting on two streets, located near spacious living, dining and kitchen 
family development. Asking $31,900 the Municipal building. Presently zon- area, built in dishwasher. Located on 
MLS ed R3. MLS Simpson Cres., on a large landscaped 
lot. $42,500. Excl. 
PRICE REDUCED 
THORNHILL -  HIGHWAY Renovated 1,045 sq, ft. home on 
HORSESHOE FIXER-UPPER FRONTAGE quiet southside street. 3 bedrooms up 
Smaller two bedroom home on a 75 x and 2 in partially finished basement. 
122 ft. lot, close to schools and handy Zoned highway commercial. Located 
to town. Fruit trees &room to add on. on the highway access road, this Fully landscaped tenced yard with 
Zoned residential No. 2. $44,900 acreage provides high visibility and numerous fruit trees. Double paved 
easy access. Asking $59,900. MLS driveway leading to newly paved 
street. $78,000 MLS 
: Old fashioned large kitchen, Beautifully treed land accessed 
remodelled 4 pce. hath, fireplace, 2 from Laurel Street and can be ser. 
~ ~  bedrooms & den on the main, plus viced by the Zeigler water system. 
=/4 basement with 2 bedrooms.. N. Property extends to Thornhill Creek 
Gas furnace, 3 pce. bath, laun'dry & 
storage, Exclusive $78,000 on the south.west corner, MLS 
R G ~  i ! Sylvia Griffin 
(R.I.B.C.) 
638-0484 
QUALITY BUILT PRIME COMMERCIAL LOTS .... :~ 
High quality finishing throughout , ~  
this 1,166 sq. ft. full basement High visibility - prime location 
home on a 60 x 187 Ioi. Beautiful development property. NINE - 33' 
,;~ pce. ensuite. 9 years old with twin. ,l¢cation tor retail, etc. or holding ~,~i!~ , '  
seal windows• Listed EXCLUSIVELY property, Priced to sell, 
at $99,500. 
Rusty Ljungh Joe Barbosa 
635-5604 635-5754 CONGRATuLATIONSI ,~,,,~,~ 
ACREAGE !~i~" 
1,026 sq. It, 3 bedroom home with JOYCE MANTEL  
a full concrete cellar on 4,42 acres For winning the door prize at 
north of town. 4 cabins offer great Rusty Ljungh's OPEN HOUSE ~ 
potential to the handyman1 For fur. 
ther information, call today'! Reduc. at 4901 Labelle Ave. - 
ChristelGodlinski edto$76,900MLS "Grandma's Touch" Cook RonRedden 
6355397-  Book, 635-1915 
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i ACTION AD S 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When ~a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by  either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready, 
20 words (flret Insertion) $4.70 'plus 12¢ for additional words. *(Addi- 
tional Insertions) $3.10 plus 0¢ for sddltlonsl words. *$8.95 for 4 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non..¢ommerolal) Prlcee Include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12, Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13, Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15, Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc, 17. Garage Sales 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
27, Announcements 
28, Card of Thanks 
7. For Rent Misc, 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 
10. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 
11. Recreational 22. Careers 
Vehicles 23, Work Wanted 
18. Business Services 29, In Memoriam 
30, Obituaries 
31 Auction Sales 
32 Lega Notices 
33, Travel 
|~ndard Terme 
The Te;~'aca Standard raserves the rlghl to classify ads 
under ;~pproprlare headings and ro set rates therefore and to 
determine Pa0e Iocaeon, 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, 
classify or reject any advartisment and to retain any answers 
directed le the Hews Box Reply Service. and to repay trio 
customar tha sum paid for the advertismenr and box renlal, 
Box rap,as on "Hold" Instrucriune col picked up within tO 
days ol expiry of an adveresement will be destroyed unrese 
mailln0 Instructions ora received, Those answering 8ox 
Numbers are requested not to send orl0mals ol Uocumenls to 
avoid Joss. 
All ctaims or errors in advertisements must be received by 
the publisher wUhin 30 days after the first publicaUon, 
It is a0~eed by the aUvartiser requesting space that Ihe 
Uablllty of tha Terrace Standard in the event of failure to 
publish an advertisement or in Ihe event ol an error appearing 
in the advertisement as published shall he limited to tl~e 
amount paid by Iha advertiser for only ono incorrect insertion 
for the p~ion ol the advorUslng space occupied by the iecor, 
rect or omitted Uem only, and that there shall be no liabUlty In 
any event greater than the aragon1 paid for such advertislne. 
1. Real Estate 
CABIN.FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx- 
imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
4.24 acres of lease(~ recreational property 
located on Scum Lake 55 miles west and 32 
miles south of Williams Lake. Comes with pro. 
pane stove, cook stove and propane lighting. 
1. Real Estate 
LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOTS. Thornhei9hts 
subdivision $18,500-$18,900 obo. Commer. 
cial lot on Greig $27,500 obo. 635-2148. 
4p41 
4 BEDROOM HOME. Close to school and 
across from park. Natural gas and wood heat. 
Asking $75,000. Call 638-0202. 4p41 
37.23 ACRES AND A 1982 14 x 70 mobile 
home. Shallow well, good start for a hobby 
larm Some limber, eligible for Northern 
Allowance, Sold together or separately, Call 
845-2560 4p41 
11.5 ACRES of land for sale. 6 miles north of 
town off Dover Rd. Quiet area, no wind, 
$28,000.635.4600 4p41 
APPROX. 80 ACRES AT KWINITSA, B.C. 
Located between Skeena River and Hwy. 16. 
Great for hunting or fishing lodge, Phone 
635.5202 4p41 
4 BEDRO0~ 2 BATH, 4 level split home with 
carport, fireplace, sundeck in excellent Ioca- 
tion, 2 blocks from schools. Asking $71,000. 
Call 845-2504 after 7 p.m. or 847-2237 
days. 4p41 
NEW 3 BEDROOM 1~/~ BATtt DUPLEX c/w new 
fridge, stove, washer and dryer. Storage room 
and carport, natural gas, References required. 
Non.smokers preferred. $725/month plus 
utilities. Call after 6 p.m, 635-6905 2p40 
ROOM FOR RENT for $275 in large doublewide 
with basement in the Thornhill area. Available 
immediately. Phone 635.5652 4p40 
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORK{NG PERSON. 
638.8293 4p41 
PLEASANT THREE BEDROOM House, natural 
gas, close to bus stop and Bark on the bench. 
$050/month. 635.2142 2p41 
WOODLAND ' 
APARTMEHTS 
CORNER OF KALUM & SC0Tr 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
Fridge, stove, heat and hot water Includ. 
ed. Carpeting, laundry facilities, storage, 
space. References required. 
1 Bedroom Apt. $405.00 When 
2 Bedroom Apt. $480.00 Avnllnble 
3 Bedroom Apt. $550.00 
PHONE OFFICE 635"5224 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED TO RENT 2 bedroom house for 
March 1/92. Call 635-2279 or 635.6550. 
Ask for Wayne, 4038 
WANTED 2 OR 3 BEDROOM accomodation 
(trailer or apartment) for responsible non. 
smokers. References available 638-1534 or 
635.9746. Ask lor Jeannie 4p38 
WANTED ONE or two bedroom house by April 
1. References available 635-7876. 4p40 
LOOKING FOR SHARED accommodation. 
Phone 635-3783 and leave message for Rick. 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500.32 It. house boat 
-lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
-$19500. 82 lade 2-door auto. good con& 
$1500.14 ft. Tri-hull speed boat. 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd. lacks, $2000, New Kuboda rite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granlsle. Ph. 697.2474. - 19tin 
BUY HARDWOOD FLOORING from Francois 
Lake Woodworking Ltd. Our products are all 
kiln dried. Birch clear 23/8", $4,15 per sq. ft. 
Birch knotty 23/8", $3.10 per sq, ft. Also 
Pine flooring; Pine clear 23/8", $2.10 per sq. 
it. Pine knotty 23/8" $1.50 per sq. ft. 
1.695.6616 12tin 
Finished cupboards and interior water system. 113 SHARE OF 160 acres of land located near 32 GALLON AOUARIUM w/accessories. VGC 
No f e d or we,  Lake has private;a r:;str.i ;,~:. ~.~! 2k~ on !he Kalum Lake Roa d. For more In- w th f sh ~:oon ~J,~w ,= nn.  P.rbr h=rle h=na . , ., -, ,, - • . .~.*~ . , . . . ,  . " . . . .  . v~u . .~ . .  ~.-zJ*~ ~=-  =uu~ ..=Hu 
.. Asking $16 500,for qu ck sa e: CaJ ':llld~[~ E£~ ~]°.[~.~gg,,.¢,,a..ll~q5~.~l.4.9 . . .  : . 4p4:1 ~mtt.d ¢7~ • :1 onp I-ip '_lnh.~.rl :..H~n=.." 
• mger at Rea ty Woild Northern fBf'T~[11'~3n~o. ~ ................................................................ ~4c38 
398-8266 days or 398-7470 evenings. Lease 2. Mobile Homes $1,100,635.7400 
is assumable or available for purchase from 
the B.C, Government, 44tin 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKS! You're 
reading this aren't you? 63B-SAVE. tin 
2 BEDROOM ROUSE. Close to hospital, 
schools. For enquiries, phone collect 
1-362-9439 8p34 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT Adams 
Lake. B.C. t/2 hour from Salmon Artn -- 45 
rain, from Kamloops, 10 rain. from Shuswap 
Lakes, Fully renovated with very attractive 
living quarters. Showing excellent return i~ an 
area ol growth and terrilic climate. Start the 
New Year on a positive note. Phone 
1-679.8904 tln37 
ON WALNUT STREET and Maple Crescent in 
Telkwa one year old, 4 bdr. Nelson Home 
with garage. Loaded with many options. 
Phone 847.9303 days, 846-9012 eves. 4p38 
USED MODULAR HOMES, BUNGALOWS: 960 
to 1,056 sq. ft. $21,000 to $29,500. 
DOUBLE WIDE WITH LARGE linished addition. 
Five acres, natural gas available, small shop, 
good well an(J oulbuildings. Call 845-2903 
(Satellite Dish) 4p40 
12x68 PARKWOOD 2 BEDROOM. Blinds 
throughout, Fridge and stove, air conditioner 
- brand new. View by appt. only. 638-1937 
leave message, 4p40 
12x68 MOBILE HOME, three bedrooms with 
10'x20' addition n very good condition. 
Comes with natural gas furnace, lridge, stove, 
new carpets, wood stove, blinds, deck and 
fenced yard. Asking $15,500. Call 638.0258. 
2p40 
TWO BEDROOMS 12x52 MOBILE HOME in 
trailer court; natural gas heat; excellent 
shape; partly renovated; four appliances; 
$9,500. Phone 845-2936 or in Terrace 
635-9349. 4p40 
1972 2 BDRM. TRAILER. Fridge, stove, 
natural gas heat, oak cupboards, new addition 
Delivered Terrace, Smithers, Houston, Burns with patio, In town. $17,000 after 6 p,m, 
Lake and Vanderhoof area, Setup prices 
available on request, Call Herb Styles 
(403)264.6122 4p38 
PRIVATE SALE. 1,525 sq, ft, custom design. 
ed rancher in Thornheights. Three bedroom, 
large kitchen, 2th baths, double jacuzzi, 5 
skylights and many more leatures, Asking 
$134,500. Phone 635-2833 for appointment 
to view. 4p40 
NEW HAZELTON FOR SALE OR LEASE. 
Twelve industrial lots with 24 x 50 shop. 
Open to oilers 627.1048. Oox 942 Prince 
Rupert, B.C. V8J 4B7 4p40 
TWO LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOTS. 1.10 acre 
and 1.38 acres In Thornhill. 635.7519 alter 6 
p.m. 4p39 
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner. Located on 4th 
Ave,, Burns Lake. 3 bedrooms upsl3 
bedrooms down, two bathrooms. Natural gas 
furnace and hot water, Wood heat, Asking 
$65,000. 1692-7380, Ask Ior Kim, 4p39 
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER. ~. spacious 
2,000 sq. ft. home with landscaped yard, 
Close to school, with garage, paved d/w anb 
natural gas heat. 3 bedrooms, master 
~edroonl with full bathroom ensuite. Asking 
$94,600. Interested people call 638.8847 lot 
appointment to view. 4p40 
Double Income Possible 
With 3 Bedroom Home 
Attached garage, natural gas furnace. 
presently rented for $650, zoned for legal 
suite, 
Good Value at $83,500 
Phone 635-9080 
635-3665 4p41 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq. ft, plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston, Pi]ono 845-3161. 31 tin 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT right down town. 
Ridge/stove, security entrance. Paved park. 
Inn. On site manaoement, 635-7957 15tin 
WORKING PERSON WANTED TO SHARE two 
bedroom townhouse close to hospital, 
$325/mo. including uUlltles. Call Jim 
635.7746 4p38 
ONE- TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX SUITE in town. 
Ridge, stove, carpeted, no pets, 635-5464 
4p38 
ROOM MATE WANTED TO SHARE HOUSE in 
town, Must be quiet and reliable. For Feb. 1st. 
Phone Sandi 635.7312 4p39 
1 BEDROOM UNIT IN THORNHILL. $390 per 
month. Available Feb. 1/92. Phone 63S.4453 
4p39 
FOR LEASE- 
OFFICE SPACE 
670 sq, ft. of centrally located 
2nd floor office space overlooking 
Lakelse Ave. Reasonable rent 
and will re-decorate to suit te- 
nant. 
Contact John Currle 
635-6142 Days 
635-9598 Eves. 
COMPLETE COMPUTER PACKAGE Includes 
Apple IIC computer, amber monitor, Epson 
LX-80 printer, lots of software and manuals. 
Phone 635.9695 4p38 
BROTHER SEWING MACHINE. Glass 
tub/shower doors, stroller, child car seats, 
crib clw bumper ~ads and mattress, booster 
seat. 635.3796 4p38 
3000 LIN. FEET of chain link fence. Six ft. 
high, 21 ft. and 10'6" lengths. Asking 
$150/ft. Stuart OIson Construction. 842-6623 
4p38 
ANTIQUE ENGLISH VANITY. Excellent condl. 
rich. $300 638.1978 4p38 
TRAPLINE FOR SALE. Registered, remote and 
undeveloped. 846.9760 4p38 
KING SIZE WATERBED with headboam, 
waveless mattress and accessories in good 
condition. $150 635.3723 4p38 
PRE.FAB GARDEN, UTILITY SHEDS, 
greenhouses, garages, RV shelters, 
snowroofs over trailers, skirting, ]oey shacks, 
decks, fencing. Phone Dirk 8akker. 638-1768 
evenings, 4p39 
THREE YEAR OLD KIRBY UPRIGHT VACUUM 
and rug shampooer plus many other at- 
tachments. $900. 638-8172 4p39 
FOR SALE FURNITURE. Swedish.made table 
and chair set of solid pine. Rectangular table 
measures 36"x50" and extends to 90". Six 
chairs have cloth seats and backs, $500 000, 
Call 635-2964 after 4 p,m. or weekends,2p40 
Furni ture 
Warehouse 
Sale 
Jan. 31 -Feb .  3 
10:00 - 6:00 
4526 Greig Ave. 
Next To Minute Muffler & Brake 
Boxsprings 
Mattresses 
Sofas 
Dining Tables 
Dining Room Suites 
Lamps 
TVs 
Stereos 
VCRs 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1981 FORD F350 service truck. $4,500, 
Phone 845.7370 4p38 
1991 FORD RANGER CLUB CAB, Auto, bucket 
seat, 8.000 miles. Aluminum wheels. 95% 
new. $14,000. 1.697.2474 4p38 
1979 JEEP CHEROKEE. Mechanically well 
maintained, Body rusted. $1,500.635.5506 
4p38 
1985 FORD RANGER V6 4x4 EC, Alpine 
cassette w14 speakers, gdlle guard, driving 
lights, aluminum box rails, new winter tires. 4 
BF Goodrich mu(~ terrain TA's on aluminum 
directional rims $7,750 OBO 635.3723 4p38 
1,979 (90-92) HOCKEY CARDS. Includes col. 
lector's set and upperdeck. Plus 115 
Baseball cards, $200.00, 635.3823 even. 
inos, 4p40 
SIX SETS COMMERCIAL washers and dryers. 
Coin operated. All In good working cond. 
$400/set. Phone after 6:00, 635-4509. 
4p40 
PRECISION BAND CUT: Lumber, timbers, 
siding and firewood. We can supply any and 
all demands for size and volume. WRI 
negotiate custom sawing, logging and/or pur. 
chase of private wood. Burns Lake. 695-6365 
or 695-6391 3p41 
KIRBY: FEATURING NEW GENERATION II. No 
obligation presentatiuon. For supplies, ser. 
vice, warranty all models, Telephone Dlanne 
Rowe. Terrace 838.1349 4p41 
USED 1980 CANON ATHENA COMPUTER, 
printer and desk Send written offers to Box 
8000, Burns Lake, B.C. V0J 1E0 or phone 
1-692-7534 8:30.4:30 p.m, 4p41 
HAND KNITI'ED CRAFTS AND crochet for sale, 
Also will do alterations on clothes. 638.0778. 
4p41 
6. Wanted Misc. 
13. Snowmobiles 
1989 488 Polaris Indy Trail. $3,200. 
845.7370 4p38 
1991 PRAZER LONG TRACK. Piped and paddl. 
ed with ski skins and cover, Asking $5,000. 
635.3761 or 635.7903 4p41 
NEW SKI-DOg SAFARI LE, 1991. Electric 
start. Complete with cover. Onlyr 2 kms. on 
odometer, $5,000, value. Asking $3,500 080 
636.9151 evenings. 4p41 
15. Machinery 
FOR LEASE OR RENT 
1100 Sq. Ft. Office Building 
With 2 washrooms, N/G heat and air 
conditioning. 
Phone 635-2411 
Ask for John. or Marilyn. 
1983 Grand Pdx LJ T.RooI, 
V.8, Auto, full of power 
110,150 km$. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling children's fur- 
niture, check with the Product Safety Branch 
of Consumer & Corporate Affairs Canada 
(604) 666.5003 to ensure it meets current 
Safety Standards. The sale o1 non compliant 
products not only could result in a tragic acci- 
dent but also Is a violation of the Hazardous 
Products Act. tin 
WANTED TO BUY FACTORY BUILT full size 
pickup truck camper. Would prefer 9 ft. toilel 
model. 635-5338 evenings. 4p39 
7. For Rent Misc. 
OLD BRIDGE PROPERTIES 
MINI- STORAGE 
24 HR. ACCESS 
REASONABLE RATES 
635-5350 
8. Cars for Sale 
FOR SALE: 1987 Toyota Tercel 4WO wagon. 
72,000 km. $6,500. Phone 638-1887 after 5 
a.m. 4p38 
1980 FORD ZEPHYR midsize station wagon I~ 
good condition. $2,500 or best offer. 
635.9446 after 4 ~,m. 4p39 
1987 CHEVE'I-rE HATCHBACK. Low mileage, 
Goo~ condition. $2,900 635.5297 4p39 
1985 PONTIAC FIERO, Automatic, 4 cyl, 
Phone at 5 p.m. 632-7782 lp41 
1980 TURBO TRANS AM. T-root, A/C. P/W, 
4,000 km on rebuilt motor. New exhaust and 
batteN. $6,400 OBO, Phone 638-1053 4p41 
1990 COROLL'A SPORTS COUPE With stereo, 
extra set of tires and aluminum rims, 7 year 
unlimited warranty, 638-8505 after B p.m, 
$12,000 4p41 
1989 PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM In good condition, 
80,000 kms. 4 dr.. AIC, good tires. $7,900 
080. 638-0160 4p41 
1980 CADILLAC COUPE DEVILLE. Extra 
clean. U.S. car, low mileage, 632-6136 4p41 
1987 
CHEV CAVALIER 
Z24-  HATCHBACK 
AM/FM Cassette, Sunroof, 
Digital Dash, V6, 5 Spd. 
Sale Priced =7,995 
McEwan 
' f l t t l c f l  
m 
635-4941 
1988 
FORD MUSTANG 
4 CyL, 5 Spd.,A/C, Power Windows, 
Power Locks, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
Sale Priced 
=6,995 
McEwan 
HI-AN $2,500. Phone 845.7370 4038 
FARM CATS TD 15.B Winch pony arch - Rip. 
1988 FORD AEROSTAR FAMILY VAN. Six per tooth. 60% rails, pins not turned. Ex. 
cylinder automatic tranmission Seats eight cellent condition $17,000. 9UD6 blade winch 
people, $10,995; 1988 Mazda extended cab $10,500, 350JD, new engine, new rails. 
pickup $6,995; 1987 Ford Extended cab, six rolls, eta. $12,500.1-697-2474 4p38 
cylinder standard transmission $10,995. 
635-20330ealerNo. 6101 4p39 88' 6680 GRAPPLE SKIOOER. 3,800 hrs. 
Machine in good condition ready for produc. 
1989 CHEV SILVERAO0 4 X 4 Z71 otf road rich. Se at Ritchle Bros. prices $45,000 
package. New Yokohama tires. $16,500 or 847.4070 4p38 
best oiler. 635.5426 4p40 
TWO CLARK FORKLIFTS. 6000 LB. lift~'ng 
1983 CHEV PACEMAKER VAN, No rust or ac. capacity, low mask. 635.7519 after 6 p.m. 
cldents. Excellent con& Alberta vehicle. 4p39 
Loaded. 95,000 km, Offers? Call Kovin 
842-6730 4p39 08 CAT 38A. Comes with brush blade, winch, 
pony arch, wheel arch, roll over canopies, 
1973 FORD F350 CAMPER SPECIAL Low Final drive rebuilt, good shape. Has to be 
mileage, good condition. $1,500. Phone seen, 635.4820 or 635.4805 5p39 
after 8:30 p.m. 638.1316 4p40 1981 MODEL 540 INTERNATIONAL Hough 
1982 FORD F250 SUPERCAB. Auto 150,000 wheel loader with M26 Weldco grapple. As is. 
km Good condition• Vancouver driven. $29,500,638-4611or638.4610 4p39 
$4,500. 1.694-3376 4p40 1990 MOBILE DIMENSION SAWMILL. Cost 
1990 DODGE DAKOTA extended cab. V6. nearly $25,000, sell for $17,000; 1979 Cat 
auto, cruise, canopy, 5-year warranty left, 920 loader, log, lumber, grapple; 1979 
am/fm cassette, $13,500 or best offer. In ex- Belarus 4WD farm tractor, has blade, four 
cellentconditlon.CaR 845.2715 4p40 chains, V12 engine. Will ~ull anything; TD14 
CREW CAB '85 DODGE 1 TON P/U. Royal SE, Cat with log grapple; 1976 GMC 8V71, 13 
V8 auto, tilt cruise, stereo, camper/trailer sp.;16 It. steel deck' 1973 Ford LNTO00 
equipped, wiring and brake control. Trans 3208 Cat. LOcated in Telegraph Creek. Gall 
cooler. 50,000 km. $9,500 060. 638-1429 Whitehorse mobile JJ3.7580 on Telegraph 
alter 6 p.m. 4p40 Hill Channel. 4p40 
1978 FORD F250 a/4 TON P/U. Needs body 1978 CAT 528 LINE SKIDDER. Excellent con. 
work. $700. 635.6673 4p40 dition, fully serviced, ready for work. Includes 
two sets of chains, spare tire, deluxe apron 
1987 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER. 7 passenger package and many more extras. $35,000 or 
automatic. Excellent condition. Asking bestoffer. Phone 845-7096 after 6 p,m. 4p40 
$10,500. For details, call 638-0678 4p39 1987 FREIGHLINER CABOVER 425 Cat, 20 
ATTENTION ASPHALT AND GRAVEL speed, 46 rears. Super "B" specs. Excellent 
HAULERS, 1981 general dump truck and 3 condition with lumber job. $35,000 
axle transfer trailer, 400 Cummins, roll tarps. 638.0047 4p41 
Refurbished. $39,000. 638.0047 4p41 1976 JOHN DEERE 510 Backhoe in really 
1981 TOYOTA LAND CRUISER. Diesel 4x4. good shape. Comes with standard and over. 
Phone after 5 p~m. 632-7782 lp41 size front buckets, 24 in. and 48 in. digging 
1990 TOYOTA 4x4 XTRA CAB SR5. V6, and trenching buckets, heavy duty ripper 
canopy, box liner, low mileage, like new. tooth. Allied rapid Ram Breaker/compactor, 
$21,000. 635.2335 4p41 tire chains, and tidy tank. Excellent deal. 
$20,000,00 firm. 635-3741 2p41 
1988 FORD F-150 Super Cab, 4x4 PU, V8, 
auto, cassette. Low mileage, $12,000. 080, 16. Farm Produce 
638.8082 after 6:30 p.m. 4p41 
1988 CHEVY SHORTBOX 4x4 Silverads with EAT MORE LAMBS. Canada lamb grown by 
350 V8 automatic transmission Power win- Canadians, for Canadians. Available year 
• round Cummins Ranch. Hwy 16 West, S. 
dows& locks, Ult.stoenng, cruise contro, Hazelion 842 5316 ~ ~'-:'~'"'16-32 
Stereo w th equa zer runn no boards & push ' " ';~ • ' . . . .  ~' 
bar alum. mags $14,500. 0B0, 635.7913 HAY, ALFALFA 8ROME, alfalfa,. C0t'Junb 15 
lc41 .20. No rain. Cummins Ranch. Hwy. 16 West. 
South Hazelton. 842-5316 16p32 
1987 POTATOES FOR SALE. $20 for 100 Ibs. Will 
FORD F1  50  doliver totown. 635.2729" 4p38 
SUPER CAB 4 X 4 EXCELLENT QUALITY FORT FRASER Hay for 
sale, Grass mix in 1,000 lb. round bales, 
6 Cyl, 5 Spd., Delivery available. 567-3305 4p38 
Sale Priced EXCELLENT OUALITY ALFALFA/GRASS Mix. 
89 ,995  ed hay. All hay tarped. Large 4x4x8 bales for 
economical trucking. Jonk Farms Ltd.. 
- ,~  Wesllock Alberta. 403-349.3968 4p40 
McEwan 0000 C,EAP .AY, ROUND 8ALES $20 ,o 
Te~ a~.e aBm,= $35 per ton. Terms available, trucking can be 
arranged. Call for more Information. Call Mike 
635-4941 Bond at 567-9058 Vanderhool 4p40 
LOCAL GRASS FED BEEF. Raised without an. 
10. Aircraft tlbiotics or growth hormones. Sides at $1,70 
per Ib, 635-3380. 4p40 
2 ULTRALITE RANS S.7 Courier with 582 1ST CUT ALFALFA. Large round bales. 1500 
Rotax Engines. One professlonaly assembled Ibs. $45 per ton. 15.9% protein. Call 
by aircraft engineer. One kit ready to assem- 690-7431 4p41 
ble. Burns Lake 1-695.6607. 4p40 
17. Garage Sales 11, Recreational 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your garage? 
Vehicles Adver,se your garage sale in the Classifieds 
638-SAVE. tin WILL TRADE 21' Prowler camper trailer, value 
$7,000 or Jeep C J5 clw snowblade value 18o Business Services 
$6,500 or Cat 0C3 value $6,500 1or small 
motor home, Will pay difference, 1-697-2474 BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excit. 
4p38 ment, perhaps a tropical Island? Call Elan 
1989 25' TRAVELAIRE 5th Wheel trailer and Travel at 635.6181 and catch the spirit! 
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TERRACE REGIONAL 
• HEALTH CARE Soc IETY 
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
Terraceview Lodge - -  Terrace, B.C. 
PHYSIOTHERAPIST 
Terraceview Lodge, a 76 bed Multi-Level Long Term Care Facility requires a 
physiotherapist for 8 hours per week, 
Dunes Include assessment of Residents, treatment of acute and Chronic 
conditions, and program planning. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Graduation from an approved school ef physiotherapy; eligibility f0r member' 
ship in Association of Physiotherapy and Massage Practitioners of British 
Columbia; experience in geriatrics as asset. 
Interested applicants wishing to apply, please contact: 
Doris Mitchell, Director of Resident Care, Terraceview Lodge, 4103 Sparks 
Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 5G9, 635.0223 
TERRACE REGIONAL 
HEALTH CARE SOCIETY 
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
Terracevlew Lodge - -  Terrace, B.C. 
SOLE CHARGE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST 
A full time Iocum Occupational Therapist isrequired to provide service to residents of 
this 76 bed multi level Long Term Care facility. 
The position involves management ofthe Activity Department toplan, implement and 
evaluate a comprehensive program of activities for both intermediate and extended care 
residents. The therapist assigns and supervises astaff of 3 activity workers, and par- 
ticipates as a team member in resident assessment and care planning. 
This 15 month Iocum position is available immediately, with the possiblity ofit becom- 
ing a permananent position in April 1993. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Graduation from an approved school of occupational therapy; eligibility for membership 
in the Canadian Association of Occupational Therapist; experience insupervisory/leader. 
ship roles and/or Long Term Care is an asset. Competitive salary and benefits package. 
Apply to: Doris Mitchell, Director of Resident Care, Terraceview Lodge, 4103 Sparks 
Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5G9, 635:0223. 
EXPERIENCED CAKE 
DECORATOR REQUIRED 
Capable of assuming front counter and kitchen 
duties as well. 
Day, evening and weekend shifts. 
Please apply in person to Manager at 4532 
Lakelse Avenue. 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.88 (TERRACE) 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK 
Applications are invited for a permanent, part-time Accounts Payable 
Clerk in the District Board Office, Some payroll duties will be required. 
We are seeking an energetic individual who has the following qualifica- 
tions: 
. Completion of Grade 12 and some formal post secondary accoun- 
ting training 
• Current experience in a computerized ar~counts payable/payroll 
environment within a high volume organization 
• Excellent keyboarding skills and a typing speed of at least 60 
w.p,m, 
Neatness, accuracy and the ability to deal tactfully with Others is 
essential. 
This is a Union position with a salary range of $13.93 to $15.83 per 
hour. 
Applications, complete with resume and letters of reference should be 
received by Wednesday, February 12th addressed to: 
Secretary Treasurer 
School District No, 88 (Terrace) 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 3E9 
GITWANGAK EDUCATION SOCIETY 
P.O, Box 280, Kitwanga, B.C, 
V0J 2AO 
Telephone: 849-5330 Fax Line: 849-5327 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
Position Title 
ABE Instructor 
II Employer i 
Gltwangak Education Society ~ 
III Dut ies  ~ " 
Instructor for existing ABE Class. 
At times work with Canada Manpower Gu de l lnes ,  
ABE Classes are according to OLI, NWCC and other 
recognized programs. .... 
IV Qualif ications : !
Background in ABE 
B,C, Teaching Certificate ~ 
Degree in Unlvedty/College 
At least two (2) years experience in ABE ~ 
Y Terms end Condit ions 
Salary - -  According to experience 
Salary - -  Society's 1 991 - 1 992 Salary Scale . 
Resume closing date - -  January 29 i  1992 
Position - -  Start Date/Februal~ 3 ,  1 992  1 ~ ~ i 
TION 
r /BUY v"SELL v" RENT v"TRADE 
CAREERS_ 
ACCOUNTANT 
An accountant is required immediately for a busy private 
sector office. 
The successful candidate will be a self starter with accoun- 
ting training and at least five years experience including the 
supervision of Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable and 
Payroll. In addition this person must be able to prepare a com- 
plete set of financial statements together with all appropriate 
working paper and analysis. 
Training and experience in the use of personal computers 
will be a definite asset. 
The salary for this position will be set commensurate with 
the successful candidates training and experience. 
Please reply in confidence to: 
File No. 141 c/o The Terrace Standard 
4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C V8G 188 
Closing Date: February 7, 1992 
r 
I 
ACCOUNTING CLERK 
TEMPORARY PART-T IME 
Northwest Community College has an Immediate opening for an 
Accounting Clerk, This temporary pad.time appointment will be 
for twenty hours per week, commencing as soon as possible and 
terminating Apdl 30, 1992. The salary will be In accmdance with 
the Collective Agreement between the College and B,C,G.E.U. 
Level Four (under review). 
DUTIES: Through the medium of Integrated computerized accoun. " 
ling syslem Ihe successful applicant will: [ 
Review, prepare and Input source documents Into the system. 
Have a full understanding of all aspects of an accounfing system 
Including accounts receivable, accounts payable, cash control and 
other financial transactions. Compile reports and financial Inform. 
lion using the accounting system and other compuler equipment 
as required. 
Maintain exisgng department filing systems, Respond to quedoc 
from internal and exlernal sources. Perform other Incidental duties 
within the accounting department. 
EDUCATION: Secondary School graduallon with additional courses 
in accounting and office procedures. 
SKILLS: Ability to relate effectively with other staff members, to 
work with a minimum of supervision and to possess a good 
knowledge of cledc%l and ~offic'e ~xocedures. Familiarity with com. 
. . . . .  puter systems. 
EXPERIENCE: A minimum of two years related acoounfing ex- 
pedence. 
For more information contact Linda McMurray at 635-8511 (local 
312) 
Applications and resumes shold be submitted in confidence not 
later than February 5, 1992. 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
IIIII 
VISA 
21. Help Wanted 
GROW WITH THE FASTEST GROWING fur. 
niture chain in North America: United Buy and 
Sell Furniture. From High School graduation to 
Manager in 3 yrs., to Supervisor in 4 yrs., to 
Area Manager in 6 yrs., etc. We are opening 
30 locations during the next,12 months and 
have openings for 2 individuals who are deter- 
mined to become leaders in this exciting in. 
dustry. No experience necessary, but you 
must be willing to start at the bottom and 
work hard. No smokers. Phone 635-4111 9tfn 
RELIABLE PERSON needed to do houseclean- 
ing once a week in the Horseshoe area. Hours 
negotiable. References desired, Call 
635-2964 alter 4 p.m. or weekends: 4p40 
BABYSITTER NEEDED. Full time my home. 
Monday to Friday 2 boys, 635.946t 4p41 
PART TIME BABYSITrER NEEDED for 1 year 
old child. Your home or mine. Must be willing 
to claim forlncome tax. 638.0781 1 p41 
MATURE RESPONSIBLE PERSON required to 
babysit 3 young children Tuesday and Thurs- 
day afternoons, 12:30- 4:30 638-2070 lp41 
WOOLWORTH ACCEPTS APPLICATIONS for 
employment every Wednesday, For an ap- 
plication and interview please apply in person 
to Personnel Dept. 1 p41 
EXPERIENCED 
TRAVEL 
CONSULTANT 
Is required for full or part- 
time position. 
Apply in person with resume 
to: 
1 st Choice Travel 
4736 Lakelse 
Terrace 
.No phone calls please. 
Hairbusters requires 
fully licensed, dedicated 
Hairstylist. Clientele not 
necessary. 
Call Tamara: 
635-2432 
OFFICE MANAGER 
Established retail business requires a mature and 
experienced Office manager. Duties include ac- 
counts receiveable, payables, invoicing, bank 
deposits and all general office duties. 
Hours are Monday to Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m. 
Excellent benefit package. Wage negotiable 
depending upon experience. 
Please send resume to File No. 35 c/o The Ter- 
race Standard. 4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 188. 
COUNSELLOR 
Come to misty mountains and ocean in the City of Prince 
Rupert and work as a full-time counsellor for women and 
children involved in situations of family violence and abuse. 
The successful applicant will: 
• be resourceful and seek supervision/guidancewhen required; 
have a solid understanding of th'e dybp~rpics ~f pbuse and battering; . 
• have sensitivity toand experience wotking'~vi:th native peoples and other 
cultures; 
• have experience with community education and program development; 
• be willing to travel to neighbouring native communlUee; 
• be able to conduct group and individual counselling; 
• have a master's degree In clinical/counselling psychology or equivalent in 
related field or practical experience; 
• have some computer word processing skills. 
Send resume no later than February 3, 1992 to: 
Prince Rupert Transition House 
P.O. Box 907 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
V8J 4B7 
or, FAX to 627-1671 
Attention: Hiring Committee 
II I 
BOYONA 
ARDYU~0N 
OOMMI.~ITY 
2 41 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
The~ ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers in B.C. and Yukon 
and roach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BOYONA AT (604) 669-9~.  
.. I I 
fo r~ 
$195-. 
$,9.7o ~eu::h ad~rk~ word 
I 
I 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Engines rebuilt for ~ & 
~dk~. 6 G~. ham $~,  8 
cyi. from SlOgS. 5 Year or 
100,000 Krn Ilmltedwananty. 
Bond Medmdca[ 872-0641 
8-7 p.m. 7 day~. ToU-frae 1- 
800-663-2521. 
Aet~nlAeti'onlh:~onl Do you 
need help fl~u'~;in~ new or 
u=~d cetsor trud<.s? No Prob. 
leml Call Bob 'GOld' NOWI 
(604)530-7361 collect, 
Assume Leese, O Down 
OAO. 1991 Ford F2SO 4X4. 
Fully equlpped, low re!bags. 
We =dec lease used tru#~,. 
~o cr~r'¢ R~dm'o Tra~spor- n~or549.0944.  
BttiLDIHO SUPPI.E~ 
DOOFISlWINDOWSl Ireedor 
end exler~orwood, melai ~nd 
Frenchdee~woodwindows, 
sk'y0ghtm MOREl C,~1 oolle~t 
WALKER DOOR ~ldW1N- 
DOW in Vengouver at 
(604)266-1101. 
BU~INi~I OPPO RT1J1NrrlB 
COLOURFUL BUSINESS. 
Do you have a flair for colour 
e,t~de¢gn? De¢or~n9 Den, 
G~n~c~ s fastest Up_ wfng In- 
terior Deoora~ng Franchise 
Is expanding In B.q,.T.~ng 
provided. Lower M~lnland 
825-8722, Prov{nd~ l~OO. 
sss.,e~.. 
it's Funl fits .~ I  It's profit- 
able! Sell children'8 clothes, 
fabrfcs from home, Informa- 
tlon $1,00 (refund,hie). $~ 
~ O P P O ~  EDIJOATIQN 
U n~eopr~n~. Respe F- 
alge pgrmanent upper In- 
=me, Immedlate =ash flow. 
Not g~amorous orh~gh-~dl, 
yet #ablet.wl~.. m~.at cus- 
tomers. ~ee= e~lc=d Indl. 
vidu=l who con manege ¢)wn 
business, Invesb'nent m.  
r~. _for ex.dus~ve tm'dtory 
rui[ I~ln]ng. 8£=0.2113. 
OPPORTUNITYKNOCKS. If 
you =to or hove been ~n a 
multllevei c~mpmy pl~p 
phone 1.248-9328. T~e m 
I/ttportat~ deadline involved. 
FREE- Bmnzed Baby ~hoes 
- REALLY] Mother's ~eda], 
dealen; nuded- lrdz'edu~ry 
offer, IZmlted tim? only..For 
lnfomatlon, Bro¢,nure ~:  
Pan.Am In¢,, #217 - 4609 
Nngsway, Burnaby. VEH41.,3, 
Welle~bllsh~l flneglftstore 
located In the heart of 
¢,aqulhalb, Counuy, Excellem 
L~ieJon In down~wn Merrlt~ 
B,G. loads of potentiaL Rea- 
=otaldy pr~=ed. C,al](604)37~- 
9167. 
ODMINB EVENTS 
NEW CALGARY Agd sad 
Ranch Trade Show, Aprg 29, 
3Q ~ Msy 1~199~, F..xhtbl~ 
re i~ l  to e~l tum~ eques- 
ld~u't, rattd'dng, l~gedian, For 
more Informi]on, (40~)4S9- 
2400 or fax (4os)4Sg.l~. 
EDUOA'IION 
TRAIN TO MANAGE an 
Ap.artment/¢ondomlnrum 
I~ld]ng, Moray Jobs avaJ]dde. 
Gowrnment llcenNd home 
~udyoert~m~on coume, C~ 
for delays: (eo4)l~1-r=>4~ or 
1-600-665-8389. ., 
t,e~rn Income Tax Pro _pare- 
t]on or B,=-~d¢ Bookkeeping. 
Tax dedu~ble certificate 
courses, For free brochures, 
=1o obligation: U & R Tax 
Services. 1346 Pemb[na 
2H~., W~nnlpeg, MB RST 
1-800-665-5144- or Fax 
l(L~04)2.~4-Sl 7"a., 
Tn~n y~ur staff [n-h0Use with 
computer t aining sysmms by 
treldng professior~Js. WP, 
1~, MS word eto, star~g 
from $~4.9.00. Tooh Star 
Tr~ngSystemslm. 1.8o0- 
861-7311. 
sompU~NT 
2 V~cuum Septic Trucks. 
1974 Ford 1500 gaJlon t~'tk.. 
1978 I.H,O, 1000 gallon 
Both wucks In excellent oon- 
d)ffon. Reason forsell]ng up- 
grading. Phone: 495-2255. 
FOR SALE MISS. 
go6 Loaders, Grspple or 
Bucket. A~ =halt Plant a~d 
pm,'fng F~ulpment, Dump 
Tracks, Beck Hoes, 1213 
C#IAdlln 9 Rents, 18" x 36" 
Jest Crushers, Belly Dumps 
md Pups. loo Barrel WaJer 
Tm'~ and Truck. O~ Vl¢ 
KempÜ 493-6791. 
UNEN HOUSE IN~.. down 
duwts. Regular Unetwin $8~; 
de~bJe $114; queen $1~7; 
mw~m Denrnerktw~nSl~0; 
doub{e $145: queen $15~. 
~,m='~ Ab'Idga~d 1-800-661 - 
3696. 
CoilÜodor Comlc~ Williams 
Lake, Comic's and ~port,s 
cattle ~R-.~I$6. Vise and 
Ma~r~u~l welcome. 
GAROEN]NG 
The Ultimate Gardener's 
Str~re. 1,000% of Products, 
Hydroponics, Greenhouses, 
Ddp Irdg~tlon. Huge Book 
• .Reler~on. 72 pq.ge, photo 
filled, 1991 =ziadogue. ~,  
refundable on order. West- 
ern Water Farms, #103, 
20120 - 64#, Ave., Langley, 
HELP WANTF.D 
PAY OFFXmas billswith the 
excellent pro(IW you'll make 
re~ling CamÜlions r=heer, 
non.run hos~e~ &newjewel- 
lery line. Call C,~lleet 1-853- 
6692, 
REAL ES'rATIE 
PROPERTIES TO BESOLD 
E.G. VSA 4P7. f~runpa[d taxes, Crown land 
=vailabgity. For b'fforma~on 
"Tobac-¢o: fTOm Seeds to Ion bOth write: PropoSes, 
smelting'. 10OSeeds-$3.50 Dept. ON, Box 5380, ~.  F, 
+ S.A.S.F_, J & J Seeds, ~o Ot~.wa. K2¢ ,.%11. 
P.O. Box 879, Ladysrni~, ]Seax.,tfful s bedroom ocean 
B.O. VOR 2EO. harm horns cn Vancouver Is- 
HEALTH 
INCREDIBLE WEIGHT 
LOSS. Inch loss and well 
belng!! 100% Namr~ Herbal 
Coffee Trim and Tea Trim, 
with menus. SP-9.95/month 
~pp/y, plus shipping 1-800- 
568.TRIM. 
~ WANTF.D 
MUSIC DISTRIBUTORS get 
your shum of the $9 bgllon 
mudo Industry _markeUng 
music on our two for one pro- 
gram. Huge profits. Pmtact~ 
mrrit~des. Federal Mu=do 1- 
800-263-1900. 
HERE's THE CURE FOR 
THE'No Money Blues" Inde- 
penance, job flexiblty and 
unllmRed pgtantial can be 
youm. So..Shake off those 
blues, C.~II us t~day 1-600. 
es i . ssoE ,  MA CHERIE 
HOME FASHION SHOWS 
(Est. 1975) Budlngmn, On- 
tario. 
fend. 75 Krn north of Victoria. 
Excellent swimming beach. 
Double garage, $237,000. 
Phone: 24.5-5024. 
SERVIOF.S 
jM•c  Jot IGBC; and inluryddms. I A. Wener~J Imv~r for 
22 years. Ogl ¢olleot: 
(604)736-~500. Conlinge~.y 
feesava]leJ=le. InJumdinB.O. 
TRAVI~. 
AUSTRALIA/NEW ZE/,- 
LAND, Call the South Pacific 
sped elist, ANZATPavel. Van- 
couver/AucPJand,return from 
$%219 tD $1,778. Varmau- 
veffSydney, return from 
$1,289 to $1,888. Vaxmou- 
verc~l:  784-7"/2S. Toll.fiae 
1 ,,800-972,,6928, 
~ - r ~  
Pla~e Your ~ in over 
100 ¢ornmunlzy news. 
papers for0nly$195.00. 
( 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
: Noon Saturdays, ( ~AI I  1 
O- -~~S GLASSES IN 'GRE~ i l ID~,~IILIL I 
phone B35.B197 after s:oO p.m. 2p40 / . . , . .  @, , , . -  
LOST ONE SET 0F KEYS.Has an Avon key . /ooo 'o~v ' :  
ring. Phone 638.8750 2p40 / _ 
FOUND AT THE TERRACE STANDARD office 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 5, 1992 - Page B13 ,ACuT ON , - -  
-- one set el keys. 638-7283 2p41 
Fo'~r"L~ UN CORNER OF Eby and Olson. One 
c,;;!r' .wallet With change in it. Call 635-2466 
to Identify; • 2p41 
STOLEN 
Small brown dog, silky hair, answers 
to Lucy. Reward offer. 
635-6700 
20. Poise& Livestock 
PUREBRED REGISTERED BOXER available for 
stud. 2~/~ yrs old;'Fawn coloring. Great dispos- 
tion. 635-3677:evenings or weekends. Also 
large traveling kennel for sale 635.3677 4~Stln 
CKC "REGISTERED SHETLAND SHEEPOOGS. 
Sable coloured. Ready for approved homes 
alter mid January. Call 847-3860 for appoint. 
ment to view, alter 6 p.m. 4p38 
AKITA PUPS FOR SALE. Various colours, 
blacks. 845..3170' 4P38 
MAREMMA PUPS (Italian Sheep Dogs). Ex- 
cellent disposition. Sheep guardian dogs. 
Predator controK:Ready to go. 1-694-3795 
4p38 
ALASKAN, MAL:AMUTE PUPPIES. CKC 
registration, Shots, excellent with children. 
Good work.d~)gs~ wolf grey and black wolf. 
849-5876 Sunday - Friday. 4p39 
: REGISTERED YEARLING Simmental Bulls. Per. 
formance tested. Guaranteed sound, X-Bar 
Simmentals, Vand~rhoof, 567.4121. 4p40 
 o nm eese wcE 
IN HOME PET SITTING 
BOOK EARL Y FOR THE HOLIDAY'S/ 
[ ]  Crate  Renta ls  
[ ]  Supp l ies  
Pro fess iona l ,  
Cer t i f ied  
Dog Grooming  
THORNHILL  
-"or Appo in tment  
Call 
635-7797 
21. Help Wanted 
iPOS T ON QPE.I~ .,l" P~ NCE RUPPEB.T TRAVEL : 
~,GENCY,~xpener~ce preferred, b~'t wi~{rar~ 
suitable candidate. Send resumes only to Box 
46 c/o The Daily News Box 850, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. VBJ 3R9. lp41 
23. Work Wanted . . . . . . . . .  
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
Users that the human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise- 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant o lurnish 
any information concerni,~g race, religion, col. 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as ,male'. 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please be 
sure'you ~haVe 'the Correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: File , The Tar. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B,C,, V8G lS8, Please do not include bulk 
goods or~m0ney to Box replies. 
:CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE. Forms, 
framing Siding finishing inside or out. No job 
too small: Mike Gray 638.0822 32t~n 
INTERIOR HOUSE PAINTING. Reasonable 
.rates. 635.2641 ' " 4p39 
'SMALL BUSINESS PEOPLE, I can save you 
timel Let meinputyour data. Experienced in 
' Bedford ahd ACCPAC accounting. Call Mary 
Alice 638-8886 4p39 
!"EXPERIENCED HEAVY EQUIPMENT Operator 
knowledgeable In aggregate production seeks 
full time work, Terrace area. For into call Jeff 
;Ridley 478,6869 4p40 
WILL BABYSIT IN my home on Scott. Lots of 
experience, refb'rences and fenced yard. 
635-3246, ' 4p40 
,PJOURNEYMAN CARPENTER, Will do finishing, 
renovaiidns'~ instali Cabinets, patio, painting, 
hardwood fl0ors~:Also build furniture, etc. Call 
635.6277 (leaveimessage). 4p40 
HOUSE CLEANING, Mobiles, houses, apart- 
men,s. Experienced, competitive rates. Ter- 
race area: 638.0832. 4p40 
:PLUMBING SERVICE WORK, new Installations 
'.and renovations, Free estimates, 63B-8584 
4p41 
Iii 
23. Work Wanted 
FEMALE LEAD VOCALIST. Multi key-boardist, 
looking to join working band. Ten years ex- 
perience, all styles, have equipment. 
632-7114 or 639-9217 4p41 
SHANDAN SERVICES, Looking for job 
possibirities. Spacing, brushing, clearing. Start 
immediately. Small lobs first, Crew available 
for large jobs. 635.3832 4p41 
BILL WARREN, ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING. 
New homes, renovations, service calls. 
Reasonable rates. 635-9377. Reg. No. 8266. 
4p41 
CARPENTERS HELPER. Looking for work. Ex- 
perienced, honest, healthy and self motivated. 
Ph. 638.0258. 4p41 
HOUSE CLEANING. Experienced housekeeper 
willing to do housework. References available. 
Reasonable rates. Ph. 638-0258, 4p41 
"SWINGSHIFT" COUNTRY ROCK BAND. All 
types o1 music. Available for parties, wed- 
dings and anniversaires. For bookings phone 
1.695.6469 alter 6 p.m. Burns Lake. 4p41 
24. Notices 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-3646. 5tin 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite- 
ment, perhaps a tropical island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635.6181 and catch the spirit! 2tin 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sunday School: 
(all ages) 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
1 1 :OO a.m. 
Pastor: Rev. Hen err 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638-1336 
An Invitation To 
GOSPEL MEETINGS 
Carpenters Union Hall 
3312 Sparks St., Terrace 
Each Sunday 3:30 p.m. 
We represent  a woHd-wide  
Fellowship of people who worship in 
the same manner as New Testament 
Christians. 
Lynelle Hagen Sandre Perry 
838-g292 
I 
U I=,) ~,'~r'~i'(}lt:',h!:,'~L~f~[) L;!Io.: :, :,,,;;:'~ , ~1 
I ii /A DIES ,' 
] ::::BAMOND I 
I ::DINNER: I 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
MOVING MUST SELL KITWANGA BOARDING 
Kennel business, 4 bedroom house, 4r/~ 
acres, barn, garage, root.cellar, greenhouse, 
landscaped. Offers 849-5427 4p38 
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS. Be a Shaklee 
Distributor. Unlimited earnings potential. En- 
vironment lriendly cleaning and health care 
products. Phone Bob or Marybelh for informa- 
lion. 845-2076 4p39 
TERRACE STOCK CAR ASSOCIATION Is adver- 
tising for Tenders to operate Food Concession 
at upcoming races. This should be a mobile 
unit preferably. Successful applicant will be 
required to pay a $250 deposit which will be 
returned if garbage Is kept picked up and 
disposed of. Season runs approximately May 
1 • Oct, 1. Please apply to Terrace Stock Car 
Assoc., Box 1021, Terrace, B.C. VBG 4V1. 
For further inlo, phone 638-0609 ater 6 p.m, 
Deadline Mar. 1,1992. 6c40 
BUSINESS FOR SALE. Sports card store in 
Houston. All stock end cabinets. Call 
845-2222 or 845-7431 (evenings) 4p40 
NATIONAL SOUP AND SANDWICH CHAIN. 
Great locations available; Call 
1.800-663.TREE or 6.04.684.3314 4p40 
FOR SALE OR LEASE. Kozy Komer, Telkwa. 
85 seat licenced dining room and care. Good 
family business. Living quarters Included. 
Health reason for sale. 846.5662, 846.9777 
C.S.  Wilkinson 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT 
635-5307 
I am pleased to announce 
I will be moving my practise. 
Effective 
January 30, 1992 
we will be located in our new office at 
#304-4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
PRICED RIGHT 
Newly  decorated  beauty  
sa lon  for  sale.  Owner  retir- 
ing .  Exce l lent  re turns .  
Ser ious  enqu i r ies  only.  
Phone 635-2753 
even ings  
TAKE ADVANTAGE 
OF FREE 
ENTERPRISE 
Buy the No. 1 Drycleaning business in 
Prince Rupert. Established 20 years. Ex- 
cellent location and lease. 
Take charge of your life for 
$129,000 
624-2252 Evening 624.3662 
H| 
26. Personals 
MALE, 42, SINGLE. Llving in Kitimat, B.C. 
Seeks a full figured lady who is interested in a 
relationship or possibly marriage if compati. 
ble. Send letter and photo to Mike Anderson, 
Box 101, Kitimal, B.C. V8G 2G6 or call 
632.3731 and leave message. 3p40 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES. Is there something 
about the Watchtower that makes you uneasy 
but don't know what it is? If so, you are not 
alone. Phone 1-847.4354 for recorded 
message, tin40 
HOMEMAKER.ADVENTURESS Woman wanted 
for sharing, caring, lifetime relationship of 
natural beauty, fun, work, music, travel with 
56-year old rancher. Please write: Box D5, En. 
dako, B.C. V0J 1LO. 4p40 
SIWIM. 33, 5'7", 160 Ibs. N/S, SID. Enjoys 
outdoorsl movies, fine dining, home life and 
children. Seeking S/W/F. For long term rela- 
tionship and commitment. Recent snap ap- 
preciated. Send reply to File No. 50 c/o Tar- 
race Standard 4647 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, 
V8G 158. 4p40 
ARE YOU A YOUNG WOMAN (Single morn) 
with a good heart who Is tired of being alone. 
You're looking for companionship and more 
fun in life, I'm a tall professional S/M 50 yrs 
young who is looking for companionship to on. 
joy life's simple pleasures. Please reply File 
No. 45 c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle 
Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 S8. 1 p40 
MALE, EARLY 3O's wishes to correspond 
with single attractive working lady. If in. 
TERRACE 
S,A.R. WATER 
RESCUE TEAM 
Extend our appreciation 
to the following for their 
assistance during our 
recent 'Ice Rescue 
Training Programme': 
• Lorna and 'Air B.C. 
Dive Rescue International 
The Inn of the West 
J & F Distributors 
• Rod Salem and P.E,P. B.C. 
• Gord Sweetlng and B.C, S,A.R, 
- Chief Beckett and the Terrace 
Fire Department 
• Municipality of Terrace 
• Terrace Recreation Dept. 
• JeAnne and Terrace T.E.C, Cir. 
• Terrace Aquatic Centre 
29. In Memoriam 
In Loving Memory of 
METRO F. LAZARUIK 
who passed away January 29, 
1991. 
"Gentle Jesus shepherd me 
in every step I make: 
There are so many roads ahead --  
Which one shall I take? 
if I should wander 
My own way 
And find I'm lost and cold 
Hear my voice and quickly come --  
Return me to my fold. 
',-- Amen 
Missed greatly but not forgotten 
Your children Trish, Barry, Dana, 
Heather and their families. 
forested, please.write to File No, 25 c/o Ter. 
race Standard,.i~4647~ Lazelle;~:Terrpce;,B.C . . .  -~ '  . r . - .  -e 
QUICKEN YOUR VALENTINI~ HEARTBEAT By 
placing an ad in our Personals column on Feb. 
12. Be subtle, be daring but don't forget your 
Valenline! Call 638.7283. 2p41 
From the BAHA'I HOLY writings 
"One whose aspiration is lofty 
and who has developed self- 
reliance will not be content with a 
mere animal exislence. He wil l  
seek the divine Kingdom..." 
To explore these writings lurther call 
635.3219 or 636.9012 
z•OPEN CHANNEL READINGS 
By Minister Laurel Gregg assist 
you physically, emotionally, men- 
tally and spiritually, 
3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 
NIRVANA 
...LET US BOOK ALL YOUR travel, rail, air, 
ferry or tours...635-6181 tin33 
I 
SIGHTSEEING 
TOURS 
Specia l iz ing in cus tomized  
town & count ry  scen ic  tours.  
Beverley Green ing ,  Owner  
(604)  635-7868 
33. Travel 
.,.LET US BOOK ALL YOUR travel, rail, air, 
ferry or tours..,635.6181 Ifn33 
I 24 HRS. 635-61811 
Disneyland 
Air, hotel, 
transfers . . . . . . . .  =459GUAD 
Europe Early Bird Fares: 
Vancouver  to:  
G lasgow ........ =648 
Frankfur t  . . . . . . . .  $798 
Par is  . . . . . . . . . . .  $898 
F ly  A i r  Canada Sale and 
F ly  Canadian Fares End 
January 31, , .Ca l l  Newt  
Regal Beijing 
Air, hotel, transfers. 
Various dates ava i lab le . . .$999 
i 
32. Legal Notices 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE 
OF DALE HOWARD CAMPBELL, 
Formerly of Terrace, 
Bdtish Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the above estate are required to 
send full particulars of such claims to 
Crampton, Brown & Arndt, No. 3.4623 
Park Avenue, V8G 1V5, Terrace, British 
Columbia, on or belore the 12th day of 
March, 1992, after which date the assets 
of Ihe Said estale will be distributed, hav- 
ing regard only fo lhe claims that have 
been received. 
Cheryl Lee.Anne Campbell, Administralrix 
CBAMPTON, BROWN & ARNDT 
Snlici[ors for Ihe Eslate 
Ministry el 
Province or Health 
~.~I .~1 Brl!lsh Columbia DIVISION OF 
. ~  . . . .  ,. ~,- .~. YIT/~L;SIATISTICS, 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
PtOTICE is hereby given that an application 
will be made to the Director el Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant 
to the provismns of the "Name Act" by 
me: 
~IAME OF APPLICANT IN FULL: Fay 
Marilyn Boland 
OF 4908 Graham Ave. 
iN Terrace, B.C. VBG 182 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY 
NAME FROM 
SURNAME, Boland 
GIVEN NAMES, Fay Margyn 
TO 
SURNAME, Hopp 
GIVEN NAMES, Fay Marilyn 
DATED THIS 20th DAY OF January A.D. 
1992. 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Eslate of Ihe deceased: MAZZA: JOSEPH, 
LATE OF 4103 Sparks Street, Terrace, 
B.C. 
Creditors and others having claims 
againsl the said estate(s), are hereby re. 
quired to send them duly verified to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, No. 600.808 West 
Hastings StreeL Vancouver. BICI. V6C 
3L3, before February 19, 1992, after 
which date the assets of the said estate(s) 
will be distributed, having regard only to 
claims that have been reneived. 
MYRNA HALL 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
INVITATION TO TENDERS 
B,C. Hydro is inviting tenders from 
powerline Contractors for system im- 
provement work in the Nass Valley, ap- 
prox. 100 km North of Terrace. 
The work involves the relocation of ap- 
prox. 2 km of 2 phase distribution line 
along the Nishga Hwy., plus other misc 
maintenance at Greenville and Aiyansh. 
LWC E704.41. 
Tender closes 11 a.m. Wed,, Feb, 5192. 
Copies of the tender documents are 
available at the B.C. Hydro office located 
at 5220 Keith Ave,, Terrace. For further 
information contact Brian Clark at the I 
above address or call 638-5615. I 
i 
NECHAKO ~ L~.~>, - ' ' ~  
. . .~ .~ NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
NECHAKO NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
(141187 VENTURES LTD.) 
TENDERS 
Contract Area: 8keena District 
Project Number: T-O3-92 
Project Descrlplion: Traffic Control 
Services, Nass Valley 
Tender Opening Date: February 
13, 1992 
Tender Opening Time: 1400 
Hours 
Pro-tender Besting: 1400 Hours, 
February 6, 1992, 4548 Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
The tender sum for this project is to 
include applicable Federal and Pro- 
vincial sales lax. The lowest or any 
tender may not necesspri~,.b.e=qc. 
cepted ~ ~ , . 
",.=t.,,,~'~.=,h~..',.i. ;C~' @IC.I~CI~;~ 
Tender documents, complet~ w..Itl" 
envelope, specifications and condi 
tions of tender are available, free of 
charge, from 
Nechako Northcoast Construction 
Service, 4548 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 1P6, Phone: 
(604) 638-1881. 
and may be obtained between 0800 
hours and 1 700 hours, Monday to 
Friday, except holidays. 
Tenders will be opened at the Main 
office, Nechako Northcoast Con- 
struction Services (141187 Ven- 
tures Ltd.), 4548 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. at 1400 hours on 
February 13, 1992. 
A bid deposit or performance bond 
is not required. 
P. Lansdowne, A.Sc.T. 
Operations Manager 
Issued at: Terrace, B.C. 
Date: February 1992 
We're Looking 
for People 
to Spread the N ews 
% r 
I ~  r 'r  ' you're reliable, then we 
have an excellent opportuni- 
ty to make additional in- 
come in your spare time. 
If you or someone you know 
is interested, then give us a 
call TODAY! 
Carriers 
 leeded For: 
3oute No. 125: 
31-3200 Kenney, 31-3300 Munroe 
1800 Lazelle area. 
BACKUP CARRIERS 
ARE NEEDED 
FOR ALL OF 
THE UPLANDS AREA 
Terrace Standard 
638-7283 
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Week focuses on life in 
the developing countries 
Next week is International 
Development Week and to 
mark the occasion the Nor- 
thwest Development Education 
Association has planned two in- 
formative vents. 
The first is the showing of 
two films dealing with economic 
issues in developing countries. 
One looks at the problems caus- 
ed by agri-business con- 
glomerates while the other re- 
counts the success story of a 
water project in an African 
country. 
Showtirne is 2 p.m. in the 
3keena Jr. Secondary school 
library. Refreshments will be 
served. 
On Wednesday, Feb. 5 Kim 
5aulnier will be giving a slide 
show on Ecuador and talking 
about her experiences there. She 
spent four months in that coun- 
try in late 1990 and early 1991 
under the Canadian Crossroads 
International program. 
Her presentation will take 
place in room 2002 at Nor- 
thwest Community College 
beginning at 12 noon. 
The Northwest Development 
Education Association is a non- 
profit organization funded 
primarily by the Canadian In- 
ternational Development Agen- 
cy. 
As well as learning about and 
understanding other cultures, 
the group aims at sharing infor- 
mation about development 
issues around the g!obe, in- 
cluding economic and social im- 
pacts, environmental damage 
and population pressures. 
It also supports overseas pro- 
jects by selling products and 
crafts made in developing coun- 
tries. 
At present associat ion 
membership includes residents 
of Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers 
and the Hazeltons but the group 
hopes to expand into other nor- 
thwestern communities. 
Membership fees are $5 per 
year or $2.50 for students and 
seniors. Those wishing to give 
greater financial support can 
take out sustaining ($25) or in- 
stitutional ($50) memberships. 
Join up by sending cheques, 
made payable to the NWDEA 
at Box 207, Terrace, VBG 4A6. 
Gowe--Duke wedding day 
l °  =rden i / 
Spice it up 
with ginger 
One' of the first oriental spices to reach Europe from its 
native Asia was ginger --  zingiber officinale. Even though 
Marco Polo did not bring this spice to Europe, he mentioned 
it in his writings. 
The fresh tang and the hearty heat of ginger are the essence 
of many oriental dishes. Ginger is also used to preserve 
biscuits, sweets, ginger bread and cakes and has a tenderzing 
effect when used on meats. 
The thick, tuberous rhizome (or root) should be carefully 
peeled from its silvery-brown skin. Grate or slice these roots 
very thinly. 
History tells us Greek bakers were using ginger from the 
Orient to make gingerbread 4,400 years ago. The Spanish us- 
ed it as early as the 16th century and it is assumed the Spanish 
(Conquistadors) brought this spice to the Americans' via 
Jamaica. Because of its popularity among Europeans, the 
British imported more than 5 million pounds of this spice in 
1884. 
I should like to add that ginger was known by the Sanskit 
name shingara. The Greeks of the first Century named it as 
zingibiris and later on obtained this spice by trading with the 
Arabs. 
Medicinal uses: 
Ginger, as a mild stimulant, promotes circulation. A cup of 
ginger tea, brewed in hot water, can be warming and in- 
vigorating. It Can be used to soothe indigestion and can 
relieve you of stomach gases. This tea can help you to 
alleviate motion sickness. According to herbalists, ginger is a 
safe and effective herb. 
For a warming and invigorating tea pour one pint of boil- 
ing water over one ounce of ginger root. Steep for 5 - 20 
minutes. Drink it hot. It helps you to feel relaxed and calm. 
Culinary uses: 
Ginger has become an international herb. Used in Asia, 
Americas, Europe, but not too often in Australia. 
It enhances beverages, fruits, meats, poultry, fish, 
preserves and all kinds of vegetables. Ginger is good combin- 
ed with onions and garlic. 
It is available commercially either fresh, dried, ground or in 
dried pieces. To store fresh ginger efrigerated, wrap the root 
first in a paper towel, then tightly wrapped in plastic. It will 
stay fresh for up to six months. 
An ancient Greek named Hippocrates was the first her- 
balist to establish a"healing profession", moving away from 
mysticism and religion. In contrast o former ancient her- 
balists he believed in the principle "the important thing is to 
do no  harm". 
Many contemporary scholars accepted his famous oath and 
consequently there developed eep humanitarian concerns 
among the Greek physicians of that time (about 400 B.C.) 
Thus, Hippocrates was from then on the father of medicine. 
Hippocrates believed four elements -- fire, water, earth 
and air - -  were represented in the human body by yellow bile, 
phlegm, black bile, and blood. He believed sickness resulted 
if the balance of the four became upset. He suggested using 
parsley, thyme, fennel and celery to increase the flow of urine 
and so rid the body of harmful substances. 
His famous writings contain 300 to 400 healing plants. 
Patricia Ann Gowe and Lt. 
(Navy) Peter Smith Duke were 
married July 13, 1991 at Grace 
Presbyterian Church, Calgary, 
Alberta. Patricia is the daughter 
of Ms. Dianne Gowe of Terrace 
and Mr. Ron Gowe also of Ter- 
race. Peter is the eldest son of 
William and Nancy Duke, 
Calgary, Alberta. 
A 5:30 p.m. Ceremony ac- 
cented by candle light and of- 
ficiated by Reverend Jack 
Stewart was shared with im- 
mediate family and close 
friends. The bride was attended 
by her lifelong friend Betty 
Ruygrok of Calgary (formerly 
of Terrace) as maid of honor. 
The groom was attended by 
Chris Creighton of Montreal as 
best man. The gospel was read 
by friend of the groom, bled 
Benner of Calgary. 
The bride was elegant in an 
off-the-shoulder, 'sheath style 
gown with chapel ength train, 
complimented by a two tier 
elbow and chapel length veil. 
Patricia made her own gown of 
white shantung and re- 
embroidered imported Guipure 
lace which she hand-beaded 
herself. 
Also made by the bride was 
the pale pink-peach; double 
breasted, knee length dress ~ With 
white re-embroidered lace collar 
and cuffs worn by the maid of 
honor. Both bride and her at- 
tendant carried similar bou- 
quets of white bridal roses, 
freesia, baby's breath and 
greens accented by pale pink 
and white ribbons. 
Following the ceremony, an 
intimate sit-down dinner for 
family and friends was held at 
the Hospitality Inn South. best 
man, Chris Creighton, doubled 
as master of ceremonies. A
toast to the bridal couple was 
proposed by Lt (N) Garry 
l-Iansen of Victoria, B.C. The 
bride and groom used a navy 
ceremonial sword to cut the two 
layer, carrot and cream cheese 
cake, topped with decorative, 
white on antique white rolled 
fondant. Later that evening cof- 
fee was served at the Duke 
residence at Lake Midnapore. 
The following day an open 
house was hosted by the 
groom's parents at Lake Mid- 
napore. 
The newlyweds honeymoon- 
ed in romantic Old Quebec ity 
and now reside in Halifax, NS, 
where Peter is a combat systems 
engineering officer in the Cana- 
dian Navy and Patricia is a 
registered ental assistant. 
Patricia is a graduate of the 
class of 1980 from Caledonia 
Sr. Secondary, and 1989 from 
Camosun College Dental 
Assisting. Peter graduated from 
the University of Calgary in 
1985 with a bachelor of science 
degree in mechanical engineer- 
ing. 
Our of town guests attended 
from Terrace, Smithers, Vic- 
toria, Vernon, Slave Lake, 
Toronto, and Montreal. 
. .A ; .  
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TERRACE LITrLE 
THEATRE 
ALAN AYCKBOURN'S 
HITCOMEDY 
i THE NORMAN CONQUESTS 
DIRECTED BY 
MORTON 
LIVING TOGETHER WITH ~ ~ ~  
MARIANNE BRORUP WESTON 
AUSON THOMSON • KARLA 
HENNING • RAY MORDAN ,, 
JOHN MCGOWAN AND ALAN 
WESTON As NORMAN 
'"°"%~ GORDON OATES 
s,,..,~ BRIAN SLATER ~ 
FEBRUARY 6 ,7 ,8& 
13,1~I,15"8PM'McOOLL '~ , e,v 
PLAYHOUSE ,°2s A,,u. STREET : 
GENERAL (P' I£~ A L L " . . . .  
AOMI$SION%OIU P ERFOR MAN °E S This Community theatre poster has been created in full 
SKEENA c°l°ur using the Can°n® l-aserc°pier'M. 
.cx~JEANS NORTH .ALL COLOUR PHOTOCOPIES IN MERE 
& BANK OF MONTREAL SECONDS! SpeeDeePdniers, X rrace 
19~2 
When the going gets tough, the tough get going, 
Here's why: 
• Best in class in ride and handling 
• Option packages = added value 
• Largest Supercab in class 
• Rear whr~el ABS 
• Double-wall welded cargo box 
8.9 %148 Months O.A.C. 
OR 
$750 oo Cash Rebate 
Don't forget to ask about the Plan 
Lease rates as 10w as 6.5% 
Stop in while selection is at its bestl 
• i~ I/ 
4631 Keith Ave., Terrace 
6 3 5-4 9 8 4 Dea,er s54a 
! 
